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ABSTRACT OP THESIS
"THE COURT OP AURANGrZIB AS A CENTRE OF LEARNING
AND LITERATURE*
Aurangzib's character has been the subject of long and
acrimonious debate; his character is not the concern of thi*
thesis except in so far as it influenced the culture of his
time*

As his period does reflect a good deal of his

influence it is necessary to know something about him in
order to see how he could direct currents of thought and
action.

It is essential to look at the condition of

learned institutions before and during his reign.

He" was

heir to a large empire, wielded autocratic power, and was
endowed with great capability in certain directions; his
contribution to culture could naturally be expected to be
great, whether creative or directive, whilst in certain
matters it might be obstructive.
Attention has next been given to institutions existing
and encouraged; to education, public health, design and art,
the standard of general knowledge, and habits and customs,
and finally to his nobles as the circle from which he chose
his proconsuls and his officials nearer home.
In a kingdom or empire where there is no foreign outloc
no connections beyond the boundaries, interests are limited;
poetry and mysticism occupy much attention; the prose belong
to a more practical, busy age.

The poetry of Bidil is
/mys tic

( ABSTRACT OP TH ESI3)

mystic, but by attaching some importance to self as a
nucleus it prepares the way for the constructive system of
Iqbal at the beginning of 2oth cent.

But there were no

famous writers of lyrical or romantic poetry in the period.
Aurangzib*s discouragement of these lighter styles was

effective, and usually only sporadic and clandestine attempi
appear to have been made.
In prose there are a few historical works, but the
Emperor1s early ban on history-writing precluded efforts
in this direction.

Such works as exist tend to be

overburdened with a florid style that makes them laboured
and periphrastic.
Restriction on freedom of expression and thought could
hardly fail to find some manner of response, and the
sarcastic writings of two authors were probably provoked by
it.

Aurangzib was a capable calligraphist; his artistic

instinct, checked by religious dogma in certain directions,
may have found satisfying scope in this practical art.
Letter-writing may also have served a useful end in his
self-expression; Bidil* s Letters and Shah Muhammad Qannauji
Insha-i Jamf al-Qawanin are among the epistolary writings
of the reign.

A drama named Gulzar-i Hal has been traced

Air1-

as having been translated into Persian from ^
Bhakha in this reign.

"THE COURT OP AURANG-ZIB
AS A CENTRE OP LEARNING AND LITERATURE"
Thesis submitted for the
the London University.

p H •D.

Ht

on 3 * June, 1949.
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PREFACE
Historians have searched but not very successfully for
sources of Indo-Timurid history besides those in Persian
language in order to bring these rulers into a still clearer
perspective.

Aurangzib is perhaps the most perplexing

character of them all; unfortunately by his ban on writing
any accounts of his reign after his tenth year on the throne
he made his features the less distinct.

There is however

material for research not only amongst the known historical
works but particularly in the literary sources.

The latter

is an area hardly explored, for Indian’s famous historian of
literature, Shibli Nu'mani, treated of Persian poets in his
Shi^r al-A.iam only to the reign of Shahjahan.

This thesis^,

it is hoped, will help to fill in details of the work already
started by distinguished labourers in this field.
For any success that may attend this effort I would
ever.be grateful in no little measure to my Supervisor,
Mr. A*H. Harley, whose friendly guidance and counsel have
been a stay and encouragement to me at all times, but most
appreciated whenever the task seemed tedious and difficult.
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C H A P T E R

1.
r

INTRODUCTION
TO LEARNING IN AURANG-ZIB* S REIGN.
In a powerful autocratic atate a saying of the ancient
Arabs holds true, "the people follow the practical faith of
2

their Kings’*, and these words can very appropriately be applied
_3
to Aurangzib and his age.
A man of many parts his character
ful influence fell often restrainingly on men and movements.
His system of news-writers and informers kept him in close
touch with the activities of officials near and far, and his
learning and leanings with human interests.
A fresh orientation becomes necessary from the 11th year
of his reign.

The reasons for this change belong to the

sphere of history, and only its effects are the first concern
here.

His nature, never a very open, frank one, became
/warped

1.

Familiar names <pf places have frequently been retained
here in their popular spelling, e.g., Calcutta, Benares.

3.

The titular designation 'Alamgir was given him by his
father, Shahjahan, and was formally adopted by him at his
accession.
on_this ceremonious occasion he had himself
announced as Abu al-Muzaffar Muhyi al-Dln Muhammad_
Aurangzib Bahadur'Alamgir Padshah-i (£hazl. *wQhazi,f had
been adopted before him by Akbar and Shahjahanf denoting
"raider11 it was reserved for brave warriors who engaged
in holy warfare.
in these three instances it had
reference to fighting against Hindus, see infra, pp.23, 24.

(Learning) (introduction) (Bk.I. Ch.1.)
warped.

The frontiers of liberality and humanitarian outlook

grew contracted.

The orthodoxy that had been a subterfuge in

his relations with Dara Shikuh now became an impelling bigotry,
and antagonised the larger portion of his subjects, the
Hindus, and while it pleased those like-minded with him
amongst his co-religionists, it greatly reduced any prospect
of the communal life continuing which had survived since
Akbar's time.
This capacity for good or ill in a despot, and the
special ability of Aurangzib in certain departments of life
and art, and their actual influence on the activities of the
subjects require some study of his character and disposition,
and acquaintance with his literary and artistic attainments
and interests, and the standards in his environment and their
impressibility.

There is an apt dictum of Carlyle that the

history of a people is the history of its great men. Aurangzib
was himself an eminent strategist and commander in the field;
in Mir Jumla Mu'azzam Khan he secured a leader after his own
r* •*

heart, but this is the only great name, or one of the few,out
standing.

His own son Mu^azzam he entrusted with command on
• • •*

several occasions, though he apparently tried to cow him and
subdue his enterprise later by casting him into prison for a
1

time.

In his administration he was exacting, but there seems

to have been, especially later, a spirit of niggling interfer
ence, and he used a caustic pen in communications with his
1.

Ahkam, ~No.ll.

/officials.
--------------

3.
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officials.

His humiliating discourtesy towards Nusrat Jang,

son of his Premier, for what is related to have been no more
than his inadvertently touching the Emperor1s cushion, shows
him not only strict in matters of etiquette, but sarcastic and
even insolent.
men;

His atmosphere was not encouraging to great

he urged in his Ruq4at the appointment

to office of
2

honest men and deplored the increasing decline in their number,
but the ablest may have held back fearing to risk displeasure
3

or dismissal, as apparently did*Aqil Khan.
Not a robust lad
4
in his youth and of restless activity throughout his long life,
and a prey to jealousy and suspicion, Aurangzib did not allow
sufficient responsibility .to devolve, long enough at any rate,
for merit and worth to prove itself.
In his Letters he has made frequent use

of verses of his

own composition, mostly in a moralising or worldly-wise strain,
but never erotic.

Bidil, the best esteemed Indian-born Sufi

poet, flourished in his reign.

Sanaad1 s Rubais are also

religious in tone and passion.

itfhether it was his prediction

that Dara shikuh would succeed his father on the throne or the
fatwa of the authorities on the Sharrfor his refusal to cover
his nakedness, that led to his death, it seems certain at any
/rate
1.

Ahkam 28, p*78.

2.

Ruq Ala, Ina, Nos. 36, 56.

3.

See infra. Ike

4.

Ahkam, 4.

4.
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rate that It was not prejudice on the part of authority against
1

poetry In general.

But the lyricism of the ghazal was denied

the freedom necessary to Its vitality.
Prose-work Is best represented In the histories written
during the period.

The progress of the few there are was

interrupted, and their language Is In the laboured, ornate style
of the age which so readily accommodated flattery.

Aurangzib

2
in his Letters has a style that is free and natural, if somewhat
terse because of its economy of words.

Ni*mat Khan *A11

employed sarcasm in his historical sketches, but without the
bitterness of Dean Swift,and apparently suppressed them during
the lifetime

of

the ruler.

The art of the period expressed Itself through the safe
medium of penmanship.

Calligraphy has been a fetish -ef Scribes.
3
After its eight modes were laid down there was no successful
attempt at devising something new, but a rigid adherence to
perfection of line.

Ihis reign had its masters, and Aurangzib
4
was regarded as one of the most accomplished.
Two Qur'ans in
his hand were presented to the sacred city ofMedina and one
3
Mecca.

to
/An

1.

infra,

p. 133

2.

infra,

p.li3

3.

infra,

p.

4.
5.

of. Ala nam, pp.1092-4; Ma'a Ala, p.532.
Ala nam, p.1093;

Ma'a Ala, p.532.

5.
(Learning) (Introduction) (Book I, Ch,l,)
An evolutionary political change was on the way,
*- '

■ 0

I

Aurangzib's military autocracy was frustrated In his latter days
especially, and he gave no liberal leadership In the arts of
1

peace.

Music he banned, and for the major part of his reign

2
the writing of history;
poetry had Its restrictions and
3
suffered under them;
medicine kept to its traditional groove,
4
and there was no advance in surgical skill.
In the arts and
sciences there was that attitude of preserving or defending
which may indicate consolidation, but also stagnation, and no

*

attack on new problems.
/Chapter 2.

1 .Infra,

7 7 x

2.

Infra, fcir

3.

Infra, f/1.I k , fT,

4.

Infra,

/«!
h
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C H A P T E R
A.

2.
Aurangzib1a Minority

Aurangzib knew something of privation very early in his
life.

In 1622 his father, Shahjahan, yielded to pursuasion to

rebel against Jahangir and his politically-minded spouse,Iviumtaz
Mahal.

He was unsuccessful and fled with his family, but was

pardoned on condition of sending two of his sons as hostages.
In June, 1626, at the age of eight, Aurangzib was sent along
with his eldest brother, Dara Shikuh, to Lahore and remained
with his grandfather till the latter died in 1628* A.D.

On

their father*s accession in that year the two boys were
released.

Whether the incompatibility of temperament that

appeared not long after showed itself then is not known.
Courage was a robust virtue in all of the Timurids.

Each

royal father in turn sent out his sons campaigning in their
early years.

Thus early they became accustomed to gain

experience and to exercise authority.

Their training was

calculated to make them men of **blood and iron’1. Aurangzib had
the traditional courage in full measure.

While still in his

15th year he attacked an elephant which was bearing down on him
and gored his horse;
with his spear.

he jumped to the ground, and charged it

The poet Kalirn was a spectator and

commemorated the incident in his mathnavi beginning:

f»•>>>«/*»
1/ r*L*AT^ If

1.

Aur Alam, p.131.

(i

t>/J
•

••

••
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He started his regular studies at the age of ten, and read
under the supervision of selected mauXwls.

Of the more eminent

of these was Mir Muhammad Hashlm Gilani, who had come to India
after twelve years of study at Mecca and Medina, had learnt
medicine under Hakim

All Gllani, and had kept a famous school

-

at Ahmadabad.

1

Under Mulla Shafl, known as Danlshmand Khan,

he read the Ihyayal~Uiuin and Klmlya-1 3a*adat of Ghazall
(d. 1111 A . D , ), the great expounder of a moderate Suflsm, of whom
It has been said that "he made his mark by leading Islam back to
Its fundamental and historical facts, and by giving a place In

2
Its system to the emotional religious life*!
The artistic, and certainly decorative,side of his education
was not overlooked.
The Nashh style of handwriting he learnt
- .
3
from HaJJi Qasim, and Nasta llq apparently from a calligrapher
of great repute, Muhammad Husayn Kashmiri,
three others are given;

The names of two or

of these Mulla Jiwan was engaged after

Aurangzibfs accession.
His study was not long continued, for at the age of 16
years he was sent out to take part in a military campaign against
the Bundela chiefs of Orchha, and acquire experience of men and
the management of affairs.

He possessed a mind receptive of

general knowledge, a dominant will, and shrewdness of Judgment,
/ / He
,n
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1.

infra, p.

2m

Nicholson, Lit. Hist, of Arabs, 383 (quotation from D. B.
Macdonald)•

3.

See infra, £ { ,

A
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He went out no raw youth but with his eyes open to hardship, and
his ears to cultural influences.
At the age of 18 his first marriage took place, of which,

t

lonmost

besides two daughters, a son A zam was born, who filled a
place in his affection, and another Akbar.

The former of these

sons was killed in fighting for the succession to his father; the
latter rebelled in 1681, fled to Persia and died there in exile
(1705 A.D.)Not

long after his first a second marriage was arranged,

this time with a Rajput Hindu, Nannrab B&£.

She bore him a son

.uhammad Sultan, who was kept in prison from 1659, when he had
reached the age of 20 till his death in 1676, and a son Mu'azzam,
who was later to succeed as .Shah #Alam Bahadur Shah (r. 1707-12).
This union was arranged for him, and not prompted on Aurangzib1a
side by thought or hope of binding the Hindus to him, and neither
the marital connection nor the fact of there being issue from the
marriage influenced him towards facing the great dichotomy of
peoples in his land with any plan of securing their co-operation.
That he was capable of a lasting deep affection is not
clearly established from the facts as known of the case.

He was

swept off his feet by love of Hira Bai, a slave-girl formerly an
inmate of the harem of Mir Khalil, and her very early death was a
grievous shock to him.

Possibly the closest approach to his
1

affection was that of Udaypuri Mahal.

She bore him a son
/Kambakhsh

1.

So designated from her native place, after the manner Akbar
had adopted.

9.

(Learning) (Aurangzib*a Minority) (Bk.I. Ch.2.)
Kambakhsh, who remained dear to him through years, and in an
1

affectionate letter, written to him at the time of his death,
Aurangzib says of her^"Your mother Udaypuri was with me in my
illness, and intends to accompany me’1, i.e. to become Sati. He
has nothing more to say on this subject, but it does not seem to
displease him, though he had previously set his face against
this Hindu custom.
Though the period of Aurangzib’s regular study did not last
more than about six years he was earnest in whatever he applied
himself to, and it is not to be wondered at that contemporary
2

historians state that he knew Arabic, Persian and Turki very
well, and his Letters show him to have possessed much general
culture, as well as an extensive knowledge of Islamic subjects.
His acquaintance with languages extended to Hindi and Sanskrit.
/Aurangzib

1.

Ruq Ala, Ina, 73.

2.

Ma’a Ala, p. 532; A Nam. 1094.

•J .

Infra., t
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(Learnings) (Aurangzib*8 Children) (Bk.I, Ch.2.)
A*

Aurangzib *8 Children

Fully appreciative of the benefits of learning he saw to It
that his children were given a good opportunity of reading at the
feet of competent masters*

Nlccolae Manucci, the Portuguese

traveller who visited India in this reign, states:

“When the

........... have reached the age of five, they are

little princes

taught to read and write the paternal tongue which is the Tatar
or ancient speech of the Turks.

After this they are made over

to learned men and courteous eunuchs, who bring them up with
1

great strictness and teach them the liberal and military arts'*.
Manucci continues: "At this age (16 years)

they are married ...

Ihe tutors are retained all their lives in the palace with a
decent pension.

After a prince is married the King gives him a

separate palace, with a great income and a large establishment;
but along with all that he always keeps near them good tutors
and most careful spies, who Inform him of all that passes every
d ay".
The 5 sons had probably the same regime of instruction.

The

The Qur'an and Traditions were prominent in their routine.
Muhammed Sultan learnt the Qur'an by heart;
method of reading was taught them all.

its qlr'at or proper

Languages associated

with it and the Muslims were made subjects of study, viz: Arabic
and Persian;

Turkl was also included.

Muhammad M u 4 azzam, the
/second

1.

Manucci, Vol.II, p.346.

11
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second son, who succeeded in 1707 under the title of Bahadur
Shah and was surnamed Shah Alam, apparently was interested in
these languages and religious studies, and was termed by the tra
ditionists Qidwat al-Muhaddithin (model of traditionists)L
Aurangzib was not satisfied with men of ordinary abilities, and
CL

-

the three other princes read each with a maulvi of learning,
versed also in the practice of the law; the three scholars were
1

2

Sayyid All Akbar, Ivlulla Hamid Jaunpuri, and Muhammad Ikrara
3
Lahauri, whom Aurangzib employed in the collection of Fatawa-i
>

-------------------

_ 4

Alamgiri.

Calligraphy, a subject of which the Emperor was

himself a capable exponent, was also included, and one of the
5
teachers engaged was Hidayat Allah, whose skill in the art
acquired for him the honoured title ofZarrin-Qalam (i.e. he of
the golden pen).
Of the five daughters the eldest, Zib Al-Nisa, who died in
1114/1703, most merits attention.

The custom of parda made it

impossible for women to appear in public, and no system of
education was deemed necessary for them.

in better class

families provision was made for religious and elementary
instruction, and some of them acquired a knowledge of Arabic
but generally of Persian literature.

Zib Al-Nisa took advantage
/of

Tl

Mir Alarn, fol.657b;

2.
3.
4.
5.

Mir Alam, fol. 557b; Mir Jahan, fol.394b.
Ibid.
See infra, ftp.
Mf) ill •
See infra, p./*

Mir jahan, fol. #34b.

|
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of any opportunity offered; she learned Arabic and Persian,7 had 1
'.*- , /
*■ -V- ■' . ; ■
...' .
the Qur’an by heart, practiced several kinds of handwriting,
and made her ov/n collection of books.

She was a patron of

learning and caused the whole of the Commentary Tafsir-i Kabir
of Fakhr Al-Din Razi (d. 543-4/1149) to be translated into
JL
Persian by Mulla Safi Al-Din Ardablli.
It may be noted here as indicating the ethical and disci
plinary value v/hich Aurangzib attached to the Qur’an that not
2

only was Zib Al-Nisa a Hafiz, but Aurangzib himself, the
3
4
5
princes Muhammad Sultan, Mu'azzam, Kam Bakhsh and princess
6

Badr Al-Nisa, the third daughter, could also claim this
distinction.

Furthermore the two first mentioned sons were

also garls, i.e. proficient in the public intonation of the
Qurfan.
'She inherited her family’s poetic tastes, and herself
composed under the pen-name Hakhfj. Hie Divan-i Makhfi b&s
7
8
9
been attributed to her by Sprenger and Rieu, and Ivanow strongly
/supports.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Ma’a Ala, p. 539.
Mir Alam fol. 439a.
Ma’a Ala, p.532; Ala Nam, p.1092.
Ma’a Ala, p.534, Mir Alam, fol. 539a.
Ma’a Ala, p. 534.
Mun Lub, Vol.II, 547.
Ma’a Ala, p. 538.
Cat, per etc. MSS., p. 480.
B.M. per MS., Or. 311.
Ivasb No. 824.
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supports Its ascription to this poetess.

(Bk.I., Ch.2 .)

«- r

jl

Maulvi Abanl-Hamid

bases his argument on a few lines occurring in it from the
DlWan of Makhf1 of Rasht.

It may very well have been that she

plagiarised to escape any displeasure on the part of her father.
It may be remarked here that this Divan whenever lithographed
has been attributed to her.

In any case it has no particular

merit to distinguish it among the works of many other poets.
/Aurangzib

1.

Bank. Cat.Ill No.422.

14
B.

AURANGZIB, HIS MAJORITY AND ACCESSION

The figure of Aurangzib stands out pretty clearly cut from
the accounts of his reign, his Letters, and his deeds as known
from other sources.
descent;

Hie character was true to his Timurid

there was no trace of any mollifying influence from

the slight adminixture of Hindu blood through His Rajput great
grandmother or from contact with the Hindus, by far the greater
portion of his subjects.

His line was established with the

sword and maintained itself by it.

Like most princes of the

blood he had been sent at an early age into the battlefield.
Lust of power stayed with him till the end, and in satisfaction
of it he spent the last twenty years of his life campaigning in
the Deccan.

It incurred debt which emptied the treasury in the

North, and its outcome showed much of the futility of its
conduct.

The Deccan Muslim States were progressive, and their

activity in arts and industry were praiseworthy.

They were a

curb on the Mahrattas, and had his policy been to match them
against the latter, his object would have been served economi
cally at any rate.

It is necessary to consider at some length the character
*
»,.s*''_
,.•/•.'.J
of this Sultan.
This term itself denotes "power’1, and like all
the members of his line he pursued after it to possess it, and
to extend it.

After him they mostly basked amid the shrinking

walls of the Empire, their eyes no longer open to Central Asian
or nearer conquest, their hands growing too feeble to stem the
/encroachment s
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________________ (Bk.I. Ch. 2.)__________________
encroachments of aliens, and their vision without foresight.
prom another point of view there was the sullen, threatening
thrust of the new against an old that was becoming outworn.
But Aurangzib was a strong man and capable at the head of
affairs;
his will;

armies mustered under his standard;

officers obeyed

officials knew that they were shadowed by informers,

and that his espying eye searched over all the plain and as far
as Balkh and Badakhshan.

Honesty he inculcated on son and

servant alike, chose men or removed them as he found them to be
honest or otherwise, and this strictness extended into his own
life.
His tastes appear simple;

he has written that he did not

deny himself the pleasures of the table, yet a basket of mangoes
1

from his son A zam evoked much pleasure, perhaps mainly because
he looked on it as a mark of affection of which he received no
abounding share in his lifetime, but possibly too because he
denied himself pleasures he could have procured easily.
restraint and economy were part of his make-up.

Self-

He was strict

in his relations with his sons, particularly so in the case of
the two eldest, born of his Hindu wife Namfab Bai, the elder of
whom he confined in prison from his twentieth year till his
/death
1.

Ruq Ala, Ina, 9.

2.

cf. Ibid 21.
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(Bit. I. Ch. 2.)
1----------death some seventeen years later (1676 A.D.)9 and the younger
Mu^azzam, whom he confined in prison for five years from 1688 A.D.
for coming to terms with King Abu Al-Hasan of Golkonda.
•

Of this

•

incarceration he said at its conclusion with the release of
Mu azzam:

"Although from sheer necessity I cast you into prison

for several years as requital for your pernicious actions, there
is a strong token of authority in this fact that the throne of
Joseph depended on his imprisonment.
will be of the same sort.Mf

God willing, your case

Such treatment evidently cowed his

spirit, for after he came to the throne at the age of 64 he is
3
characterised as "a pious man but a weak ruler".
When aged 46
(1689 A.D*) he was reproved by his father for attending the
court dressed in the unorthodox apparel of a saffron coloured
4
turban and a palwani (a silken garment).
Aurangzib had the cruel strain of the Timurids. Apparently
he did not give way to outbursts of rage as did Akbar and
Jahangir, but held himself in firmer check;
nature as is evident from his Letters.

his was a subtler

These and other features

of his character will be noticed in the course of the thesis.
Whereas the student of history finds three complete works
concerned with the reign of Shahjahan he is less fortunate in
materials devoted to his successor Aurangzib.
-

1.

Supra,

2.

Ahkam, No.11.

3.

Rawl. Cone. p.222.

4.

Ruq Ala, Ina, No.6 .
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can be accounted for by the latter*s nature and his principles;
he objected in the eleventh year of his reign to events being
written up in his lifetime.

His attitude was somewhat similar
1

to that observed towards poetry by Shah Tahmasp

of the Safawi

••

Dynasty, who ruled in Persia from 1524-76 A.D.

•

The Sliah said

of poetry that when "written in praise of Kings and princes it
was sure to consist largely of lies and exaggerations, accord
ing to the well-known Arabic saying, fThe best poetry is that
2

which contains most falsehoods1".
There is one contemporary work, Ma1athiiwL ‘Alamgiri,
completed in 1710 A.D., which gives an account of the whole
reign.

Another work describes the incidents of the first five

years, another those of the first ten, and a few are sectional,
i.e., they deal with some province or section of the Empire.
A continuous story of Aurangzib*s reign can be gathered
with some detail from these congruent and rather uncritical
sources, but for so long a period of rulership the total amount
of information is small in quantity and partial in tone.

The

Sultan did not permit any historian to proceed beyond the first
ten years of his reign.
These first ten years do not show him as other than a
fairly normal being; he was generous with gifts to nobles and
/the
1.
2.

See a m n IV 172.
Ibid.
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the poor on festive occasions, and the number of these, such
as his weighing ceremony, he did not curtail.

He enjoyed the

1

pleasures of the table, as he says himself.

He liked a good

2

horse, and was fond of sport at the shooting-boxes in the
plains and in Kashmir, and he had a certain capacity for love,
as shown, for instance, in the excess of his passion for Hira
Bai (surnamed Zainabadi) and his affection for his third son,
3

A fzam,
and especially for his youngest son Kambakhsh.
••
*&***'

But there was a flaw

in the

web ofhis naturethathardly

reveals itself in Mafathir-i 'Alamgiri* s account ofthe first
ten years.

The incident, narrated in Ahkam-i <Alamgrri

according to which, while

he and

—

—-

—*•

Dara Shikuh were stillquite

young princes and Dara was showing his father and brothers his
apartments specially prepared for the hot weather,

Aurangzib

sat by the doorway and later left without permission, is
capable of the interpretation that he sulked then and was
jealous, though it should not be overlooked that he afterwards
told his sister Jahan-ara that he had feared that if the door
5
were closed they might be entrapped.
/This
1.

Ruq Ala, Ina, No. 10.

2.

Ibid, No.

3.

Ibid, 72;

4.

Afckam, Ho.

2.

5.

Ahkam, No.

2.
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This jealousy grew, and another unpleasant incident
occurred in 1054/1643, during Aurangzib1s first governorship
1

in the Deccan, when, at the instance of foolish advisers, or
"as a protest against Dara Shikuh’s jealous interference with
2

his work and Shahjahan’s partiality to his eldest son", he
withdrew from office and public life into retirement.

His

father was grievously displeased at his conduct and deprived
him of his office and estates, and did not restore him until
several months later when Jahanara intervened on his behalf.
The father’s joy at her recovery from her burns melted his
resentment.

Unlike other Titaurid princes Dara was not early

in his career despatched on any military campaign, but was
'
::e£^4^'r:
A \Syh. - 'A-Ad
retained at home with executive authority under his father. He
did not have Akbar’s thrust or competence in the field, but
he had his desire for knowledge, and his student-mind found
congenial association with Moslem saintly s*Avants, such as
Mian Mir and Mulla Shah, and with the pandits of Benares and
elsewhere.

His father was much attached to him, and he helped

in the administration of affairs, and found time to unbend for
his sacred studies in the seclusion of Kashmir.
There is nothing on record to show that Dara showed marked
unfriendliness to Aurangzib.

He did refer to him as that

namazi or prayerful one, in whom observance of religious rites
/early
1.
2.

padshahnama II, p. 376.
Anecdotes, p.2.
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early showed itself, but there is nothing definite to account
for hjsi being spoken of by Aurangzib as his f,unkindly,,
1

(na-mihrban) brother.

Aurangzib protested against Dara’s

order that the reinforcements sent to him to complete the
campaign against Bijapur in 1657 should be returned, but Dara’s
action was then defensible on the ground that the Sultan of
;v

2

Bijapur had thrown himself on Shahjahfitn’s mercy.

That

Aurangzib entertained a grievance or grievances against him
there can be no doubt, but he is the only witness when he
writes that Shahjahan said of Dara: "Sometimes I am concerned
that my eldest son, though fully equipped with majesty,
dignity and authority, is an enemy of the good and a friend of
the evil"•

He himself includes Dara in the number of the

"ambitious great" who have kindled the flame of warfare and
left a realm in grief, and passed their days in bitterness and
4
5
_ _
repentance.
Bernier’s statement that Dara instigated the
murder of Sa’d Allah^KJ^an is not borne out by the contemporary
writers and is indeed in direct conflict with that of Khwafi
6

Khan who attributes his death to colic.
/But

€

1.

Ruq. AlaJ^Nbs. 53, 54..

2.

Infra, p.

3.

Ruq. Ala, Ina, 54, cf. Ahkam, No. 5.

4.

Ibid. 95.

5.
ied of
olic in
066/1655-6 * 6 .

Bernier1
, 23; Bilimoria is apparently following him in his
translation of the Letters of Aurangzib, see No. 14.
Mun Lub I p.736, this minister according to Khwafi Khan x
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But in the meantime a new world had been opening for Dara.
He had been passing beyond the outward (Zahir) and phenomenal
aspect to the inner (Batin) reality, to mystic ideology, and
had begun to search for its affinity with Vedantism.

His

deepening interest in these researches and his translation of
Hindu sacred literature could not but attract Aurangzib1s
attention and stir his ambition.

But the time for action was

not yet1
.
Meantime fuel had been thrown on the smouldering fire of
Aurangzib*s jealousy.

In 1636 he had been appointed Viceroy

in the Deccan, which position he continued to occupy till 1644
when he withdrew into retirement as a protest against Dara1s
interference with his work, and was also piqued at the
preference shown to the latter.

Shahjahan punished him by

depriving him of his rank and possessions, and only some
months later at the intercession of Jahanara, sister of the
1

two princes, restored to him his rank, and some two months
afterwards gave him the viceroyalty of Gujrat.
In 1652 he entered on his second period as Viceroy of
the Deccan, where his unprovoked attack on Golkanda put its
King to flight, and Aurangzib then prepared to proceed against
Bijapur.

For this latter effort additional troops were

necessary and were approved by his father, but Dara intervened
and caused him to recall them as the King of Bijapur had
/flung
L.

Badshahnama II, p*3?6 ^

.
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flung himself on the mercy of the Sultan.

This check to

Aurangzibfs hopes of victory was more than he could bear or
choose to explain away to himself.
off old scores soon offered.

An opportunity of wiping

Shahjahan fell seriously ill.

Dara with unreasonable solicitude, though obviously with the
ulterior motive of retaining for himself all the advantages of
his position, carried him off to Agra, and from there conducted
the state affairs.

But nfews of the Sultan’s illness reached

Aurangzib in the Deccan, and he planned action promptly,
effectively and unscrupulously.

Neither the fratricidal nor

the parricidal instinct was long latent in oriental despotism.
In shahjahan the former had been conspicuously active; his
brother Khusrau had been stirred by evil counsel to yield him
self to the latter instinct, and in extenuation his father,
Jahangir, declared that he himself had been urged to action
against Akbar.

Dara, whom Shahjahan had previously announced

as his heir-apparent, carried off his father to Agra and made
that city the centre of Government; Murad had already pro
claimed himself Emperor in Gujrat, and Shuja likewise in
Bengal.

Aurangzib entered into negotiations with Murad, and

encouraged him with armed support and promise of a large
portion of the Empire.

Their combined forces defeated Dara’s

first body of troops under Jaswant Singh, and then his main
body at Samugarh, near Agra, in May, 1658.

Dara fled on the
/latter
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1----

latter occasion accompanied by his wife.

Beraja? met him at

one place on his flight and remained with him three days.
Meantime Aurangzib marched on Agra, took possession of the fort
and the person of his father.

To Murad he sent a pressing

invitation to a banquet, and there treacherously made him a
prisoner;

a little later in 1661 A.D. he had him put to

death as a judicial punishment on the accusation of a man
,

_

2

whose father, Ali Naqi, he hadslain in Gujrat.

Shuja^was

pursued by the imperial general Mir Jumla into Assam and
beyond and perished with his family in the swamps of Arakan.
As Dara had been betrayed into Aurangzibfs hands and put to
death in 1659 A.D., all risk of rebellion was removed after
3
Murad’s death in 1661.
The reference of Dara’s case and
4
Murad’s to the rUlama for judgment cloaked the proceedings
against them with a kind of pious sanction.

Jahangir’s cruel

punishments had recalled to men’s minds Timurid vindictiveness,
and might had now once more asserted itself, but the removal
of Dara alienated still more the Hindus, whose allegiance
only Akbar had endeavoured to win.
He ascended the throne in
9
_
1068/1658 as Abu al-Muzaffar Muhyi al-Din Muhammad Aurangzib
**

5

Bahadur‘Alamgir Padshah-i Ghazi.

*

The title’’Alamgir” had been
/conferred

1•

p .89.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Mun Lub, 11,156.
Mun Lub, II, p.8 6 .
Ibid. 156.
Ma’a Ala, p#23; cf.*Ala nam, p#l and Mun. Lub, p#l.
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conferred on him by his father Shahjahan in 1657 when he came
up from the Deccan and won his victory over Jaswant Singh’s
imperial forces.

Akbar and shahjahan had both adopted the

appellative "Ghazi".

The term had long been conventionally

applied to one who fought in Jihad.

Bairam Khan had advised

Akbar to kill with his own hand the Hindu aggressor King of
Afghanistan, the infidel Hemu, and assume the title.

To judge

from the following words of Muhammad Saq.i Musta idd Khan, the
historian of the reign, the war in the Deccan would suffice to
justify Aurangzib’s assumption of the appellative "Ghazi”:
'TV'/

1/

-fli-J o^ueJ

To speak of the Deccan as being in the hands of warring
"Kafirs” is not fair and could only proceed from political
spleen.

Aurangzib. wrote of the Deccanis contemptuously and

bitterly in an order: "...And to show considei*ation to this
people is to take a scorpion into one’s hand and to have a
snake in one’s armpit.

The Kufan does not fulfil his word?"

To speak of the Deccanis, many of whom had fought in his
/ New para

armies, in these terms is again not fair, j There was
now a strong hand on State affairs.

Communications were

kept open from Central Asia to the Deccan and Gujrat to Assam.
Aurangzib chose carefully his officers, and his correspondents
/and
1.
2.

Ma’a Ala, 519.
Ahkam, No. 31.
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_

...

and informers kept him intimately acquainted with their
actions.

He managed firmly and discreetly, and had ho small

share of Timur id cunning

to carry out his policy.

His

first ten years followed a not uneven course.
The eleventh witnessed the change.
of himself, but a contracted self.

He remained master

He was now 50 years of

age, and had reached a time of life when he might have looked
forward to the fruits of successful diplomacy in national
prosperity and popular affection.

The change could hardly

be better indicated than in the words of Henry Vansittart,
- -1
translator of the first portion of Ma'athir-i r£lamgiri:
f,It is well known that a rigid silence was imposed on the
historians by Alamgir himself, who, as Mohammad Sakee observes,
preferred the cultivation of inward piety to the ostentatious
display of his actions.

However, if it can be supposed that

the injurious effects of his religious zeal were condemned by
the just feelings of his own heart, we may attribute the
concealment of his conduct to a sense of shame for the
persecution of innocent Hindus, which rioted in the destruct
ion of their ancient and magnificent
ion of their worship.

temples, and interrupt

The first ten years of his reign were

at least free from this blemish, but in the eleventh year his
disposition became more gloomy and austere.

He abolished

ceremonies, which gave splendour to royalty and music, which
promoted cheerfulness in his Court".
3U t r a n s l a t i o n ,

85
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EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
A.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
Both Hindus and MuJa&mans had early developed institut

ions for instruction in sacred literature and religious
ritual.

Time had extended the number of subjects required

for the fuller elucidation of the sacred texts.

Rulers had

from time to time established schools and provided for their
maintenance, and there had also been many benefactions from
pious persons.

Any encouragement given by officials or

others in the time of the Timurids went to Muslin institutions.
Nizam al-Mulk, the famous Prime Minister of the Seljuqian
Malik Shah bin Al"ip Arslan (r.c. 465/1073 - 486/1093) in
Persia had been a patron of learning.

The course of

instruction 1m Islamic Studies which is known after him as
the "nizamiyya" spread in Persia, and was introduced in course
of time into India, and continues still in Madrasas on the
older lines, i.e. those in which modern studies are admitted
only slightly if at all.

The recognised subjects are those

included in the manqula or traditional sciences, such as
Theology and Traditions, and those in the ma'quia or exact
•r-.«•

...

•-»

*.

'

s,'

sciences, such as geometry and medicine.

..

_

*

The duration of

J
j‘ A

scholastic training extended over a number of years until
the student was considered worthy to be awarded a sanad of
proficiency in a particular subject and of ability to expound
it on the same lines as the Maulana his master.

Many

students spent a year or more specialising under a renowned
/teacher

'
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teacher at some centre.

There were several centres of great

repute; Jaunpur remained distinguished for several centuries
for the eminence of its teachers.

The name of Abd al-Haq.q.

Dihlawi (d. 1052/1642) was honoured in his day and is still as
that of a great traditionist, and the list of his writings in
1

various departments is a long one.

It was a time when

erudition brought, if at all, its reward in the appreciation
of pupils, not in monetary considerations.

Philosophy, Logic

and Traditions had their renowned exponents at one centre or
another, and heritors often made reference to the Fan ih, with
his special knowledge of jurisprudence, to deal with matters
of inheritance and settlement.
Mention of Madrasas existing at many places occurs in
the historical records*
lodges for students.

To some were attached hostels or

Some had royal or private endowments;

many lasted for a time; some were ephemeral, for there was no
efficiently organised system of maintenance or control.

Such

administration as existed was in the hands of the diwan of
the region where the institution was situated, and his report
was submitted to a minister in Delhi in charge of education,
2

who placed it before the Emperor.
..
w ‘ 'V•*. •
• "V
,
A feature of some was the attached library.

~
Thus there

was a madrasa in Ahmadabad founded by A llama Shaykh WlXjih
/a1-Din
1.
2.

See the Treatise on him by S. Shams Allah Qadri, Hist.
Soc. of Hyderabad, No. 2.
See Mir Ahm, pp.377-8.

I
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al-Din Gujrati (d. 998/1587) which possessed such a facility.
This madrasa continued in existence till 1236/1825 without
interruption.

Often there was a mosque also attached.

Tuition and acconrmodation were provided free or at a nominal
rate for a boy from his fifth year.

He first went to a mulla

who taught in a room adjoining a mosque, and after receiving
he
rudimentary instruction/was admitted to the madrasa.
At the close of their academic career alumni or sanadholders might expect employment as religious teachers, or
qazis by reason of their study of law-books in the course, or
in subordinate government posts.
The Nizamiyya curriculum, though gradated with great care
to suit the capacity of adolescents, was not free from defects.
For instance it required in the early stages a thorough
grounding in Arabic grammar, and logic occupied much of the
students1 attention.
of modem sciences.

The past was venerated to the exclusion
Imperialism based on armed power

involved conservatism, and all too rarely did any
make bold to break away from tradition.

11innovator11

The saintly al-

Ghazali (d. 504/1111) understood something of the significance
of the play-element in child-nature, as appears from his short
risala on the "Reading of children and making them familiar,
l
'
i
with praiseworthy qualities of character".
Akbar1s fresh
/mind f
.

TI

Art. "The Child-wo rid" - by A. H. Harley, JRASB, Vol. Ill,
1937, p . 93.
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mind, unfettered by the systems of the scholastics, observed
many of the defects, and advised a course of reading which his
great minister Abu al-Fazl set down as follows:
"books on morals, arithmetic, the notation peculiar to
arithmetic, agriculture, mensuration, geometry, astronomy,
physiognomy, household matters, the rules of Government,
medicine, logic, the tabi^i (physical sciences), riyazi
(viz. mathematics, astronomy, music, mechanics) and ilahi
1

(theology) sciences, and history".

His advice extended to

2

Sanskrit studies also.
The sons of the rich did not attend the madrasas, but
were privately educated.

Many of them did not prosecute

their studies to the higher levels.

From their ranks were

usually recruited the higher officials of the State, governors,
secretaries and paymasters, and the members of that unofficial
body of the intelligenzia known as the 'ulama.
There was no such provision of educational instruction
3
for girls as Akbar had made.
Girls of the upper classes had
their instruction, mostly religious, at home.
beginning of the

2 0 th

In the

century when the cause of women*s

general education was first seriously mooted, a basic argument
for it was that graduates from abroad and from Indian
Universities would look for more than the quality of domesticity
/in
1.

A fn Akb, tr. Bl.I 279.

2.
3.

Ibid, 279.
Rawl, 372.
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in their brides, but until then the problem had not been much,
if at all, discussed openly.

The great social and education

al reformer Sir Sayyid Ahmad (d. 1898) planned only for the
male part of the population, the need of regularised advanced
1

studies for women did not impress him.

The novelist Hafiz

Nazir Ahmad towards the close of the nineteenth century
approached it in a practical though somewhat tentative manner,
and after him the flood-gates of debate were opened.

The

unreason in denying the need any longer was vigorously
attacKed.
Aurangzib even in the first ten years of his reign did
nothing to further the cause of Hindu learning, and in the
3
later portion narroY/ed secular study in the madras as. His
remarkable outburst recorded by Bernier, if accurate, would
show that he was not satisfied with the madrasa-subjects as
being entirely suitable for princes.

On one occasion when

Mulla Salih went to him for a favour he turned him away saying:
"But what was the knowledge I derived under your tuition? —
admirable geographer!

deeply read historian! was it not in

cumbent upon my preceptor to make me acquainted with the
distinguishing features of every nation of the earth; its
/resources
1.
2.
3.

The Reforms etc of S«S»A.K; p.44, f.n. 52 by J.M.S.
Baljon.
See History of the Development of the Novel & Short
Story, by^ichtar ggnu suhrawardy
See Mir Ahm, p.272; see also T F^ahbakhsh, tfc Hoey,
pp.104, 105.

—
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resources and strength, its mode of warfare, its manners,
religion, form of Government and wherein its interests
principally consist, and by a regular course of historical
reading to render me familiar with the origin of states, their
progress and decline .••

A familiarity with the languages of

surrounding nations may be indispensable in a King; but you
would teach me to read and write Arabic;

Forgetting

how many important subjects ought to be embraced in the
education of a prince, you acted as if it were chiefly
necessary that he should possess great skill in grammar, and
such knowledge as belongs to a Doctor of law; and thus did
you waste the precious hours of my youth in the dry improfit1

able, and never-ending task of learning words".
Aurangzib1s searching eye was unlikely not to fall with
out suspicion on the Ismarili Bohra community, engaged mostly
in trade, in Ahmadabad.

As a result of his heresy-hunt they

i

were ordered to study a certain course of religious books, and
’ "

V :’v'.vV' 7 - , . . ,

-

‘

’

, .

:

i

i

■

their progress was reported to the Emperor’s secretary, Qazi
Abu al-Faraj, at Delhi who in turn submitted it to his
Majesty.2

1.

Bernier, 1 5 5 - 6 , who appears to be the sole
this outburst.

2.

Mir Ahm, pp.377-8.

A

authority

for
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B. Libraries:
There were no public libraries with books on varied
topics available for all readers.

This is no matter of

wonder; such an institution is really only possible where
printed books are at disposal.

The first printed work in
1

,fTamulic,, characters appeared about 1577.

But Urdu printing

was first taken in hand by the Christian Missionaries at
Serampore, in Bengal,

The process of lithographing was not

invented in Europe till 1796, and though it became and has
remained popular in India, it was not brought into use for a
number of years after that date.
As has been stated some madrasas possessed a library,
and in the office of the qazis there were legal works v/hich
2

could be consulted by a Muslin litigant at any rate.
Some private collections were famous and valuable; some
specialised on religious works in Arabic and Persian, and
others on Persian poetry.

Trace has been found of the

following existing in Aurangzib1s time:
1, Library of Qutb al-Mulk:

It was frbm this that Prince

Muhammed Sultan procured a manuscript of the Tuzuk-i
Jahangiri. a work already become rare in half-a-century,

/2 ,

1,
2,
3,

A fi Akb, Bl, Tr, I, p,99 f.n. 4.
See art, "The Libraries during the Muslin Rule in India
by S.A. Zafar Nadvi, I.e. Vol. XIX, No.4, Oct, 1945,p,34
I.C. Oct., 1945: Art "Libraries during the MuslinRule
in India", by S.A. Zafar Nadvi, 339,
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2. Library of Shah ‘
Alam:

This had belonged to Sayyid

Muhammad Shah *Alam (d. 880/1469), a well-known saint in
Gujrat; by Aurangzib1s time it had passed into the
1

possession of Sayyid Ja^far Badr‘Alam (d.1085/1674).
3. Library of Shah Wajih al-Din (d. 998/1592).

This

collection was still in existence in 1236/1825.
4. Library of Makhdum Ibrahim (d. 1121/1710).
Nor may the important collections in the imperial palaces
be overlooked.
and well housed.

They were extensive in some cases, and varied,
Many of the treasured volumes now in the

Museums in Germany and Britain were procured by Sprenger from
the palaces in Delhi and Oudh.

Humayun is related to have

died of the effects of a fall on the polished stairs of his
library.
Law Studies:
No separate law-schools have been recorded in this reign.
The curriculum of the madrasas included works on jurisprudence
(fiqh).

Ordinarily a person well-versed in this branch was

appointed qazi in some small court, and could rise to be
Sadr al-Sudur (chief justice).

Mulla Muhammad As*ad Sahalwi

was one of those who received promotion to this rank in
Aurangzib*s time.

As the law code of Abu Hanifa was the one

in use, qazis must have belonged to the Sunni Sect.
/it
1.

Taz ula, p.177.
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It appears from Manucci

that moot courts were held in

which the princes sitting as judges decided cases.

This gave

them a practical training for judicial work in the provinces
which they were sent to administer as governors, and for a
better understanding of cases under consideration before them
in their imperial capacity later.

1.

Vol.II.346.

i
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'tJLAMA f
The 'UlamaJ i.e. the learned, but with special reference
to the Qur'an, Traditions, and Jurisprudence (Figh), gradually
attained an honoured, but unofficial, position in early Islam.
Having this independent status they sometimes opposed the
Khalifa when consulted, or expressed themselves unfavourably
to his known will, but usually did not thwart or combine to
gain their way.

They continued to occupy this respected but

rather indefinite position under the Sultans in India.

The

religious functions of the State were fulfilled by the Sultan
himself, and he deputed legal duties to judges.

A judicial

department of quzat (judges), with Sadr al-Sudur (chief
•

•

•

judge's )f was early set up, and members of the 'ulama*were
employed in those posts*

Their influence as a body has always

been vacillating, depending on the disposition of the Sultan.
Ala 1 al-Din, for example, restricted their functions; Muhammad
Tughlaq. paid no special heed to them; whilst Firuz Shah Tughlaa
1

acted on their advice.

Akbar did not have much regard for

their counsel, but Shahjahan deferred to it on occasion.

There

is a saying that where discretionary power is assigned to a
judge, there is the beginning of tyranny; Aurangzib kept a
close watch on administration and it is unlikely that his
supervision allowed undue exercise of freedom.
_
,3
Aurangzib referring the cases of Murad & Dara Shikuh to
/them
2

i«
2*
3.

Tar Fir by Ziy, p. 580.
Mun Lub, II, 156; see also Bernier, p. 108 and Manucci I
382.
Mun Lub, II, p.8 6 ; see also Bernier, p. 100; Ala Nam,
pp.34-6.
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them was therefore no innovation.

The point at issue is as

to how far he was sincere in this action or had an ulterior
motive, and whether or not they lent themselves to his purpose.
The charge against Murad was that he had murdered a certain
•;
' £*•>*■5‘
.%’•
*
..."
* ■*]
person’s father, in which case the lex talionis might justly
have applied.

But Dara’s trial was on different grounds.
1

Charges many and varied are detailed in the Alamgir-nama; and
2

i

in Muntakhab al-Lubab of Khwafi Khan he is accused of vilifying
Sufism.

The scene is somewhat reminiscent of the period of

the Abbasid Khalifa Ma’mun and his support of the rationalizing
Mu tazilites; after Ma’mun orthodoxy raged and trampled.
When betrayed and made over Dara was taken to Delhi and
submitted to tashhir. i.e. paraded through the streets in
faqir’s rags.

The people, who loved him, attempted to form a
3
rising in his favour. Prejudice was inflamed against him on

the ground of his researches into the sacred lore of the
Hindus.

Aurangzib shrewdly cast the responsibility for the

death sentence oft the

‘Ulama* who, however, couldhardly do

other than impose it

in the circumstances,because none among

them had much knowledge of or interest in Dara’s line of
research, and the unknown was feared by the ignorant.

It

might be said of Dara as has been said of Posidonius, who
influenced the younger dctavius, that he was
1.
2.

Bid. Ind. col., pp.34-6.
Mun Lub, II, 36.

3.

Mun Lub, II,

86;

Bernier, p.99 %

11a
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/borrowed
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borrowed from many schools, and tried to marry the thought
of Greece and the East with Roman Tradition, seeking what
1

might be a universal creed for a universal empire".
Of Aurangzib it cannot but be said that he used the
'Ulama* to serve a political purpose against the other claimants
to the throne, Dara and Murad.

D*ara he had long disliked,

and probably intended to remove from the path of his ambition;
but his conduct towards Murad, whom he had once beguiled into
2

joining forces with him, only to behave treacherously afterv wards with him when his object was gained, is not defensible.
Many of the Ulama1 were appointed in judicial posts as
qazis; others were teachers; and some of them are credited
with authorship.

They represent therefore the intellige*i«L
of
*
the community, but also preserved a standard of morals and
manners.
A qazis court was competent to try only cases in which at
least one of the parties was a Muslirrt

There were other

courts which tried petty cases according to the local law or
custom, as for instance those of kotwals in the towns and
headmen in the villages.
There was the right of appeal from the qazi or a lay
judge to the Sultan1s Court.

Aurangzib, like his father

Shahjahan, had reserved one day a week for deciding such
/referred
1.

Augustus, by John Buchan, p.21 (ed. H. & S.).

2.

Ala nam, p.55.
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referred cases, and the parties had to appear in person.
An idea of how Aurangzib supported the dignity of the
Qazi and the Shar* may be gathered from the s tory of Qazi

Ol
Muhammad Sharf’s putting to death, with the concurrence of
i
the Ulamaf, a Hindu landholder, the TaraHuqa-dar Bindraban.
A faq.irg r e s e n t h i s being turned away v/ith displeasure by
_ who
Bindraban^getting annoyed threw some of the^bricks down and
abused him.

The case went before the Qazi, who condemned him

to death and himself inflicted the death sentence.

Prince

Mu'azzam’s
son, Azim
••••
.• al-Shan, reported the case to Aurangzib
complaining that the Qazi was mad.
The En^erorwrote across
the

report anote with a play on the word rAz±m:
*/ • I
.• . iv

2

Law and order, i.e. general admin is tration, were in charge
3
of the faujdar; his duties might now be called police-work.
The market was the sphere of the Muhtasibfs jurisdiction.
He stamped the weights of the dealers, and prevented the use
of spirituous liquors.

Aurangzib in his zeal for a stricter

supervision appointed to the post Mulla *Iwaz Wajih, chief of
his learned men, for the purpose of preventing anything
4
ruinous or unlawful.
1.
2.
3.

Riy Sal. 285-6; trans. 283.
This is a part of a Qurfanic verse#, IV: 156.
JRAS, 1930, p.435.

4.

Maf Alam, p.25.
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COINS
Prom the study of coins, i.e. the science of Numismatics,
there has been derived much useful information of various
kinds.

One of its greatest benefits has been for the

historian in particular fe* the determination of dates.
1

Normally a ruler devoted attention at his accession to the
coinage*

Sultan Mahmud had bilingual coins struck in his

reign, and included the Kalima in Arabic and its translation
in Sanskrit, and ’’made the first and last attenpt in the annate
of Muslim Numismatics to translate the whole of the Arabic
2

legend into Sanskrit’1.

Jahangir speaks of ordering in an

’’auspicious hour” coins of gold, silver and copper to be struck
to each of which he gave a distinct name; on the mohurs he had
a metrical inscription containing his own name stamped, and in
the space between the hemistiches the Kalima. On the reverse
was the date of coinage etc,
Aurangzib came in course of time to consider that the
Kalima, in which occurs the divine name, was desecrated by its
which
use on coins/passed from hand to hand and forbade the
3
stamping of it on them.
He approved of this bayt of Mir
*Abd/al-Baq.i -Sahba1 i:

/and
1.
2.
3.
4.

JRASB, 1938, 29 N, Art. by K.N. Dikshit.
Tuzuk-i J, p.5.
Ma Alam, 23; Mun Lub, II, 77.
Ibid.
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and ordered that on one side of the Ashrafi (gold muhur) and
the rupee it should he stamped, and on the other the place
h
wAere struck, the year of accession, and his name and titles.
Henceforth they hore no Quranic quotation.
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6.

COMMUNICATIONS
A*

COMMUNICATIONS BY RIVER AND ROAD
The TimurId empire had not only spread over all Northern

India and down to the Deccan, but had sought extension through
the North-West passes to Afghanistan and Central Asia, i.e.
over much more difficult ways than those it would have en
countered Southwards,

It was as if the names of the home

lands of their ancestors had a charm for them.

Some of these

cities and lands were taken and retained till Aurangzibfs
time.

They were a challenge to the military power; Balkh*

Badakhshan and Qandahar, for example, had been a test for
1

several of Shahjahan*s sons.
In Akbarfs time the Empire comprised twelve provinces or
Subas and numbered fifteen after the conquest of Barar,
Khandesh and Ahmadnagar,

In Shshjahan*s reign there was an

2

expansion to twenty-two, and in Aurangzib's reign it increased
to its greatest size, and covered practically all the area froi
Kabul to Assam and Kashmir to the extreme South,
Transport involved as its means animals, roads and boats.
The Timurids were as attached to their horses as the Arabs to
their camels, and from Aurangzibfs letters it can be seen how
3
he prized a good horse.
Roads do not appear to have been
built with the care given to them by the Romans, but they had
/to

Tl

Ruq. Ala, No.l.

2,

Akb nam I, Bl. 92 cf.n*

3.

Ruq Ala, No.
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to be maintained for troops and traffic.

When Dara Shikuh was

engaged in his deadly struggle for supremacy he guarded the
1

roads and the fords (masalik and ma^abir) to ensure a safe
passage for his troops.
The uncertainty and the condition of the roads did not
encourage enterprise in undertaking the pilgrimage to Mecca or
other holy cities.

tfHajji,f occurs though not very frequently

prefixed to a name, but in view of the risks of the road and
the arduous nature of the long undertaking in going on
pilgrimage they were brave souls who earned the right to attach
the epithet.

None of the Emperors, even while princes, felt

the journey incumbent on them.
scholar who went.

It was generally an elderly

There is no reference to the practice but

possibly, as in more recent times, he was paid to go as a
proxy for others unable to make the journey.
Aurangzib failed, as did Shahjahan before him, in the
attempt to recover Qandahar from the Persians, and though he
made a brave resistance he was forced to retreat, from Balkh and
Badakhshan also.

During the major portion of his reign he was

engaged in fighting in the Deccan and no further attempt was
made to penetrate into Central Asia.

The conditions on the

roads were allowed to deteriorate and the passages to places
outside the plains became more perilous.

There is little doubt

that the difficulty of maintaining connection with the remste
/districts
1.

Waq Ala Tr. 16,20 (Per. MS. 34 fol. in the possession
of Mr. A.H. Harley.)
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districts had much to do with their loss and discontinuance of
any attempt to recover them.

With the loss of these limbs

cohesion began to go out of the body politic.
On the rivers of Northern India there was internal traffic
by way of transport of certain classes of products, and in
time of war troops too were moved in this way.

Shah Shuja*'

for instance brought up his men in niwaras (barges) against
^ulayman Shikuh, and afterwards against Aurangzib.

With their

shallow draught they were able to proceed from Bengal into
1

Bihar.

This traffic was local or provincial, and not organised

into a mutually beneficial system between the Provinces.
B.

COMMUNICATION OF N

It v/as of first importance that the Emperor should have
news from all his domains.

A system of barid, like that of

the Arabs, depending on men and horses, was the chief means
available to carry despatches and letters.
Abu al-Fazl, a pattern of record-keepers and statisticians,
approved of the keeping of records as t!an excellent thing for a
Government", and gives an account of the manner of the entries
into the King’s diary.

A routine procedure was as necessary

for the large interests beyond the palace precincts.

In the

Timurid period this was maintained by two special imperial
/functionaries
1.

Riy Sal. Tr. 221 fn.
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functionaries at every provincial capital and centre, a
Sawanih-navis or "General Intelligence-giver" and a Waal^a-navis
or court recorder.

They were independent of the local offic

ials, and the object in their appointment was that the Emperor
might "be informed daily of all that transpired throughout
his empire, and also that active servants might work without
2
fear, and negligent and forgetful men may be held in check".
The Khufya-navisan were a spy-service who kept the Emperor
informed, as and when they could, of official misconduct or the
misdeeds of princes.

In Aurangzib1s time they were probably

unusually active, for in his letters he frequently uses such an
3
expression as "I came to know", and in Letter No. 20 he
mentions spies as the source of his authority.
0.

Means of the Spread of Culture

A means of the spread of culture among adults has been the
mailis at the house of a well-to-do patron of the arts.

In a

social gathering or conversazione of this kind an artist would
present his painting or a poet his poem, and the proceedings
might take a controversial turn and a mubahatha give an oppor
tunity of airing opposing views.

When Prince Murad was

successful against and took Balkh in 1645 A*D. he held a ma.ilis
/to
1.
2.

Ain No.10; Bl. Tr. I 258.
Riy Sal Tr. 251 fn., cf. Bernier 231.

3.

Ruq., Nos. 4, 15, 35,

etc. cf 13, 18.
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to celebrate the event, and on that occasion a certain poet was
1

alleged to have committed a sircia-i Zahira or patent plagiarism.
But this lighter side of entertainment had no recognition at
Aurangzib*s court.

Poets continued to practise their art but

without patronage from him;
-l ' ■ .

’

•■•• •
.........

• ••

r

_

_

‘

*.**''

for instance TahsIn,fArshi, Muhibb
*.«•

‘

*'

.'

,

'

«

and ^aysar wrote gasIdas of panegyric on Amirs like Bakhtawar
Khan and Ghazanfar Khan, but it was an era of warfare, dogma
and moralising^ and the tale of men's activities was jejune and
dull.

1.

Majma* al-Sana1ic, p. 144 (Lucknow, 1261/1845).
- ■— 1 ■

T-

»
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7.

MEDICINE AND HOSPITALS
The learning of the Greeks in connection with the art of
healing had been adopted by the Arabs and from them it had
spread eastwards and westwards* • Razi (d* 923 A*D.) and
Avicenna (d* 1037 A.D.) extended their traditional lore, and
the Qanun or medical encyclopaedia of the latter is a work of
which the hakim in his practice of Yunani medicine avails
himself still in original or in its adaptations*
Shiraz appears to have been reputed as a centre of medical
skill, and some physicians who came to India have "Shirazi" as
a nisbat. For instance Muhammad Riza Shirazi, whose Riyaz-i
‘Alamgiri* a treatise on the general principles of hygiene and
1
- _ 2
medicine, is extant, Hakim Hadhiq Khan, the son of Nirmat Khan
,- <
~~
3
Ali*and Mu tamad al-Mulk Sayyid Muhammad Hashim trace their
origin to Shiraz*
India had, until medical schools on western lines opened
about a century ago, two systems of medicine, the Ayurvedic and
the Yunani* the former practiced by "balds", the latter by
"hakims", or "tabibs".

The term tabib is in general use in the

Near East, and hakim in India, where, however, tibb (medicine)
and "matabb"
(dispensary or consulting-room) are in common use*
9
• ________

/Both
1*
2*
3*

See Per* MS. in Ind. Off. Lib, 1832*
S Aza, fol*58a, see alsoliualub, II 539; see also Nazm u
Nathr-i Ni mat Khan Ali. Per MS. in Ind. Off. Lib, 83, fol.
177b.
Taz ltfLa, p.150.
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Both systems have remained more or less in the empiric stage.
Arab practitioners performed minor operations, and in
.1

al-Zahrawj/s Tasrif there are illustrated a variety of small
instruments in use when he wrote in 10th cent. A.D.

Prof.

Browne in his "Arabian Medicine” is inclined to the view that
2

dissection was not practiced by them.

It is certain that

major operations were not attempted by Indian physicians
3
belonging to either school, Yunani or Ayurvedic.
Muqarrab
Khan in the time of Akbar, and later his son Shaykh Qasim,
acquired a wide reputation in surgery, but major operations
were not undertaken in India before the spread of western
science.

Prom Avicenna onwards till 13th cent., when the

influence of Albucasis's teaching to some extent tended to
remove the "manual art of surgery" from the "uncultivated",
the Arabic commentators of Galen and mediaeval writers held
that under certain conditions the body was unclean, and
Campbell states that the edict of Tours (1163), according to
/which
1.

al-Tasrif li man Ajaz an al-Ta*lif. lith. Lucknow, 1326/
1908; Abu al Qasim al-Zahrawi was known in Latin Europe
as Abucasis and BUcasis, both of them corrupt forms of
Kunya, and k is fame under this name was long preserved
he was born of Spanish parents at Cordova, and became
physician to iVbd al-Rahman III (Cp.2-61 A.D.); see Arabian
Medicine, by Dr. Campbell, I, 85-90.

2.

Med. pp.36-7.

3. Bad Nam: II 346 (B.I.)
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which "The Church abhors bloody led to surgery being
1

relegated to the barbers and mountebanks.

This attitude

resulted in obscurantism which did much to stifle progress in
this branch of the healing art.
The historians of the Timurid period mention some illness
es that afflicted members of the royal household, and
indicate in a general way their treatment.

At the close of

his reign Akbar suffered from dysentery or acute diarrhoea
and Hakim Ali of Gilan succeeded in stopping it, but as soon
as this happened costive fever and strangury ensued, which
2

ended tragically.

Like Akbar Shahjahan, towards the close

of his life, suffered from strangury (Habs al-baul) , and the
medicines of two physicians and their prescription of dieting
did not avail.

The customary treatment of a fever was by

cupping, an experience to which Aurangzib was submitted on
4
one occasion at least.
Khwafi Khan states that Aurangzib
5
towards the close of his reign suffered from chronic fever,
but he does not mention any treatment9

Itfhatever the treat6

ment, it did not reduce his fever and he ultimately died of it.
/The
1.
2*
3.
4.
5.
6

.

Arabian Medicine, Campbell, I 129.
Ain Akb, Tr. Bl. I, 466, 467.
Ala Nam II, p. 931: cf. Ma'a Ala p.53.
Mafa Ala p.41.
Mun Lub, II, pp. 548-9.
Ibid.
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The profession was very conservative in its ways, and
clung loyally to copies or translations of the earlier works
in Arabic or Persian*

Practitioners had often a subsidiary

interest in poetry or philosophy, and speculations in the
latter long influenced treatment and materia medica*

There

was extensive information but too little specialisation.

The

pharmacopoeia of medicaments was preserved with not much change
from age to age*

A large volume of simple and compound

medicaments (qarabadin), called Zad al-Ma^ad, was composed by
a well-known Shi'ah doctor, Muhammad Baq.ir Majlisi,in 1698 A.D*,
an extract from his larger work, Bihar al-Anwar (1693 A.D*)*
Manuscript copies of the Qarabadin are common still.
The medical fraternity of Shiraz had two of the better
known representatives of the healing art at Delhi in Mu^tamad
1

al-Mulk fayyid Muhammad Hashim and Muhammad Riza, the author
_\2
?
.
of Riyaz-i Alamgiri. The witty historian Ni'mat Khan'Ali
(see

infraf), who traced his family to the Shiraz group, had a

son Hakim Hadhiq

Khan

who attained some

eminence as hewas

given the title of Mu'tamad al-Mulk by Aurangzib on the
occasion of his curing him of an illness which had caused the
/Snperor
1.
2.
3*

Taz Ula, p.150.
See Per MS. 1832 in Ind. Off. Lib.
In Tarikh-i Khwafi Khan, Mun Lub II539, there appears
Sadiq Khan which is obviously a misprint, cf. M Alamg,
p. 510 and also Nazm Nathr (a Per. MS. 83 in Ind. Off.
Lib.) fol. 177b*
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Emperor to swoon,

This occurred In 1116/1705 while the

latter was engaged against a fortress of the Mahrattas.

The

treatment Included China Root (Chlnl Chub), a specific once
much used, In Europe as well as India, as a tonic.

The

temperature yielded to the treatment In a few weeks, and the
physician was given his weight in gold and honoured with the
1

title Hakim al-Mulk.
Cures bordering on the miraculous are sometimes told of
popular physicians.

The story told by Prince Muhammad

A^zam, third son of Aurangzib, of his recovery from dropsy
(lstlsqa) is likely now to be regarded as Incredible in its
2
present form.
The Hakim Ma sum Khan said that he perceived
systems of this illness and prescribed medicine and dieting
and other precaution# against things that brought about this
illness.

But A^Zam neglected following the advice.

Two

years later he was attacked with it, and three physicians were
3
called in: Muhammad Riza, the author of Rlyaz-1 Alamgiri,
Muhammad Amin Shirazi and Muhammad Shafi:

He now turned very

abstemious, and instead of water took Juice of Kasrl (Endive,
white Succory)» rlnab al-Tha ‘lab (fox-grapes). While he lay
dozing a radiant figure appeared and counselled sincere
/repentance.
1#

Mun Lub, II 539; cf, Ma'a Ala, p. 510,

2.

Ma'a Ala. 362-63.

3.

Ibid.
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repentance*
started*

He repented and from that moment his recovery
Two days later a certain derwish wrote and said

Hazrat All h. Abi Talib had visited him and said he had given
the patient dust from his (Hazrat All's) tomb and prayed he
might be healed, and that would take place*
1

The author of the Padshahnama

has given with much detail

an account of the tragic accident that befell Jahanara in
1054 / 1 6 4 4 $

when after attending to her father she returned to

her room and the flame of a candle set her drees on fire* She
was badly burnt, and of the four attendants near who hastened
to save her two died within not many days of their injuries;
two others survived their burns*

For four months there was

little hope of her restoration to health*
Shahjahan first had recourse to spiritual treatment;
prayers were continuously offered, and largesse and alms
2

bounteously bestowed; dues were paid on behalf of debtors, and
prisoners set free.

Medical practitioners from near and far

attended with medicines, but despite all efforts for nearly
four months there was little hope*

Shahjahan himself looked

after her feeding and the application of dressings*
The doctor in the case was Muhammad Da'ud, who had been
the hakim of Shah Abbas of Persia, but because of his dis
pleasure at his treatment at the hands of Abbas* successor, hli
/son

T.

II 363r~in Amal-i Salih (II 4 0 6 ) the account has"- *
obviously been borrowed from this*

2*

cf. Ma*a Ala, pp.41, 43.

'
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son Shah Safam, had come to India.

On the twelfth day he

began to be successful with the complications in the case,
fevers persistent and intermittent, for which she was given
1

cooling medicine such as camphor and astringents, and weakness
in her heart, for which she was fed with beef-tea.
there came a relaxed condition and haemorrhage.
advised not to proceed too drastically.

Suddenly
He was

Meantime Hakim

Mufmina was fetched by some one and he claimed he could stop
the discharge easily.

He was permitted to try.

His method

was slow but effective, and finally he gave her cumin for diet.
On account of her system not being clear boils appeared by her
eyes and on her instep.

Shahjahan appointed Hakim Muhammad
•

*

Da'ud to the curing of this, and he treated her with endivejuice, orange jelly and saffron.

The sickness now began to

decrease, and when it was near to disappearing Hakim Masih
al-Zaman came from Lahore, and at the royal command joined
Muhammad Da’ud in consultations and they added a prescription
for rose-jelly.
Although after four days the complications began to dis
appear yet for five months longer the salves of the surgeons
were of no avail in stopping the pain of the sores, until a
/slave
1.

Ara Med. D. Campbell, 1,55.
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slave of the household, called Arif, made a salve or plaster
which in two months cleared away part of the sores, and the
rest showed signs of improving.

Nine months after the start

of her illness her recovery was publicly celebrated, but
unfortunately, when on a tour, the motion caused a relapse,
which was successfully treated by Hamu(n), a resident of
Hisar.
Abd a l-H a m id has w r i t t e n a lay m a n ’ s ac co u n t o f th e

treatment, and not a modern clinical one, but it is sufficient
to show that the profession of medicine had made no advance
in India, and that pain and anxiety promoted credulity and
tended to Jive scope for quackery.
The institution of the hospital has been credited to the
1

Muslins, the oldest being founded in Cairo by Ahmad ibn
2
Tulun about A.D. 873.
There certainly occurs early mention
of the dar al-Shifa and the bimaristan. Harun a1-Rashid was
the first Khalifa to endow a public hospital, the one in
3
Baghdad.
There were, however, hospitals at a still earlier
date in Europe, but "the Arabs developed the hospital on
4
efficient lines".
Sultans and Governors set up such
/institutions
1.
2.

Ara Med, Campbell, I, 55-6.
Ara Med, Browne, 101, 102.

3.
4.

Ic. 1942, p.7 (article of Md.A.R. Khan,
E.R.A.S.)
Arabian Medicine, by D. Campbell, I. 55; Ara Med, Browne,
102
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in s titu tio n s

a t v a r io u s

a lr e a d y e x i s t i n g ,

tim es

and p la c e s , and encouraged some

A u ra n g z ib showed some i n t e r e s t in one a t
1

S u ra t and a d v is e d an a p p o in tm e n t in i t
It

f o r Hakim A s h r a f,

may be m entioned h e re as an in s ta n c e o f r e c o g n it io n

o f th e needs o f the p o o r t h a t h o s p ic e s had been s e t up in

-

2

D e lh i in J a fc a n g ir’ s tim e :

A u ra n g z ib added to t h e i r num ber,
3
and opened some in p la c e s o u ts id e D e l h i ,
'This m easure can

be lo o k e d on n o t o n ly as a c h a r i t a b le

one, b u t a ls o as a

p u b lic h e a l t h p r e c a u tio n a g a in s t d y s e n te r y ,

c h o le r a , and even

p la g u e , a l l o f them a c a la m it y i n f l i c t e d

by th e s k y , b u t

a s s o c ia te d w it h s t a r v a t i o n ,

and corpses n o t

and d is e a s e ,

d is p o se d o f .

1*
2,

Ruq., A la , 12 5,
G -halw arkhana, T u zu k, p ,3 4 ,
L a n p a r , Ma>A lam , p . 3 4 ,

DO

C H A P T E R

8,

CALLIGRAPHY
A.

INTRODUCTORY
1

Owing to the prohibition in a hadith

a r tis tic

of the/reproduction

of anyone or anything living the field of Muslim artists was
limited; the Arabs took warning from the consequences its
infraction would involve in seeing the works of their imagin
ation brought to life land they observed the injunction contain
ed in it.

They utilised the characters of the alphabet for

ornamentation to satisfy their aesthetic faculty, which was
curbed by this prohibition.

But the aesthetic sense of the

Persians broke bounds and expressed itself in miniatures which
still evoke the greatest admiration.
Calligraphy is the art of penmanship, including the
illumination of manuscripts.

It is an artistic development

of the pictorial aspect of a script, and as such came into
existence later than the script itself.
The differences in the form of a letter in the various
alphabets lie in the proportion of straight and round strokes.
Thus "the Kufi character consists of one sixth curvature and
2

five-sixths straight lines; Ma 4nali has no curved lines at all”.
The acknowledged styles of script are eight in number.

Of

these six are derived from Arab hands, and two from Persian.
/The
1.

Bukhari (ed. JUYNBOLL, I, 104, 106).

2.

See A*in Akb, Bl.I 99, for
of the styles.

this and a detailed description

(Learning) (calligraphy) (Ek.I. Ch.8 )
The former differ according to the basic principles of
curvature and straight lines;

some of these styles are

written in jail or bold hand, and Khafi or light hand.
origin has been attributed to various persons;

Their

for instance

1

Naskh has been ascribed to Ibn Muqlah (d. 327/938-9), and to
Yaqut, a slave of the last Khalifa, Musta^sim Billah (d. 1258
A.D.).

It is the usual script of MSS. of the Quijan.

Prom Persian sources two styles have been contributed;
of these the one known as Nasta^liq is far-famed for its
charming daintiness;

it is like delicate tracery.

Two hands not included in the above are Ghubar and Tughra;
these are not independent scripts however, but are based on
Naskh. 1 They are generally used on coins and medals.
Bahadur
**
2
Shah II (deposed 1658) was fond of v/riting Tughrg. Shikasta
(broken) is a term applied to a Persian cursive hand.
In his ma thnaisri Sihr a1-Bay an. generally acknowledged to
•“T i
*
be the best of the romantic poems in Urdu, Mir Hasan (d. 1786
A«D.) includes Calligraphy among the accomplishments of the
young prince Be-nazir;

it was acquired early before his
/twelfth

1.

cf. Art on Ibn Muqlah, by A.H. Harley, Bull. SOS Vol. Ill
Pt II, p.229.

2.

A specimen is preserved in 1.0. Lib. No. 3581 (pthe 2976)

DY

(Learning) (Calligraphy) (Bk.I. Ch. 8)
may
As the lines are almost in Persian they/be

twelfth year#
1

inscribed here:

,

^

I/1

y U^VlP

I
r

«•

In the reign of Aurangzib some 30 calligraphers have
been traced#

In his immediate predecessor1s period there

were about 17, while Jahangir1s has still fewer to show.
Out of the total of 30 calligraphers of this reign about
13 were adept in Nasta*liq. 7 in Naskh and 10 in Shikasta;
Ghubar and Tughra have not been traced during this period#
In the comparatively greater attention paid to this
formal and rather objective expression of art there is
apparent the influence of the Bmperor.

ShahPjahan1s

interest lay in architecture, music and peotry;

the

beautiful whether in the externally embodied, as in the
Tad Mahal, or in his romantic love for Mumtaz Mahal, made a
sensuous appeal that seemed hardly to quicken the pulse of any
of his sons#

Shuja*built numerous marble edifices in Bihar
2

and Bengal of some note, but his administration was character
ised by more practical features as he prepared a new rent-roll
of Bengal, which led to an increase in the revenue of the
/province
1.
2.

Sah Bay (Allahbad, 1925), p.29.
Riy Sal, Tr., 213 f.n.

(Learning) (Calligraphy) (Bk.I., Ch.8 .)
province, whose land-laws till then had remained, and in other
provinces continued to remain, mainly a survival of Akbar*s
comprehensive ordinances.

Aurangzib was susceptible to the

softer passion, but repressed it apparently on account of the
warp in his nature; handwriting called for little emotion, and
he devoted much time to mastery of the art.

He acquired

proficiency enough to feel justified in writing three copies
in naskh of the Qur*an.two of which he sent to Madina, and one
2

to Mecca.
Persian being the language of the Timurid Court and of
the associated culture it is easy to understand why its
fairest hand, nasta'llq, should win wide favour in India and
be extensively imitated.
With the growth of office-work, Shikasta, a quick,
flowing hand, inevitably came into use.

Kashmiri ink and a

paper made in Siyalkot were much in favour in offices for
3
records and clerical work generally.
The art was not confined to Muslims.

Many Hindus knew

and wrote Persian, and some have made contributions to poetry,
e.g. Brahman (d. 1068-73/1657-63), and to prose, for instance
~
ft
Sujan Rap (d.1107/1695), in that language.
Naturally handi
craft connected with it received attention from them also,
/and
1.

Ma’a

Alajri, p. 532.

2.

Ala/i nam, p. 1093.

3.

See idiu Taw, p.80 and Tropography, p.95, cf. Athar alKhayr, p.51.

b . i^fnuJ 171?; i n

_

.

.

i
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(Calligraphy)

and t h r e e o f some n o te may be m en tio n ed ;

Qh.8.)
Chandr* Bhan M unshi,

1

Saj Bhan and Mul R a j,
✓
§
*Abd a l-R a s h id D a y la m i in c lu d e d among h is p u p ils D ara
S h ik u h and Z ib a l - N i s a .
O th e r penmen o f n o te w ere M ir S a y y id
<■ -3
A l i Khan, u n d e r whom A u ra n g zib p r a c t is e d n a s t a f l i q . . and
4
__
H id a y a t A l l a h , who was honoured i n A u ra n g z ib 1s r e ig n as b e in g
Z a r r in - g a la m . n o t an academ ic d i s t i n c t i o n b u t one o f p o p u la r
m e r it.

ih e r e was no s p e c ia l i n s t i t u t i o n

f o r penm anship.

It

was a d i s c i p l i n a r y s u b je c t i n th e m ad ras as. and c a llig r a p h e r s
had a p p r e n tic e p u p il s .
£he s e r v ic e s o f th e penman w ere d ir e c t e d

to v a rio u s ends.

M o s tly th e s c r ib e s w ere employed in w r i t i n g farm ans and ka tb a s ,
o r as N a z ir s

(s u p e r in te n d e n ts ) o f l i b r a r i e s ,

o r as te a c h e rs

n o b le f a m i l i e s , and o f th e sons in h u m b ler homes.

in

O c c a s io n a lly

th e y ea rn ed a handsom^cecompense, b u t th e days o f a s to u n d in g
rew ards had p a s s e d .

L ith o g ra p h y d u r in g th e l a s t c e n tu ry has

h e lp e d to p re s e r v e a good In d ia n N a s ta ' l i q . . b u t such manual ar^
/a s
1.

c f . th e s e th e f i r s t two were p u p ils o f Abd a l-R a s h id
D a y la m i (s e e i n f r a p .
) , see Taz Khus, p . 55; f o r Mul
R a j seeJrtem A r c , p . 1 3 , N o .5 3 , w here a f a i r l y raush an
n a s ta * l i q . by h im is p re s e rv e d .

2.

See i n f r a . <*3

3.

See i n f r a .

4.
5.

See i n f r a .
F o r in s ta n c e , M i r Mu^min, who was once awarded R s. 3000
by Shah s h u j a 'f o r h a v in g w r i t t e n some l i n e s a f t e r th e
s t y l e o f M ir i l l T a b r i z i , see M ir A lam , f o l . 5 6 4 ( b ) , and
M ir J a h a n , f o l . 3 9 9 a .
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as in many other lands, has now neither the patronage nor the
devotion to preserve it widely.

In Aurangzib*s period

Shikasta, as being a more marketable commodity, ousted any
other for ordinary purposes.
B.

NOTES ON OUTSTANDING EXPERTS

Some notes on outstanding experts in this art may be made
here to help to make clear their relation to their age.
1

(1)

Hidayat Allah (d. 1118/1707), Zarrin-qalam, i.e. *fhe of

the golden pen", practised hard under the supervision of
Muhammad Husayn Kashmiri, a celebrated calligrapher of Shah
2

jahan!s reign, and later under Sayyid 'Ali Khan.

In time he

was appointed superintendent of the royal library and at the
instance of Aurangzib made several copies of the Divan of
Hafiz, and taught his craft to several of the princes*

3
Specimens of his work are found in several collections.
The example of his penmanship reproduced here consists
of fols.

6 (b)

and 7(a), 12(b) and 13(a) which have been taken

at random from a copy of his t!Risala-i^Iman Q-hazali dar
_4
“ “
“ r-Br
akhlaq.
Its quality enables one to understand why he was
so distinguished.
/On
1.

Taz Khus, p.58;

2.

See infra.
Cat.
Bank/V, I, 103; BM, II, Per. MSS.23,610, fols. 1,6;
Paris cat 2447•

3.
4.

BM Add. 16834.

Mem Arc, p*13 No.54.

1
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(Learning) (Calligraphy) (Hidayat Allah) Bk.I.. Ch.8 .)
On the technical side, however, a few shortcomings are
obvious.

The question of curvature (da1 iras) is very

important in Nasta^llq.

According to this law all curvatures

should form part of cycloids (bayziyya) of the same size, with
the same angle of inclination, with their epicentres in a
straight line so that the plinth (kursi) of each curvature
remains constant.

Hidayat Allah is not careful in his

observance of this principle.

This failing of his can be

noticed when one compares the curvatures (da* iras) of

cJ

7

iJ ) u

©tc., in the attached specimen.

According to another rule of calligraphy it is very
1

important to keep up the nok palate:of a certain hand to make it
look beautiful.

It may be noticed in this specimen under

consideration that he has not been entirely successful in this
respect.
In accordance with another rule of calligraphy the siae
of every word should be in proportion to the thickness of the
pen-point (qatt of the qalam).

Hidayat Allah fails in this

regard also.
Though his hand is generally raushan in this MS., some
times the spacing is faulty and this affects the quality of
his workmanship.
As for the above enumerated technical defects, however,
it may be argued that they are probably more apparent in a
/book,
-

1.

■ i.e. "fine points’*.
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(Learning) (Calligraphy) (Mir Sayyid Ali Khan)(Bk.I.. Ch.8,)
book, which requires a greater degree of care on the part of a
1

calligrapher, than in a Katba or Wasli.

He is indeed much
2

better in his Katbas than in book-specimens.
3
(2) Mir Sayyid Ali Khan came to India from Tabriz during the
reign of Shahjahan, along with his father Aqa Muqim al-Husayni.
His father had been a student of Mir Imad.

Sayyid Ali had

specialised in nasta liq., with the result that his fame quickly
spread throughout India, and he was appointed by Shahjahan to
4
teach Aurangzib,
It was then that he became designated
Jawahir Raqm (of pearly handwriting) by the Emperor,

He was

afterwards appointed by Aurangzib to teach his sons nasta liq.,
and was raised to the rank of superintendent of the royal
library.

Throughout his life he was devoted to the Emperor

and accompanied him to Kashmir and the Deccan,

It is said

that one day someone asked him on whose style he usually
modelled his writing.

He replied "Mir Imadfs and Rashid

Daylami*s"; their styles he used alternatively all the year
round.

He fell a prey to melancholy at the close of his life,
/when

1.

4.

The Arabic is Katba. but it is popularly pronounced as
rendered in the text.
Re this remark see his Katba in Mem Arc, No.54, which has
not been reproduced here because of its present condition.
See Mir Alam, fol.566a; Mir Jahan, fol. 399b; Taz Khus,
p.56; Mem Arc, p.11 Bo. 40.
Ibid.

5.

Taz Khus, p.57; Mem Arc, p.11.

2.
3.

—

<6 2 . 4

i ' W '*

~V

■&■ ^ m i

4

(learning) (Calligrapher) (Mir Sayyid Ali KhanHSk.I. . Ch.8 .)
when living at Aurangabad in the Deccan,

He moved from

there to Delhi for reasons of health, but did not recover from
his disease and died in 1094-5 / 1683-4,

Besides being a

calligrapher he was also an occasional poet; in con^liment to
his versatility the following lines of his are given here:

The Katba with tasteful floral decoration on the borders
and interlinear, and in large raushan nasta liq, has been
taken from a MS. in the British Museum,

His talent well

entitled him to be designated Jawahir Raqm Khan by Shahjahan,
_

(3)

_

,

_

2

Aqa Abd al-Rashid Daylami was the student, and sis ter1s

son, of Mir Imad (murdered in 1024/1615}•

He was well

acquainted with philosophy and other sciences.

He came to

India during the reign of Aurangzib and gave lessons in
calligraphy to Prince Dara Shikuh, the eldest son of Shahjahan,
Zib al-Nisa, the talented daughter of Aurangzib, was also one
of his pupils.

The best

no one wrote nasta'liq so

writers of his

age were agreed that

gracefully as he. He was afterwards
/attached

1,

BM. No, Pers. 9, 17, 043,

2,

Mir Jahan, fol. 399b;
No. 39,

Taz Khus, pp,54-6; Mem, Arc, p,ll

—7

i
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(Learning) (Calligraphery) (Aoa Abd al-RaBhld) (Ek. I. ch.8 )
attached to the Court of Aurangzib, and worked in the office
of registration of deceased persons1 estates.
died at an advanced age in 1081/1670-71.
Hindus as well as Muslims.

’Abd al-Rashid

He had many pupils,

The original of the attached
1

wasli by him is preserved in the Delhi Museum of Archaelogy.
It is in a raushan nasta^iq.

There is no elaborate border

ornamentation to draw the eye away from the scriptive detail.
_ 2
(4) ’Abd al-Baqi, better known as Haddad, came from Persia
at the request of Aurangzib towards the close of Shah;jahan’s
reign (d. 1628-1658 A.D.).

He submitted several examples

of his handiwork, inclusive of a Qur’an on 30 leaves, to the
royal inspection, whereupon he was given the title of
Yaqut Raqju. He was matchless in writing Khatt-i Khafi (as
r

opposed to the bold hand, the Khatt-i Jail).
A Hama1il (a small copy of the Qur’an worn on the neck as
%

an amulet) in the hand of Haddad, which is preserved in the
Delhi Museum, is in the Khatt-i Khafi style in which he
specialised.

A page of this Hama’il containing the opening
«

surah of the Qur’an is reproduced from the Archaelogical
3
.Survey of India.
Naturally it had to be of miniature size to

/

be easily carried, but it is easily legible.
/Among
1.

No. 29 Specimen's of Calligraphy

2.

Mem Arc. p*6 .

3.

Ibid, p.6 .

4

!
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(Learning) (Calligraphy) (Other Noteworthy Pen-men)
(Bk.I., Ch.8.)
:
%
Among other noteworthy penmen are Muhammad 'Arif, who was
a teacher of naskh to the sons of Aurangzib, and on whom
Bahadur Shah I conferred the distinction of Yaqut Raqm; Hajji
Muharmiad Isma'il, whom Aurangzib distinguished with the
2
3
designation Raushan Raqm; NavVab Ashraf Khan (d. 1097/1685-6);
Muhammad Ja'far Kifayat Khan, who is supposed to have introduo4
e<^ shikasta into India; Abd Allah, who was the s on of the
5
preceding, and was distinguished by Aurangzib as "Darayat Kharf1;
6

Mir Muhammad Baq.ir (d. 1069/1118), a specimen of whose nag ta' hr
is attached, in which the characters are well formed, but the
spacing is not regular; Aqa Muhammad Husayn who was calligrapher
7
prose-writer and poet in one; as became one who was long
attached to the imperial Court of Aurangzib till, according to
8

Sarkhwush. he grew dissatisfied and retired, his verses were
of a aombre, cheerless tone, as can be gathered from the
_9
following ruba'is:
f
4 '

/Ha3di
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Mem Arc, p.6 , No.9.
Mem Arc, p.13, No. 48; Mir Alam, fol. 566b.
Mir Alam, fol. 565b; Mir Jahan, fol. 399b; MemArc, p.17,
No* 93.
Mem Arc, p*17, No. 91.
Mem Arc, p.17, No.91; Taz Khus, p.55.
Mir Alam, fol.556b; Taz Khus, p.59; Mem Arc, p.13. No.47.
Kal Shu, fol. 115a.
8.
Kal Shu, fol. 115a. 9.
Ibid*

4

%
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(Learning) (Calligraphy) (Other Calligraphers)
(Bk.I., Ch.8.)
T
Hajji Qasim, and his two sons; Hajji Abd Allan, who was accom
plished in several styles, and wrote in a beautiful hand an
account of his journey with Prince Muhammad Mu^azzam from
2
3
Lahore to Delhi; Mir Mu 1min (d. 1091/1681), who found recreation
in verses, which at first seem to be of the erotic sort that
Were unwelcome to the Rmnftrop. but leter fall into

t

h

T

f

y

t

-

1 ir»e;

p

t J ^ L i s r ' H fJ i n

•j

s *. i

•**

.J

r /

ifj/j T^y ri

/

y»y

^

Muhammad sa'id Ansari was expert in Naskh, in which he had
already earned fame in^Iraq..

He came to India in the time of

Aurangzib, to whose Court he became attached, and used to copy
the Qur’an and other books.

Later he retired from the

imperial service and passed his time at his house occupied with
his favourite art.

A specimen of his Shikasta is preserved in

Delhi Museum in the bayaz of the well-known patron of the arts
_
•
5
Bakhtawar Khan and is produced here.
1.

Mir Alam, fol.566b;

Mir Jahan, fol.399b.

2.

Mir Alam, fol.566.

3.

Mir Alam, 564b; MirJahan, fol.399a.

4.

Mir Alam, fol. 566b;

5.

Mem Arc, No.92.

Mem, Arc, p.17, No.92.
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ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE
Paintings*
The prohibition contained in the hadith of the Prophet
with its mention of the fate that awaits the Muslim violator
was strictly observed by the Arabs, but the aestheticism in
the Persian temperament did not so readily remain under
restraint*

The combined influence of Chinese and Buddist art

resulted in the development of an artistic sense in Muslim
Persia which led to the production of paintings and miniatures
that are admired and prized to this day*

The Nigaristan of

China and the name of Mani, a kind of patron saint of painting,
are fabled in Persian poetry; while Bihzad, who worked under
the protection of Sultan Husayn of Khurasan at the close of
15th century, is upheld as a paragon and a pattern for all
painters.
Under the Timurid Kings in Samarqand and Herat in 15th
century Persian art attained its fullest development.

The

branch that came to India, i.e. the Indo-Timurid, brought
with them an hereditary love of painting and poetry.
was a literary artist.

Babur

Humayu^s disturbed career did not

uproot his instinctive liking for painting; he had a number
of court-painters, among whom was included Mir Sayyid *AlI, a
pupil of Bihzad.

1.
2.

But it was in Akbar that the first strong
/appeal

Bukhari (ed. JUYNBOLL, I, 104, 105).
A*! Akb, Bl. p. 107, A 1in 34.

(Learning) (Arts and Archetecture) (Bk.I.. Ch.9.)
appeal of painting manifested itself; and with his natural
intenseness he set about encouraging its advancement.

His

minister Abu al-Fazl, faithful as Boswell to Johnson, has
recorded his hero*s tastes in this matter:

"His Majesty, from

his earliest youth, has shown a great predilection for this
art, and gives it every encouragement ..........His Majesty
........ remarked: There are many that hate paintings; but
such men I dislike.

It appears to me as if a painter had
1

quite peculiar means of recognising G-od".
-

2

-

Jahangir like his father was very foyfrid of painting,
and, if we take the following to be his own words, he was a
competent connoisseur.

Thus he says in his Tuzuk:

"When any work is brought before me, either of deceased
artists or the present day, without the names being told me,
I say on the spur of the moment that it is the work of such
*■■ .

2.

.

and such a man.

*V*-

*v •

■■v

And if there be a picture containing many

portraits, and each face be the work of a different master,
5
I can discover which face is the work of each of them".
Shahjahan and Aurangzib unlike their ancestors did not
have an interest in this branch of art.

The former was too

much occupied with monumental building and the more sensuous
expression found in music.
In the case of Aurangzib, however,
_______________________________________ /it
1.
2.
3.

Ain Akb, tr Bl.I p. 107.
Indian painting, Percy Brown, 46.
Tr. Hog. and Bev. I, 20.
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(Learning) (Arts and Architecture) (Bk.I, Ch,9. )
it was his orthodoxy that stood in the way.

In conformity

with the above mentioned hadith he considered painting an
idolatrous practice, and actually caused the mural paintings
at Fathpur Sikri and Biiapur to be defaced,

Bernier gives a

very pathetic picture of the condition of the artists at the
Court of Aurangzib;

"If the artists and manufacturers were

encouraged, the useful and fine arts would flourish; but these
unhappy men are contemned, treated with harshness, and
1
,.;v
inadequately remunerated for their labour".
The profession was centred at princely courts, the
schools of Delhi, the Deccan and Lucknow, and, with a
distinctively Hindu connection, at Jaipur, Kangra and Tanjorei
' v*

\ \ ■ ■>

\f;‘

z

...

.

all acquiring a considerable reputation.

\

.*

*

The painters were

generally not salaried, but received remuneration on the
sale of a picture, which however was not a fair return on the
skill and labour appended* as is seen from the following
passage of Bernier:
"... and after the task is finished, the unfeeling lord pays,
not according to the value of the labour, but agreeably to
2
his own standard of fair remuneration".
m
A decline in creative work set in the reign of Shahjahan,
/but

1.

Bernier, p.255.

2.

Bernier, p.256.
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but the term "creative” is hardly applicable for the sketches
were based on historical episodes and the artist supplied from
his imagination background and colouring*

The decline grew

in Aurangzib1s time until originality ceased and artists gave
way to imitators*
The Rajput school, and its Kangra offshoot which reached
its Zenith towards the close of 18th century, in one respect
linked painting with music in so far as they produced topical
illustrations of many of the song modes, the rags and ragnis*
of Hindu music*

Possibly some of these artists had withdrawn

to the shelter of the hills and valleys of Kangra from the
discouragement of Hindu art in this period and its general
1
decadence*
The Author of Indian Painting states that there
was a dispersion of artists from the court in the reign of
Aurangzib.

"Then came the bigotry of the Emperor Aurangzib,

which disintegrated the artistic community build up by his
predecessors, and caused it to scatter in detached units over
various parts of the country"*

The schools which then set

up at various centres did not contribute much that was of a
high order;

their work was imitative.
/Music

1.

Percy Brown, p*52*

(Learning) (Arts and Architecture) (Bk.I., Ch.9.)
Music:
Music and poetry are inevitably linked by their common
time-sequence.

The pre-Islamic Arab tribesmen at their fairs

fostered both arts, and the Kitab al-aghani is a rich collection
of verses and of stories of their singers down to about the
time of the compiler Abu al-Faraj (d. 967 A.D.).

The more

austere in creed have always curbed the entertainment side,
contenting themselves with the qawwal* s intonations.

But for

others the lovers* plaint of separation and longing have had an
irresistibly tuneful charm.
The Timurids prized the skill of the mutrib and the
••

mughanni.

Abu al-Fazl tells of Akbar*s accomplishments in

this art in these words:

"His Majesty has such a knowledge of

the science of music as trained musicians do not possess; and
he is likewise an excellent hand in performing, especially on tic
1
naq&arah".
The names of musicians in the sevice of Akbar have been
enumerated by Abu al-Fazl; they amount to about thirty-six, and
include the celebrated Tansen of Gwalior.

Names of those in

the service of the Khan Khanan and Jahangir have also been
preserved.

Shajahan had three Hindu musicians at his court,

all of whom he rewarded.

Aurangzib though possessing an ear

for music schooled himself against its encouragement and even
/banned
1.

A*in Akb, tr. Bl.I 51; cf Akb nam, I 94 note.
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banned musicians and dancers and allowed only drums (liaubat);
for him it sufficed to consider it against Muhammedan Lav/, and
it was also a vain entertainment that beguiled time which should
1
have been given to more serious interests.
Khwafl Khan relates
the following story about him under the year 1079/1669-70.
of ban the
There seems to be no formal orderAinAhistories, but this story
if true, would sufficiently express his annoyance; it seems
hardly credible however that the Emperor would appear and speak

/

to passers-by from the jharoka:

l>>0

/* .

^
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•

•*

<t*yj/;

It appears from Muhammad Habib’s work called Hazrat Amir
•

■

r

Khusrau that Rag Darpan was a mode composed in the reign of
- 3
Aurangzib.
Architecture :
Humayun built a mosque at Fathabad, near Delhi, which
"uses a bulbous Persian-type dome, and is the first Indian
4
mosque to have this characteristic style". But here too the
tale really begins with that great initiator Akbar.

1.
2.
3.
4.

He built
/on

Mun Lub, II, 213.
Mun Lub, II, p. 213.
Haz Ami, p.5b; Per MS.I.O.L. 1937,
Ethe2017;
cf. Iv.
ASB, Ourzon, 639.
The Muslim World, April, 1949, Art. byE.P. Smith,
p.104.

(Learning) (Arteand Architecture) (BkJ.t Ch.9. )
on imperial lines, majestically and with dignity.

Whether

fort or memorial tomb the great strength of his own character
saw to the fulfilment of a fixed purpose in all.

Humayunfs

maqbara, the long-since silent city of Fathpur Sikri, the
^

mm

mosque round the tomb of Salim Chishti, the great fort at
Agra, his tomb at Secunderabad, all introduced new features
into the architecture of India.
Jahangirfs love of Mature gave an impulse to the con1
struction of the terraced gardens in the hills, but Akbar's
zeal for building passed him by in favour of ShalPj'ahan,
whose monuments are evidence of a character cast in a somewhat
different mould.

The material used is usually different,

white marble for red sandstone; there is marble inlay, and
there are marble screens v/ith tracery; and there is lightness
and daintiness in place of

the solidity of the other. In

the Taj Mahal he erected a mausoleum on fundamentally
Persian lines and worid-famed for its beauty and its setting,
2

as a tribute to a loving spouse.

Sir Patrick Geddes suggest

ed that the whole outlay of the Taj Mahal, the market-place
outside the great gateway opening on to the avenue leading to
the maqbara, and the river

Jamuna beyond and the wideopen

plain, symbolised life, death and immortality.

This
/suggestion

1.

Gardens of the Mugh&ls, by Mrs. Villiers-s&uat*t

2.

Muslim Review, Gal,I, 1926, p.80.
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(Learning) (Arts and Architecture) (Bk«I., Ch.9#)
suggestion is generally regarded however as rather alien.
In Aurangzib any talent of this form was frozen.
did not appeal to him.

Design

He built some mosques, including a

Jami* Mosque at Benares, and in memory of his favouritewife a
tomb which was a small replica of

the Taj Mahal.

But

conquest, the suppression of rebellion, and resistance to the
✓
guerilla tactics of the doughty Sivaji occupied through long
years his active attention;

his mind otherwise was satisfied

with meticulous adherence to ritual and routine.
Shuja*inherited a faculty for design, and certainly a
desire for construction.

During

in Bengal in Shahjahan’s reign he

his period of administration
not only introduced

financial reforms and prepared a new rent-roll, but erected
’’numerous marble edifices”.

There was nothing of a scale

or magnificence to compare with the great monuments of his
father and Akbar, but ^Abd al-Salam speaks well of them from
^ 1
first-hand knowledge in his notes on Riyaz us-Salatin.
1
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10.

RECREATION - SPORT - EI^ERTAINMENT-OTTRTOMS
The idea of withdrawing into special quarters to escape
the severity of summer-heat or the cold of winter is wide
spread; the Turks too seized such opportunities of re-creating
their energies.

The early Indo-Timurids lifted their eyes

often to the hills; the decline in vigour of the later
Sultans was probably expedited by their inability to refresh
their lagging spirit in the bracing atmosphere of the higher
levels.

Babur appreciated many things in the land of his

conquest, but dreaded its languorous, enervating climate, and
betook himself to the highlands from time to time.

Humayun

had adventure enough in the struggle for the crown, but Akbar
and his three successors resorted to Kashmir for a change of
air, to revisit its "hanging" gardens, or for shooting.
To Jahangir most of all it afforded the keenest natural
1

delight.

His Memoir, Tuzuk-i Jahangiri. shows him a Nature-

lover; flowers and their scents; shrubs and plants and their
various medicinal virtues; trees and their variety, he was
interested in all these things, and cascades and flowing water,
and he knew by what stream the v/ine would be most me,t.
A
followed the chase too in Kashmir.

He

f.

*
Shahjahan frequently visited that delectable place also,
/and
1.

See tr. by Rog. & Bev.II 114.
i)

Mughal Gardens, by Mrs. Villiers S%artg o#
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and p la n te d a g a rd e n , th e S halam ar o f v e rs e and song.
U n f o r t u n a t e ly he d id n o t w r it e o f h is lo v e o f b e a u t i f u l
s c e n e s , and h is h is t o r ia n s were bound t o la b o u re d f a c t u a l
n a r r a t i o n and h is p o e ts to c o n v e n tio n .
A u ra n g z ib w ent to Kashm ir s e v e r a l tim e s , to re c u p e ra te
a f t e r an i l l n e s s , o r on d u ty o r f o r r e c r e a t i o n .
to o k h im on v i s i t s

H is d u t ie s

o f in s p e c tio n to p la c e s , and the s p o rts

1
e n jo y e d en ro u te gave him f r e s h z e s t .
A s h o r t b u t im p re s s iv e s k e tc h i s g iv e n by one h i s t o r i a n
o f h i s c ro s s in g th e P i r P a n ja l P ^ s s on h is way to K ashm ir
in 1 0 7 3 /1 6 6 4 .

As h is p a la n q u in was b e in g drawn up th e a s c e n t

by e le p h a n ts one o f them s lip p e d and s t a r t l e d

th e o t h e r s , and

in th e stampede and g e n e ra l p a n ic some w ent o v e r th e c l i f f

2
and p e r is h e d .

A u ra n g z ib d e c id e d n e v e r a g a in to make th e
3
jo u rn e y to K a s h m ir.
T h is t h r e a t was n ot f u l f i l l e d h ow ever,

f o r he v i s i t e d Kashm ir a g a in n e x t y e a r ,

i.e .

in 1665 A .D .

The p o e t H a j j l Muhammad Jan & udsi (<i. 1 0 5 7 /1 6 5 6 ) had
e a r l i e r w r i t t e n a m a th n a v l in w hich o c c u r some l in e s
“
4
d e s c r i p t iv e o f th e p a s s , i t s h e ig h t and d a n g e r, e .g .

1.

A m a l-i S a l i h ,

I

50;

2.

Ma* A la p . 4 6 ; c f . acco u nt in B e r n ie r 371; see a ls o
M a n u c c i, I I , 6 6 ; M L ub , I I 1 5 5 .

3.

M a 'a A la p . 4 6 .

4.

gadshahnama, I

2:

19.

Iq h a ln a m e , 2 9 0 .
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a y M e n tio n i s made o f v i s i t s

o f A u ra n g z ib to s h o o tin g -g ro u n d s

1
(sayd g ah ^n )

in h i l l and p l a i n .

In h i s L e t t e r s he has

ex p ressed h is en jo y m e n t o f a day o r two w it h th e guns.

In

one L e t t e r he im pressed on A 'zam th e im p o rtan ce o f k e e p in g
t h is s p o rt in

its

p la c e , how ever u s e fu l f o r fo o d m ight be the

2
game t h a t f e l l

to th e gun.

Some o f th e n o b le s a ls o
r e fe r e n c e s

in d u lg e d in th e ch ase, b u t

to them seem to be r a r e .

a good marksman w it h th e gun;
s a id to have k i l l e d

N u r Jahan was a p p a r e n tly

in th e T u z u k - i J a h a n g ir ! she is

f o u r t i g e r s w it h as many s h o ts ,

and t o

have been made th e s u b je c t o f th e f o llo w in g v e rs e u t t e r e d
im prom ptu by a c o u r t i e r :
P .T .O .

1.

M a 'a A la p .

2.

Ruq. A la ,

at

’

!

38.

In a ,

28 c f .

' .. ;V'.’

Ib id ,

V'

12.
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(Bk.I., Ch.10.)

But women did not ordinarily include this in their
*
accomplishments; it could well be believed of Nur Jahji however
that almost femme fatale for Jahangir.
The various methods employed in the chase have been
2
given with much detail by Abu al-Fazl.

The second hemistich is specially enjoyable because cap
able of several interpretations; it should be remembered
that Sher Afgan was Nur Jahan’s first husband, in whose
death she had an interest.1
Akb
Ain./Bl.I 232-296.
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GAMES
Qabaq, a game Tor practice with how and arrow at a fixed
target was taken by the Turks into Asia Minor and Egypt, and
by the Timurids into India.

It was used in military training
1
in Egypt, and for Akbar it was a princely exercise.
It went

out of use after the introduction of guns.

Aurangzib was a

good shot with the gun, but nothing is said as to how he
trained his eye.
Of games played through the years in India a great number*
can be mustered as follows:
Round games, like kabaddl, have engaged the young in most
villages, and pavement-games such as pacchTsT, and gillTdanda.

But the games for juveniles were not in those earlier

times linked up with any educational plan.

Some books made

use of the time-honoured Sawal u jawab in their method of
instruction, but there wasno overhead nurpose to adopt familiar

intellectual order.

Oard games include .gan^^a, perhaps of

Persian origin; it has been displaced by more popular games;
where it has survived it is now played with circular pasteboard
cards, but in older times ivory packs were in frequent use,
and some of the designs for the six suits comprising ninety-six
cards in all must have engaged the skill of very competent
2
artists to execute the human figures, their scimftars
/
^.
J*
;** ' * r *
1. Akb nam I, 218; tr. Bev.I 441n.
*
2.
Art. In Muslim Review, Calcutta III, 1929, by A.H. Harley,
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and other detail •

Elephant Combats:
Akbar made special provision for this form of
entertainment.
Elephants were always kept in readiness for
1
it.
It was a gladiatorial scene that could not he associated
with a very high state of culture,

Aurangzib did not

apparently encourage it, but it may be mentioned here as he
figured in an incident connected with it very early in his
career,

A pair of these enormous animals were fighting

outside the fort at Agra in 1633, and Shahjahan and his
retinue were spectators.

The victorious one put its rival
m

to flight, and then turned on the young Pr^ee.

steadying his

frightened horse he struck the elephant on the forehead with
his spear.

A sweep of its tusk threw the horse to the ground,

but Aurangzib leapt before it fell and prepared to face the
elephant again.

His fine courage was commenorated by his

father.
The matching of these giants in a death-struggle went
out of fashion after the death of Akbar, who so gloried in
strength whether physical, mental or moral,
/An
1.

A 1in Akb, Bl.I, pp.124, 131.

2.

Ahfc*n3.
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An elephant figured on two critical occasions in
Aurangzib1s career.

In the battle at Samugarh (1658), when

the prospect of victory looked promising for Dara, the latter
transferred from an elephant to a horse.

The advice todo

so had been given with treacherous intent, for it was a
1
signal to the enemy, and led to Dara’s defeat.
In the second incident Prince shuja'is the chief figure;
he was similarly betrayed into transferring to a horse at a
moment when the decision in the battle-field looked in his
favour.

Since this story is not related by the contemporary

Persian historians and only by Ghulam Husayn Salim (d, 1233/
1817) of Persian writers, it is set forth here in the letter’s
words:

^•

./

In*/'

..

&*»

(J

^

^ 4 / ' /in, ^
p )( S o > f ^ J y >

• \y ' L

^

^ J >

y

X S ,

*

^

/U^oLSjl
/Shuja'

1,
2,

Manucci, I* 281*
Riy Sal, text 214-5;

cf Manucci I 330; Bernier 77,

(Learning;) (Elephant Combat) (Bk.I. t Gh.10.)
Shuja'made the exchange of mount, and‘Alamgir at once
caused the strains of victory to he sounded.
s ..?■ .

»

*-r,*

S.v' . ~4

• :■> . t’tn'VlL

'« •> v ■* ** ** -

'** •*

■ ' :4^ 1 K

‘

Shuja's
"1\ *•

**

troops, not finding him on his elephant, fled and order
could not he restored.

Hence the proverbial saying:

This story is probably true and not Just a duplicate,
because Aurangzib had tried it on D§r& only a little before,
and he was a master of Gunning, and his intrigue was kept
well secret*?..
Mis bribery in 1656 of the famous General
1
2
Mir Jumla and on this occasion o^ General Allah Ward! Khan
are sufficient evidence in themselves.

- -.

-

...

. ...

.

...

. . —

..

1«

Rawl; Gone 199.

2*

Riy Sal. 214; cf* Manucci I, 530
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SOtfHi CUSTOMS
In the first ten years of his reign Aurangzib had
looked patiently on popular joys and festivals, and indeed
had participated in them, but later his heart had hardened
against them as being frivolous or not in keeping with
religious law;

thus gambling, painting, history and music

had all come under the ban.
But one custom he did not ban in the first period, that
Sati.

Even if a willing act of self-immolation it was a

barbarous practice, and like several Sultans before him
Aurangzib declared himself opposed to its continuance.

In

1664 he issued an edict forbidding it, and on one occasion
Muhammad shafi', entitled Danishmand Khan, the foreign secre
tary of Aurangzib, succeeded in preventing a widow from becom1
ing a victim to this custom.
But the practice was too widespread to be thus easily uprooted; the whole weight of
tradition and sanctity was in its favour; and in view of the
popular opposition action was not taken to suppress it.

It

2

continued until 1830, when it was made illegal and since then
the law has been observed.
Another cruel custom he denounced was the castration of
children for sale as elinuchs.

Action was taken to suppress
3
the practice but it continued in a number of Provinces.
1.

Bernier, p.307.

2.

Annual lists and general index of Parliamentary {tapers,
p. 27, paper 550 (1830); Camb Hist. IV, 222, 231; see
also The Oxford Hist. p.664*
Camb. Hist. IV. 231.

3.
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11.

ASTRONOMY - ASTROLOGY

It has often been stated that Astrology was the precursor*
. I

'

’.

of Astronomy.

'

.

.

.

•

...

•

Pacts as ascertained were turned to the

interpretation of signs and wonders.

Ulugh Beg (d.853/1449),

grandson of Timur, had almost a monopoly of talent in this
direction.

Humayun had an interest in astronomy, but his

career was for long too disturbed to allow of iauch research.
1
The Tajak was translated into Persian in Akbar1s time, a
well-known work on astronomy, and Ibrahim #Adil Shah (d.1626)
2
evidently encouraged the subject in the Deccan.
But dis
tinction amongst the Timurids must go to Ulugh Beg for his
3
zl.1 or astronomical tables, compiled probably in 841/1437-8.
—

to

In divining the rammal (Seoraacer), the Brahman and the
nujuml all play their part.

They are all sumnoned in many

romantic mathnavis when hopes were fading of an heir to the
4
—
throne.
The Timurids attached much importance to conspicu
ous tokens before beginning enterprises of moment, and all
of these Emperors had their horoscope.
Akbariis described
5
with full detail in the Akbarnama of his ever-shadowing
/minis ter
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

-j

A*in Akb, Bl.I, p.105.
Iv. ASB.1494.
Ibid, 1485; Browne, III, 386.
Mir Hasan*s Sihr al-Bayan.
t
}
I pp.25, 42.
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minister Abu al-Fazl, and

hp compares it proudly with

that of the ancestral Timur.

It was cast by Chand, who

did the same service for Jahangir.
Daniyal followed the fashion.
1
Padshahnama.

The prince*Murad and

Shahjahan’s is given in the

The horoscope having been cast at his birth Aurangzib
had no will in regard to the matter^he evidently preserved
the document and followed with interest its details, for in
2

Ahkam, Sect. Xl^he says:

%y

j

TJhis is just a bare reference made in Ahkam to his
horoscope, of which nothing is known in detail.

But as he

was born on Sunday night, 3rd November, 1618, he comes under
the watery sign Scorpi© (if), whose planet is Mars (C?*), with
which are associated bravery and secretiveness, and these
were two distinctive qualities of Aurangzib.
No important astrological discoveries have been traced
in this reign.
The horoscope is cast for every male child in most homes,
and it is interesting to note that Muslims themselves have
cast it without considering it a breach of tawakkul or
/reliance
1#

I , pp* 12, 13.

2.

Ahkam, ed. J. Sar, p.20.
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reliance in God’s providence, but this has been mostly due
to their ignorance regarding the various suras of the Qur’an
1
denouncing the practice or their uncritical acceptance of the
prevailing custom around them.

1.

The Qur’an, XXXVII: 8; LII: 38; LXVII: 5; LXXII: 8.
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Nobles as Patrons of Culture.
Aurangzib* s reign produced a small number of nobles
who supported practically the cause of Learning and Literature,
and some of whom were themselves scholarly.

Thus Mir* :

Muhammad SskarT, entitled*Aqil Khan, with the pen-name Razi,
a noble of Aurangzib*s reign who officiated as Governor of
1
Delhi, was a poet and historian.
Apart from the above others
who interested themselves in the promotion of culture were
^.bd al-Rahlain
Bakhtawar Khan, Ghazanfar
Khan, and Muhammad
.
•
•
Shafi*, with the title **Danishmand Khan” ,who acted as a foreign
secretary to Aurangzib and to whose court was attached the
celebrated traveller Bernier.

A short account of these may

suitably be given here.
I.

^kbd al-Rahman Bakhtawar Khan:

He was highly regarded

by the Qnperor in his life and also on his death, for
Aurangzib personally followed his bier for a few paces and
2

conducted his funeral prayer.

He was appointed superintend

ent of the eunuchs in 1096/1685.
3
Bakhtawar Khan*s numerous Baygzs which are preserved
in the Delhi Museum and contain specimens by some of the
/calligraphers
1.

Infra, pp. 1^°) 17 *

2.

Ha* a Ala, p. 253; Mem Arc, p. 11.

3.

Mem Arc, p. 11.
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(Learning) (Bakhtawar Khan) (Bk.I., Ch.12)
calligraphers of Aurangzibfs reign, are witness to this
nobleman’s liking for fine penmanship and his patronage of
professors of the art.

Certain contemporary writers speak
1
of him as a great patron of learning and literature.
The
qasidas composed by some poets of the reign in praise of him
also bear testimony to this.

Tahsin writes thus in eulogy

of Bakhtawar Khan:
• / /- ^
j / o U IS*or

b ibjbj
and Arsi

and Muh:

and Qayg

In view of these facts it appears that many poets were
/welcome
!•
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ma’a Ala, p.253; Mir Jahan, fol.424b. S.V. Tahsin.
Mir Jahan, fol.449a.
Mir Alam, fol.588a.
Mir Alam, fol.608a.
Ibid, fol.605a.
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(Learning) (Bakhtawar Khan) (Bk.I.. Ch.13.)
welcome at Bakhtawar Khan’s court who wrote qasidas.
although these must have been composed and recited secretly
lest the Emperor should feel outraged*

It may be noted

here in passing that, notwithstanding his qualities,
Bakhtawar Khan has plagiarised passages from the history
Mir'at-i Alam of Muhanxnad Baqa, claiming them to be his own
composition.
II.

Ghazanfar Khan:

In the following passage from

Mir'at-i Jahan-numa Ghazanfar Khan is described as a
generous-hearted noble and helper of poor and needy persons:

J

ft'

if'S

Muhanxnad Baqa composed the following couplets at
Ghazanfar Khan’s death which pay tribute to the generosity
of his nature:

(J,&
S

/

■*

v

6 7o*?yis'l i
Ghazanfar died in 1070/1660 while officiating as
governor of That (in Sind) and was buried in Delhi# Muhammad
Baqa composed the following verse by way^ of chronogram:

1.
2.
3.
4.

foiii.miiL
Mir Jahan, fol.449b.
Ibid.
Ibid, 449b.

; cf. Bank. Cat. VI.
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“V entitled Danishmand
-i“^
III. Muhammad Shafi“V Shafi*.
Khan:
Mulla Muhammad Shafi'held an enviable position among the
learned men of shahjahan’s reign.

When reports of his

learning and knowledge came to the Emperor’s ears, he invited
him to his court along with another learned man, Mulla *Abd
al-Hakira, Siyalkoti, and arranged a Mubahatha
•'*
'" •*- . . *\ ’ % * '
between them on the Qur’anic text:

(disputation)
/.'
-

: 9

The Emperor shahjahan enjoyed their intellectual
discussion, and being much impressed by Mulla Shafiremployed
him in the Imperial service.

After some time the title of

Danishmand Khan was conferred upon him and he was raised to
the mansab of ”three thousand horse” and employed in the
Secretarial Department.

At the close of Shahjahan’s reign,

he retired from service and settled in Delhi.

After

Aurangzib’s accession to the throne, he was appointed head
of the Secretarial Department.

Aurangzib revised some of the

books of Gh.az.ali, for instance Ihya* al-Ulum with his co
operation.

He was later made the Governor of the Deccan.

He died in 1081 A.H. 1670-71 A.D. and was buried in
accordance with his expressed desire near the celebrated tomb
of Khwajah Muhyi al-Din Chishti in Ajmer.
/The
1.
2.

Mir Jahan, fol. 391a.
Qur’an, 1:4.

\
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The date of his death is commemorated in the following

i

chronograms:

J* .

^
^

<„)

(b)

1

2
Bernier bears witness to his zeal for learning:

j

"Besides my Nawab, or Agah, Danech-mend-Kan, expects my
-v/ v

.. ’ i!

../'•*!,

■

arrival with much impatience*

-- . .

.

He can no more dispense

with his philosophical studies in the afternoon than avoid
devoting the morning to his weighty duties as Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs and Grand Master of the Horse Astronomy, geography and anatomy were his favourite pursuits,
and he reads with avidity the works of Gassendy and Descartes.,"
Danishmand Khan was kind and generous in extending
help to men of letters,

Bernier for example was attached

to his court on a comfortable salary, and as has just been
shown speaks highly of him.
It also appears from gprnfer'^ Travels in Mughal India
that this noble at least once succeeded in dissuading a
3
widow from casting herself on the pyre of her husband,
and thus actively sided against the custom of sati which the
4
Timurid Kings from Akbar down to Aurangzib tried, though
unsuccessfully, to ban,

1*
2,
3,
£3 4,

See Qur'an HI: 192.
Bernier's Travels, pp,352-3,
Bernier, 307,
Supra,? 3

j
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1.

INTRODUCTION TO POETRY
A knowledge of the literature of a period is gathered
mainly from the original works produced by writers within that
time, from contemporary tadhkiras or biographical anthologies,
and from later tadhkiras.

The closer the last-mentioned

stand to the period the more trustworthy they may be expected
to be, but in the tadhkira as a rule there is little criticism
of the merits of an author or his works.

The compilers have

generally been satisfied with a very cursory judgment.

The

muwazana or lengthy comparison of two or more authors belongs
to a later date.
Extensive collections of MSS. have been made and guarded
with care in such institutions as Museums, and the India Office
Library, and have been made easily available for research.
Many of these have been printed, some in critical editions, but
very many have not been submitted to close study.

The

historical works have been investigated, and some of them
translated into other languages, for the facts which they may
contain relating to the dynasties and the contribution of these tc
civilisation.

But during the earlier Timurid period, down

till and including Aurangzib*s reign, the relations of India with
the world outside were comparatively few and not close; and
there were only interrupted contacts with remote places like
Qandahar and Balkh, whose culture was not on a high level at
all.

Until the 16th century, when European powers began seeking
/trading
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trading facilities, turned minds in a more practical direction,
poetry and mysticism occupied most of their attention.
The various Persian verse-forms were well practised, the
qasida, but more often the less formidable qit"a; the mathnavi,
frequently giving shape to a jang-nama, or a topical theme,
e.g., a plague, or a view in Kashmir, and often devoted to a
long romantic poem, a style represented more extensively in
Persian than perhaps in any other literature; and the ghazal,
the touch-stone of poetic worth.

Mysticism, a symbol some

times of unpracticality or frustration, or on the positive
side, an effort to penetrate beyond the mysterious veil of
*

inpermanence and unreality and probe the secret of non-being,
spread vaguely or comfortingly into literature and life.
Sag I-nama

and Ruba'' i served their didactic or hortatory

purpose; but the ghazal by its subjectivity gave it best scope
for ecstatic or symbolic expression.

In the 17th Cent, the

four main Sufi orders possessed much vitality; Aurangzib him
self belonged to the naqshbandi order.

The Khanqah stood as

a symbol of union of all affiliated to the order.

But there

was no contribution to the study of the intellectual side;
Dara Shikuh with the aid of Muslim saint and Hindu pandit set
out to explore the limits of the path which both pietist

and

scholar had trod, but unfortunately for theological studies
at least Aurangzib cut off his inconvenient existence.
/Nor
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Nor has the 17th Gent, much to show in the field of
1
poetry.
There was a dearth of poetic talent in Persia, as
well as in India.

in the latter country Bidil has attained

high eminence as a Sufi poet.

of poetasters there are many,

the names of some sixty have been preserved, but the vein was
seemingly worn out or the Emperor’s dislike of the erotic
repressed poetic fire.
Inevitably, for it is a general experience, poetry, the
earlier form of literature, centres round the court.

In the

case of the early Sanskrit epics and dramas attention has
been drawn to the fact that the characters are all court
personages with the exception of a few servants.

So too in

the case of Arabic poetry, the authors gathered about the
Court at Damascus in Omayyad time; and later at Baghdad.
fell out likewise at the Persian capital.

It

Princes also held

their courts and conferred their favours, and some bestowed
the honour of "Kavi Raj” on their chosen favourite.

But at

the Delhi Court only the Sultan might confer the honour of
laureateship (Malik al-Shu'ara).

Sultan Mahmud introduced

the practice at his court in Ghazni by bestowing this honour
on'unsurl (d. 1040 A.D.).

The poets laureate mentioned down

to Aurangzib’s time are Amir Khusrau (d. 716/1316), the chosen
poet of 'Ala'al-Din; Ghazali Maahhadi (d. 980/1573); Fayzi
(d. 1004/1593); r^alib Amull (d. 1036/1626-7); and Abu Talib
Kalim (d. 1061/1651).
1.

Browne, IV, p.224.

Of these only Fayzi was Indian born,
/from
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from which it can be concluded that the comer direct from
Persia had an advantage in the matter of literary honours.
This was quite natural.

The longer Persian stock was removed

from its homeland the further it became from the pure linguistic
spring.

The influx of a few poets or other Persian speakers

each year could not stay the growth of an Indo-Persian style,
or much influence its standard.

The latter ms less taksali»

i.e. it came from an inferior mint.

A change of the stress,

the new significance of a few words, are first marks of an
outside influence.
Aurangzib not only set himself against poetry in its
lighter vein, but did not award anyone the honour of laureateship.

The fact that he did not observe the custom, by no
an
means/inviolate one however, of appointing a poet-laureate
undoubtedly implies that he did so in deference to the Prophet's
denunciation of the poets,and further, the practice of their
profession presumed a conviviality for which he had no
inclination.

The practice was restored after him.

Though

his attitude was a check on any exuberant outpouring of verse
yet it had its followers.
The 17th century was very arid as far as the output of
Persian poetry is concerned.
renaissance.

In Persia it awaited a

In India it survived with only a weak fertility;

its strength and virility were to pass to a different species,
that of Urdu.

It had no blithe spirit;

it was usually
/conscious
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conscious of being an imitation however estimable.

But if

freedom of expression was frowned on there was still good
scope for the mystical and philosophical.

Repetition of the

verses of Rumi and of jami has been a passion with Indian
Sufls^but their writings, as W. Ivanow says, "reflect the
currents of the period of gradual decadence of Sufism during
the last four centuries, when the original ethico-philosophical
theories steadily degenerated into a peculiar system of magic
1
and cabbalistic beliefs".
Men waited patiently and longed,
but their vision was from afar; their emotions were not finely
touched; they prayed and wept and meditated, but the reality
did not have inspiring power for them.
With Nationalism*or Sir Muhammad Iqbal (d. 1938), or both,
there came for some a change in orientation of the religioSufi ideas.

in place of the traditional bi-khudi or emptying

of self there was expounded the opposite doctrine of realising
the best powers of the self in relationships with the world,
and at the same time love, universal love, should reconcile
the soul to poverty and humility, and in the end lead to union
2

with the Supreme Being.
It vri.ll always be a subject of wonder that these Timurid
poets had so little personal admiration of Nature, her varied
beauties, her flowers ranging from the most modest to fine
/orchids,
1.

Gat. IV. ASB, p.XXI
Aarar-i Khudi and Rumuz-i Bi-Khudi of Iqbal passim
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orchids, the seasonal changes, the passion of the storm, the
songs and colours of the birds, the hill-streams, etc.

In

the previous reign, that of shahjahan, the Persian-born Kalim
had proved a popular writer of verses, and the King had dis
tinguished him with the laureateship.

He was versatile and

his Divan contains qasidas, qitras, ghazals and ruba^is. His
H

repute has been well maintained, but a critic can hardly but
admit that he missed an opportunity when he was content to
turn his skill to elaborating figures of speech in presence of
the beauties of Kashmir.

Mulla Shah chose subjects from the

natural charms of that Province, but his mystic absorption
closed his eyes to the appeal of the external.

The establish

ment of hill-stations in Kashmir by the Timurids had given
poets from the plains opportunity of seeing the grandeur of
the hills and lakes, but their mind was not attuned to the
no
language of the trees, flowers and streams, and/Lakist-school
was produced among them.
The poets followed closely the lead of their predecessors,
using the same figures, or only such variations as the circle
of acknowledged authorities would approve.

Consequently

their position was like that of Words worth’s "Peter Bell11, of
whom he writes:
"A primrose by the river1s brim

a

yellow primrose was

to him, And it was nothing more.!t
They did not look at part or whole, but pictured a Beloved
against a background of jasmine or tulip or spikenard,

/Cystic
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Mystic poets like Sarmad (d. 1071/1660), Nasir 'All
(d. 1108/1697) and Bid11 (d. 1133/1722) imitated Maulana
Rumi; in the romantic mathnavi *Aqil Khan Razi (d* 1108/1697),
Ghanimat (d. 1110/1699) and Ni'mat Khan'ill (d. 1121-2/170910) joined the great throng who have followed in the steps
Niziami of Ganja (d* 1199-1203 A.D.); in the ghazal
Bikhud (d. 1086/1675), .^asim Diwana (d* 1136/1725), and
Bidil took as their models Sa'di and Hafiz,
In panegyric
••
Istighna (d. 1082/1671) and Tahsin (d* 1088/1677) had many
models to copy, and in satire Ni'mat Khan 'All and Ja'far
Zatalli (d. 1125/1713) were individualistic enough to go
%

their own way*
There was no Academy of Letters where distinguished
writers might obtain official recognition*
up to his art*

The poet- grew

He usually chose an us tad or expert to

whom he submitted specimens of his composition*

In this

reign Mir Muhammad Zaman Rasikh (d* 1107/1695-6) had a
reputation for tfstadi; Wazih and Ghanimat were of the
•

number of his pupils*

•

1

—

As was stated above the change of

attitude of Aurangzib towards this art about 1668 A.D*
banned the open practice of its lighter forms*
There was no epic poetry produced in this reign.
/Conditions
.

!•

_

1 .

tys. 4, 94.

.

.

.

_
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Conditions seem to have been entirely unsuitable for it.

'I

'Mien showing that "heroic poetry depends on an heroic age’1
L. Abercrombie adds that "an age is heroic because of what
it is, not because of what it does, and the heroic age sings
1
primarily of itself, even when singing of its own humiliation".
The great national epic of Firdattsi, the Shah-nama. had had
imitators, but none of eminence; the genius of the Persian
language found expression in the ghazal and the romantic
mathnavi. Hindi has celebrated in many epics the glories of
its heroes; the writer of the latest success, Saketa,
produced it as recently as 1931.

Among models of an earlier

date was padumavati of Malik Muhammad Jayasi, which was
perhaps written originally in Persian character but is in
the Avadhi dialect of Hindi; it has an epic theme, but is
woven throughout with romance, and in the end declares itself
an allegory.

About the close of the sixteenth century

Tulsi Das gave to the world his epic masterpiece, Ram Charitmanas, based on the noble life of Rama; his contemporary
Ke^av Das, in Ram Gandrika. and Bihari Lai, in Sat Sai (1662),
on the other hand made their heroic theme subordinate to
rhetorical form.

Epic material was not wanting.

Hindi

habitually and reverentially turned to Sanskrit classical
/works
1.

The Epic, p.11.
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works and mythology for heroes.

Akbar was now a sufficiently

receding figure for a poet to select episodes to immortalise
him in an epic.

Sivaji on the other hand was a contemporary

of Aurangzi*b, and so too close for a well-known poet of this
era, Bhusan TripathT, to have achieved more than poems in
praise and incitement which may yet be material for an epic,
as the bandit warrior’s heroism was famed throughout the
Deccan.
J&ng-nama is the closest approach made in IndoPersian to the Epic.

In the reign of Bhahjahan the poets

Kallm and QudsT started writing a versified history glorifying
the deeds of that Emperor, but could not complete their work.
In Aurangzib’s period Ni^mat Khan rAli composed a jangn^ma-i
A zam Shah Wa Buhadur Shah; though in pros^ its rhythmical
passages bring it close to the borderline of poetry.
The Jang-nama of Zatalli (d. 1125/1713) describing the war
of succession between Aurangzib’s three surviving sons is short
but must be allowed an important place in the history of Urdu
language as well as its literature.

It is in Persianised Urdu,

but the flow of the style is easy and unconstrained, as can be
3
i
seen in the following selection, whose first line 'laments the
/passing
1.

Keay, Hist, of Hin. Lit. p.4.

2.

IV ASB Curzon Coll. *162.

3.

Hindustani MS. 136B in 1.0. Lib., fol.33li.
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passing of Aurangzib and whose qafia sounds^like a knell:

C*J>7Cjnv/t)

*f
5

uf*&
1

'rZj-Z'sjiJui;
?

^ y *

Aurangzib in his Letters quotes a line or two of verse
freely, sometimes to illustrate a point or support an argu
ment or to silence with sarcasm.

Many of these lines are

probably of his own composition.

There is nothing to show

that he wrote anything longer than a line or two.

Their

tone is always serious.
It has been stated, or assumed, that his attitude was
opposed to poetry, but there does not appear to be any
declaration of a ban.

According to a contemporary historian
2

he approved of moralising verses.

He could hardly have

forbidden to others a pastime he himself enjoyed, even if
only serious matters made his recreation.

His attitude to

versification may well have been something like his views on
the chase; for him this sport served the double purpose of
providing entertainment and furnishing fresh supplies of
food.

Poetry is an intellectual exercise and has a utility
/value

1.

2.

Here inaccuracy on the part of the poet is exposed.
Aurangzib had five sons, of_whom Sultan Muhammad, the
eldest, predeceased Aurangzib in 1087/1676, and Muhammad
Akbar, who had rebelled and gone to Persia, died there
before his father in 1117/1706, so that only Mu'azzam,
the second son, A^zam the third and Kam Bakhsh the‘fifth
took part in the battle.
Ma* Alam^> p. 532.
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value, to which its purpose of adornment must be subordinate.
1
The prophet had denounced the vain musing of poets, and
Aurangzib had no place for bemused persons.
Whilst Aurangzib did not ban poetry or poets, the
incident related in connection with the verse

indicates that even while a Prince he disapproved of amorous
verses.

When he was inconsolable after the death of Hira

Bai (surnamed Zainabadi) this verse of Aqil Khan was read to
2
3
him by someone, probably "Aqil Khan himself.
The Prince*s
grief melted at the sound of it and he asked for its repetition
and learnt it off.

On enquiring as to the author the reply

was given byrAqil Khan or some other:

"It is by one who does

not wish to be known as a poet in presence of the giver of
4
_
favours’1 (i.e. Aurangzib).
Apparently 'Aqil Khan feared the
royal displeasure were he to claim as his a verse so lovelorn.
Hindi and Urdu Poetry:

*

"The decline of Hindi poetry sets in during the reign of
Aurangzib.

The Court patronage was not entirely withdrawn,
5

but the era of great poets was closed," writes Ishwari Prasad.
/Though
1.

The Qur’an XXVI, 225.

2.

Ma’a Uma, II, 823.

3*

Ibid, I, 792.

45*

Ibid, II, 823.
A Sho, p. 172.
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Though Aurangzib did not show favour to Hindi learning as
Akbar had shov/n, or to his policy of encouraging the poets, as
Jahangir and Shahjahan had, yet the title Kavi Ray which
1
Akbar and Shahjahan had conferred, continued to be given to
deserving poets though not at Delhi.

Some of these, like the
/

_

Tripathi Brothers, were patronised at the Court of Sivaji or
of the Rajas.

The poet, and famous writer on poetSjBihari

Lai Chaube, busied himself with his Hindi composition at Muttra,
and the best collection of his poems is known by the name of
Prince A^zam Shah, third son of Aurangzib, who frankly
2

encouraged Hindi literature.

The number of Hindi poets in

Aurangzib1s reign was considerable, and patronage was not
3
entirely withdrawn.
But a period of decadence had set in,
especially by the end of his rule.
Bardic literature, war-poems with considerable historical
matter, flourished at this time in the Rajputana States, but
this did not exert much if any influence on poetic activity
outside its own borders.

The decline in the poetic art has

not been traced to any act of repression; the literary
activity of Akbar*s time had apparently rather exhausted it
self temporarily, to return with much vigour, but not great
originality, in the reign of Muhammad Shidi.
/Two
1.

A* i Akb, Bl.I, 404, 613.

2.

Keay, Hist, of Hin. Lit. p.43.

3.

Ibid, 46.
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Two other poets of less austere calibre may be noted,
Alam Aand h is w if e Shaykh R a n g re z in w ith th e p o e tic name

"Shaykh".

/}i}l

1
Angad Singh writes in A.ikal of this pair:

y>i ifa* "

^4 2

fVifjb<S

’

>

Trans.There has been a very small number of poets in Hindi
literature who can match fAlam in love poetry.

It is only

from the pens of such as "Alam and Shaykh that poetry exciting
romance and emotions in hearts can issue.
As for Urdu poetry, except in the Deccan it was not being
used as a l i t e r a r y medium.

The c o u rt a t D e lh i had alw ays

recognised Persian as the language of its records, and it was
cultivated inside the circle of the family as well, so that
ability to speak and write it was a mark of culture.

But

2

towards the close of the 17th Century Zatalli boldly introduced Hindustani freely into Persian verses, and the popular
ity of Valifs Divan after 1700 A*D« sufficed to lay a strong
foundation for Urdu.
It may be concluded from the preceding introductory
statement that this reign did not possess poets who produced
original work.

In mystical and romantic poetry however

there are specimens to show that there were writers of
considerable merit.

For example Sarmad (d. 1071/1660) and
/Bidil

Ajkal (Delhi), 15.10.1943, p.36.
2.

Infra, p.
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Bidil (d. 1133/1721-2) as will be shown below have enriched
the mystical Persian poetry of India by their ruba'is and
mathnavls respectively; so also has Nasir All (d. 1107-8/
1696-7) by his mathnavi Huan u pil.
xi.

•

J*
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Agil Khan RazI (d.1108/
t.

-f

' i

/'

\

1696-7) versified the Indian love-stories of Manohar and
Madhumalat and Padmavat.

These poets, being the most eminent

in one direction or another in their time, will now be treated
with some detail.
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2.

POETRY
A. iSECgnCAL POETRY
The three poets considered under this head are Muhammad
Sa'id Sarmad (put to death 1071/1660), Nasir'Ali Sarhindl ‘All
(d. 1118/1706-7), and Mirza Abd al-Qadir Bidll (d. 1133/1721-2).
As Bid.il's work has greater literary and intellectual importance
than that of the others he has been taken first.

His poetry

0

and that of Nasir Ali aaSe mainly in mathnavi verse-form, and in
this they followed, like so many others, the pattern of Rumi♦
Sarmad's memory is preserved only in his ruba ^is.
1. MIRZA ABD AL-QADIR BIDIL:
Bidil, or to give him his proper name Mirza j\bd al-Qadir,
was born in 1054/1644, at Azlmabad (Patna), according to most
tadhkira-writers .

Khan Arzu who knew him personally, states

that he was a Turani, and settled in Bengal; afterwards he went
to live in Shahjahanabad.

Nassakh mentions Bukhara as his

birthplace, and adds that he came while very young to India,
and also that he sometimes wrote Rekhta; he gives one line as
a specimen:
i <="^4

'
j

2

Trans* - When love came and hearkened at the threshhold of this
(i.e. my) heart, the Beloved from the pardah (of my heart) said:
"Where is Bidil?

Here am I";

Nassakh1s ascription to him of
/Urdu

1.

Maj al-naf, MS., S.V. Bidil

2.

Suk Shu, pp.75-6.
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Urdu lines is not borne out by the tadhkiras, but it may not
be an error, for by 1700 A.D. Vali' s Urdu Divan had reached
Delhi•

Early in life, when still only 5 years of age and

when he had for the first time finished the reading of the
Qur'an, he lost his father, a kind parent and religious
instructor.

The loss was made up to him in no small measure

by an uncle who helped him to continue his studies, and under
his kind care he read through the Qafiyya, the celebrated
granniar of Arabic by ^Uthman ibn 'umar and a time-honoured
foundation of study.

He had just commenced to read Sharh-i

Jami, i.e. Jami's commentary on the Qafiyya. when this guardian
too passed away; for want of financial support, he stopped his
studies and started frequenting the company of saints and
sages of his time, from whom he acquired a good deal of
mystical knowledge.

At this stage he came under the spell of

Sa^di's G-ulis tan, and often read it.
For sometime he was attached to Prince Muhammad A'zam's
•

••

Court, but withdrew from it as he refused to write qasidas in
honour of the Prince.

This incident is typical of the

independence of his nature, which endured throughout his life.
When he gave up the service of Prince A^zam, he composed the
following verse:

Trans:Were I given the whole world I would not budge an inch
/from
1.

Khu Afk. fol.4Qa; cf. Khi Ami, fol.22a.
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from my place.

I have applied the henna of contentment to

my feet.
His independent spirit did not allow him to pay court to
the Amirs, though they visited him, and with some of them he
1
- 2
kept up friendship;
the few qasidas which appear in his
kulliyyat were written out of friendship to these nobles with
out any thought of reward.
eight in 1133/1721.

He died at the age of seventy-

The following chronogram which yields

1133 A.H., by Mirza Ghulara All Azad, the author of Kh&zana-i
*Amira (comp.1176-7/1762-3). commemorates the date of hi^ death:
Another date for his decease is given as 1137/1724-5.
Although no tadhkira-writer has mentioned the sect Bidil
belonged to, it would appear from a manuscript of his Saqinama in the India Office Library that he was a Hanafi, as he
/has
1.

Ru^Bid, pp.14, 16,

34,35,

59, 71,

96, 103, 116.

2.

Garcin de Tassy observes in his Litterature de Hindouie
et Hindustani, I, 315: tfet toutefois il n fy a pas un seul
hemTsticH qui soit a la louage des gens du monde". It is
submitted here that this is incorrect, as there are_
specimens of panegyric in the collection of his qasidas.
The author of KhulSsat al-Afkar (fol.4**) and also that
of Mir 'at al-KhAyhl‘(fol.
Holdthe same mistaken
view.

3•

KhJt Ami, fol. 122a.

4.

iv. Cat. ASB 836.
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has praised in it all four “orthodox caliphs", including
Hazrat Ali, without bias towards anyone.
He was a prolific v/riter in verse and prose.

In the

latter medium are his ornate prose writings Nukat-i Bidil
and Qhahar "unsur, both with s^ic content and in a very
bombastic strain,

Arzu claims for him supremacy in this

2
o f t r l
O

a

r» A m o n T rn

/%*P V\ 4 m

^

o

u ro v r •

His verse-composition is contained in ghazal, mathnavi,
qasida and _______________________
ruba *i.
There has been preserved also a volume of letters.
H*I

It does not appear to he explicitly stated that he
visited Kashmir, and probably he did not, but in one ruba_
he mentions that -n-povinee:

He has written some humorous poems; the remark in the
third hemistich indicates a broad humour,amounting to sarcasm
/at
1.

See Per MS., (Ind. Off. Lib.), 410, fols. 22a, 23a, 24a,
23a.

2.
3.

MS., S.V. B i d i l .
Ibid; cf. KhfcAmi, Pol. 121b.

4.

Infra,

5.

MS.

2.14

Maj Naf, S.V. Bidil.
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at least,
Bidilts ruba ‘is, as is to be expected, are tinged with
Sufism.

The ruba €1 verse-form is restricted to two bayts;

a ruba*i is not linked in form or meaning with any preceding
or following, with the result that it is sententious or
epigrammatic or moralising:
•

''

/

/

Trans. There is none here who, when seeing himself, neglects
111" and sees himself as ’’thou".

Oh ill-informed! this is

the assembly of oneness; there is a state of blemish so long
as one sees oneself as two.
An echo of Rumi may be perceptible in the following
lines, but his influence is everywhere in Sufis with poetic
aspirations:
Bidil
H y/

Rumi

* > i'* /

•> / j
‘-O'

^*
OytJI

(}
1 / ,/
^

*

If

^

I* /

(J)Os?
'/ Sy
LMW /

’
otyj Co,

^

ls?/j

f i t $

Uvt'r'iSA?irt

Trans./V.liether
1,
2,
3,

Kul Bid (Bom), Ruba‘iyyat, p,5,
Kul 3sid (Bom), 'Irfan, p. 14, col,4th, L. 12th.
Rub Rum, S.V. tay.
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Whether it be but a drop

Wherever I place my

or an ocean the tear partakes

head He is the object of

with Him; whether it be a

prostration; it is He who is

particle o T Heaven itself it

the object of worship in all

is distraught for Him; or be

six directions and beyond;

it something outside the rose-

garden, rose, nightingale,

garden of imagination, wherever

music and Beloved, all these

there is colour it is the

are pretext and He is sole

radiance of His cheek

aim

B i d i l 1s style reflected the prevailing tendency of
writers at the Timurid court, viz. to employ an elaborate
style, which often, in its quest for synonymous words rather
than a phrasing developing the meaning, became exceedingly
periphrastic.
His feeling was permeated with Sufisrn, and his thought
in its endeavour to find expression for what he felt and knew
was often abstruse and hidden among rhetorical figures.
Sufism in the intellectual may be subtle; in those less so
•

4

endowed fancy, sentiment, and !,naked sound may welter
together".

Bidil belonged to the order of the former.

Shibli XTu'mani's statement that he has produced excessively

1
figurative poetry is justified.

A translation of his work
/into

1.

Shi Aja, V.60.
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Into another language and the exposition of hla thought are
both difficult*
The Impression of the difficulty In interpreting Bidil
is general.

Nassakh says of Asad Allah Khan Ohalib

(d* 1285/1869) that his Persian verses are the equal of
those of Zuhurl and B l d l l .

This is high praise, but somewhat

«•

invidious, for all have chosen intricate expression for their
thought *
Regarding Qhallb.Altaf Husayn Hall (d. 1910 A.D.) his

1

—

“

biographer states that his subject, like many other Intelligent
youths, in the beginning read difficult and tortuous verses in
preference to the simple and straightforward;

in his boyhood

he read Bldll chiefly, with the result that in his Urdu he
followed the lines of Bldll in his Persian.
’

r"'v .'

■

", *

*’

.

Hall gives some
•

••

specimens of such recondite lines and says of one, viz.
••

/

*

✓

•• ^

that in deference to the criticism of the many who thought
his Urdu too difficult or too Perslanised, or both, he
rejected the line from his Urdu H i v a n , but put it in his
Persian one in this form:

1.

Yad Qha, p.9 9 .

2.

cf. Oha nam, pp.28, 29, also Bay Qha, pp.388»9.

3.

His whole ghazal in this is excessively Perslanised,
see Qha nam, p.177*
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r-

^

His attitude to Sufism, and the general nature of his
linguistic express ion,are well exemplified in the following
lines in which he poses to himself the metaphysical problem of
his own existence:

Trans:I am dejected, oh Bidill There is no other way for me
but to be nothing; I come zealous from (the realm of) non
existence, - what was my beginning and what will be my end?
If I remain a drop, wherefrom can I obtain freshness? And if
I say I atn a mote, what power of flight is there for the likes
of a mote?
The quick alternatives put before himself by a Sufi in
his communing with himself regarding his position are well
illustrated in these lines from a ghazal; after them he turns
in the next lines to a despondent mood: *

,

y is/ Jy-js/s')£< - a
/Trans
1.

Kul Bid XfMo), p.79.

2.

Kul Bid (LUC), p.282, Col.l, L.14th.
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Tfrans.(1) Who has bewildered me thus, that I live like fire by
burning!
Neither am I happy nor am I gloomy; I am neither earth

(2)

nor sky*
(3)

Nor am I a word in a context;

what meaning have I?

Neither is n\y threshold the earth, nor my nest the sky.

I spread my wings (to fly) - but where am I?
If I must perish, why this clamour about existence?

(4)

And

if immortal, why do I perish?
Oh imagination, show thyself proud!

(5)

Oh fancy, open thy

wings, for I imagine I exist, while I do not!
MA1HNAVI:
Hie mathnavl like the ruba^1 is of Persian origin*
Rudaffl is stated to have been the first to compose one, and

1
lay down the general outline.
_ _

The earliest romantic specimen

2

extant, Vis U Ramin, is based on a Pahlavi tale, which has
been traced to Parthla.

Hie first mystical mathnavl Hadlqat

al-Haqiqat was written by S a n a 11 (d. C.1131-50 A.D#)j
•

Attar
• • • •

(d. after 1221 A*D») and Rumi (d* 1273 A.D.) are next in the
list of its famous composers, and the latter's great work has
been the model and envy of all succeeding ages of Sufi poets.
Bldll wrote four poems in this verse form:

/(l)
1.

Haf Asm, p , 7 •

2*

B. S.O.A.S., art by J. Minorskl, XI, 4» p.741> XII, 1,
p*20*
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(1) *Irfan (2)

Tur-i

M a rrifat (3) Muhit-i A rzam or Saqi-nama

*•

(4) Tilasm-i Hayrat.

»

••

••

All open in the traditional style with

Hamd and Na*t, and are mystical, and contain gnostic ideas.
In his mathnavi rlrfan he sets forth the doctrine of divine
universality or Hamah Ust, and includes in it mention of the
divine love, but does not proceed to elucidate the function of
the latter:

Trans.JL X d i l o • —
(1) That which you call "kdain" (non-existence) it is "He";
and what is termed existence is also "He".
3
(2) Everything here save God is vain; the ocean (of existence)
encompasses the shore here (in this world).
(3)

Whatever we say, it is love that speaks; whoever runs is

as feet for Him.

1Irfan is the longest, and comprises 11,000 lines in Ramal
metre, the same as is employed in Sana'i’s Hadiqa.
ation is commemorated in the chronogram:
1124/1712.

*

its compil-

j JJAf*1>>

It is considered by the author of Gul-i Rarna to

be his best.
/Irfan
1.

Kul Hid (Horn), p.14, Col.4, L.l2th.

2.

cf. Qur’an: III: 2 - There is no God save Him, the living
the self-subsistent.

3.

cf. Qur’an II: 255 - "Everything is perishable but He".
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‘irfan does not deal with a single theme as do most
/V
mathnavis but^like the Makhzan al-Asrar of Nizamfri of Ganja,
is "a mystical poem with illustrative anecdotes, after the
fashion of the Hadlqa of Sana*I or the later Mathnavi of Jalal
7
- T
1
------a1-Din Rumi, rather than a romance”.
Bidil besides writing
on various abstract themes such as 'ilm-i Tahqlq., 'lrfan.
Ma'rifat. Qudrat-i IIahI and Haqiqat-i Jamal U Jalal. has
included in it numerous Hikayat whereby he gives expression
to his mystical thoughts*

The relation between the part and

the whole, nominalism and realism, man and his Maker, is
pleasingly expressed in these lines:
.2

Trans;(1) The melody of the soul reaches the instrument through the
body*

Likewise the body attains gracefulness through the

soul.
(2)

The body is stirred through knowledge, and knowledge

through the body; the name grows from the essence, and
essence from the name.
(3)

3
No one is alive and self-subsisting except Allah.
/Understand

1.
2.
S.

Browne II 403.
Kul Bid (Bom), "irfan, p.112, Col.l, L.6th.
cf. Qur'an, III: 2 (See Supra,
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Understand well and cut short your worry.
(4)

The tune is here, find out the strings (of the guitar);

behold the flower and discover the Spring.
There is no vacuity in the pilgrim’s longing or striving;
in the field of his consciousness there must be "another",
definite in outline and articulate, over against whom he can
realise himself, though in what manner is not indicated:
•• * /
/

vs*
• • •*

••

*

*»

i

•

+

»

•« /

«•

*

!£»
Trans;'• - —
'
- d
(1) Take to yourself the virtue of "otherness", so that you
may attain to perception of self.
(2)

As long as the "other" does not confront the sight, none

can achieve (true) knowledge.
(3) Without the presence of sound or association with (other)
figures, the eyes are blind and the ears are deaf.
(4)

The hand does not touch itself; if there is no way how

can one traverse it?
(5)

Everyone needs a vis-a-vis, so that he may successfully

attain realisation of himself.
/Tur-i Ma rifat
1.

Kul Bid, (Bom). 'irfan, p.38.
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Tur-i Marrifat, a mathnavi containing 3,000 lines in
Ramal metre and dealing with a variety of themes, contains
this passage which seems more poetically inspired than most
in these poems and to have less Suifistic involution;
•• , •
t
.
\

>

?

(>

+

: 1
j - r

y
d>>{s>sillsSr r

- ** /

Trans.(1) In my distraught ness I found a handful of dust with which
2

I intend to repair the Spring edifice.
(2)

I was reminded of my past happiness when I laid the
3
foundation of this autumn season.
(3)

All praise he to Allah that there is no duality in my

make up: I am "I" (and) there is no image of

the reflection

of "Thou".
(4)

The parterre was the impression of my wing while in

flight; the autumn was the noise of the breaking of my lute
(saz).
(5)

I plucked a spring blossom from my own bosom;

I saw

autumn in my own dust.
/In
1.
2.
3.

Kul Bid, (Bom), p*19, Col.4, L.16th.
The Persian extension of the original Arabic meaning of
this word has been adopted here.
Rekhta appears to be a possible emendation for Rafta;
this would preserve the sense as translated but make more
complete the play on the words Rang and Bunyad.
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In this mathnavi he expresses another main tenet of
Sufiam, viz, Ma Hich Nayem.
I

J,

/ + *

#

/

./*

^ •• «*

•

*

J

•

Trans.(1) Come, ofi Bidil, for your (worldly) love is (nothing)
but a shame and confusion to you, and affection but a mischief
in the way of the divine unity.
(2)

Beware, this claim leads to duality!

Become non

existent and cut short desire.
(3)

Whatever you conjecture of existence is futile; its end

is futility and unacceptability.
The Muhit-i A rzam is also known as Saqi-nama. Mathnavi
* »•
»•
*—
poems bearing the latter name have been written by Hafiz,
k

1 " •*

Sana*I Mashhad! (d. 1000/1588-9), Shlkebi (d. 1023/1611-2) and
Mulla Muhammad Sufi Mazandarani, and a few others; Zuhuri
(d. 1025/1616) and Bidil complete the list till the death of
2

the latter.
As its name implies this type of poem includes such
subjects as:

"Praise of Wine", "praise of Spring", "Praise of

the Maykhana".

It is a long poem with badah and saqi as

important subjects in the theme.
—
r
In the mathnavi Muhit-i A zam he expresses the view that
*—

•

»•

.«

/the
1.

Kul Bid, (3om), Tur-i Marifat, p.18, Col.5,

2.

Mulla Tughra, d.c._l078/1667 also wr/te
imitation of Zuhuris.
*

-

o

L.16th.
-

aSaqi-nama,in
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the world is a talisman which, it is thought, protects a man,
but actually it conceals the secret of the self, a self which
must realise its power to guide itself towards the full mani
festation of His being.

There emerges in these lines a view
1
of the self as at nucleus, progressing and with a certain
illuminative potency:

Trans.“
*
(1) The talisman of the world conceals the secret of the self;
And to flee from (self) is to be void of selfness.
(2)

Why are yo« involved in grief for this or that (worldly

thing)?
(3)

Our picture of the world is an imaginary talisman.

Like the sun (by the eclipse), you are seared by thought

of other than yourself;
(4)

do sometimes proceed by your own ray.

So that the beams of the rays (of your own light) may

serve as a path to you; Your destination is ready prepared in
yourself.
The Selffs path leads through distraughtness and "out-ofselfness", but it possesses a self-sufficiency too, as stated
in Muhit-i A^zam;
1♦
2.

infra, py. /zr,
/2-g
Kul Bid, (Bom), Muhit-i A rzam, p.29, Col.5, L. 16th.

i
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1

Trans.(1) 0 you who, you are entirely an image of madness, you are
wholly a melody of the instrument of alienation,
(2)

When you hold the hand-mirror before you, do not fail to

notice your state,
(3)

When you become initiated (into divine mystery) you
2

3

become your own qiblafe; if you bow down you are your own mihrab.
The poem is religious in purpose, but in its descriptions
of wine for example it has an imagery that puts "a zone"
about the world and all it holds for mortals.

Bidil includes

towards the end mention of such earthly pleasures as are
derived from pan, supari, and chuna,

The tone is usually

light and the language simple, but Bidil has occasionally
difficult verses expressing abstruse ideas.

The following

gives a general idea of his style:
*

*

'

••

✓

y •
H

/

<
i--0

.

/

»

’"
/Bidil

1.
2.

Kul Bid, (Bom), p.29.
The direction of the Ka'bate, to which Muslims turn their
face while praying.

3.

The principle place in a mosque, where the priest prays
to the people with his face turned towards the Karbafo.
Kul Bid, (Bom), Muhit-i A^zam, p.42.

4.
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Bidil deals with another great tenet of mystical
doctrine:

"Man arafa nafsahu fajqad *arafa Rahbahu,t, "He who

knows himself, knows his Lord'* •

"Know thyself" has been

urged by sages in many places as the key to full under
standing; and Bidil stresses its importance here:

S'?

V

^y

Jj s .

Trans.With desire for your heart’s delimit make circumambulation of yourself, oh Bidill Yon are a Kabbah in yourself
(lit. own embrace) - why do you seek here and there?
In Tilasm-i Hayrat he wrote:
*

L

f’
s

* • '

l

2
aXs <
’*

Trans.So long as you do not wear the pilgrimaged dress with
understanding of self, restlessness will agitate the pulse
of restfulness.
Tilasm-i Hayrat is composed in Ramal measure; it
*•

•

contains 3,000 verses.
a single theme only.

Like the *Irfan it does not deal witl
One tiling distinguishing it from the

rest is the emphasis the author has placed on "man'arafa
naf sahu f elpad 'arafa Rabbahu".

He speaks of it in this

mathnavi as follows:
1.
2.

Kul Bid, Ghazaliyyattp. 357, Col. 5, L.23rd.
Kul Bid, p.52.
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J*Vl k S '

-'
-r
icrl**-

*py/-1 A J
0*>uL*tO\& I

{?.

0 ^ j w } r C j y * f \ - ft

Trans.
Trans•(1) You seek “truth, yet you are negligent of* self,

Bravo!

you hope to reap without seed.
(2) In spite of being in the vicinity you are bereft of
(the divine) Presence; seek yourself for you are far distant
from yourself.
(3) Do not despair in search for the self - this very light
guides to the gun.
(4) As long as you cannot fathom the self, how is it possible
for you to see the Beauty of Truth?
In this fourth and last mathnavi the poet returns to the
phenomenalism and vanity of this world:
•»

,

y

•' y

^

t2 /)\V J 'I

•

M'tr's M's•»

•

•

( tJ ?

ft'* ^ u > y

•

CSS)

Trans.(l) The world is a charm with disorders engraven on it; the
ocean is the restlessness of the waves.

/(2)
1.

Kul Bid, (Bom), Tilasm-i Hayrat, p.57.

2.

Ibid, p.4, Col.4, L.23rd.
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(2) If it is earth, its flight is (in the form of) dust; if
it is stone, its wings are sparks.
(3) How can there be in this abode (world) peace and tran
quility I

The gain of all this mystery is just in name.

The mystic has always been liable to the reproach that
in following his path he has devitalised himself and by his
non-cooperation in human interests has been an ineffective
member of society except in so far as pious example has an
influence.

This passivity was first seriously assailed in

India by Altaf Husayn Hall (d. 1914), biographer, literary
critic and poet.

His works as biographer and critic are

classical; his famous i&usaddas holds a place in the rank of
poetical masterpieces.

In this poem he attacked the inertia

and other causes of the decline of the Muslims.

Orthodox

and sincere he urged his coreligionists to busy themselves
and restore prosperity and prestige to their land.
challenge was convincingly and pursuasively uttered.

The
It

came almost like a clarion call of Nationalism, though he v/as
concerned with religion, not politics, and the Muslims had
not yet turned towards the latter direction.
His influence reached Iqbal (Sir Muhammad Iqbal) among
many others, who himself composed a musaddas of somewhat
similar content in his early work.

Iqbal1s studies took
/him

1. Bang-i Para,177, 220.
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him through courses of philosophy and metaphysics, Eastern and
Western, and while still in middle life he worked out a system
in which were coordinated fact, theory and* faith.
The
bi-khudi of the Sufi saints had a place in the scheme of

'

spiritual things, but it had usurped the masnad to the
exclusion of Khudi.
Bidil makes a fuller analysis of the state of the pilgrim,
the devotee on his way, than the great Sufi poet Abu Sa' Id
b. Abi al-Khayr who/though giving him a functioning capacity,
restricts his self-expression.
^The true Saint1', said Abu
(" i{ *
Sa id, goes in and out amongst the people and eats and sleeps
with them and buys and sells in the market and marries and
takes part in social intercourse, and never forgets God for a
1
single moment. Mt
For Bidil, while God is constituted of all,
there is a self, however ineffective, capable of producing
music:

(.S

1 I*/£*

’

&'/- /

3

'*

It is a self with a path to illumine for itself; with an aim
4

to attain true knowledge and realise itself; with capacity for
further spiritual self-realisation after initiation into the
/divine
1.

Studies, p.55.

2.

Kul Bid, (Bom)t *Irfan, p.14, Col.4, L.12th.

3.

Supra, flo

4.

Supra, ILo

!
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1
2
divine mystery; with need to make active search for the self;
time and spatial relations provide the opportunity of finding
reality:

•

X

/,
*t
viljtStifi'i
X* •

Frustration contains lessons to learn:
/

,4 .'*

^

«•

*4 % / * ' ' •

-» **

o

S' /

*

i *

^

’

) r*

CxiS/fr

J I C x s ’ I
0

*

^ *

•

Trans.—

I-

’

It is not hidden from the mirror of Truth that Man at
all times and in every condition is bewildered in the work
shop (the world) in which he trusts*

If he were to open

his eyelashes, he would take lessons from the pleasures that
fail us.

If he were to close (his) eyes, what ought his

disappointment with the loss of the opportunity of sightseeing
to sow in the field of regret except the seed of tears, and
what else could be shouldered by the heart,endure save to
bewail*

In every way we are compelled and in every manner

we are powerless.
/It
1.

Supra, ixo

2.

Ibid.

3.

Hul Bid, (Bom), ‘ijS^an, p.112, Gol.l, L. 6th.

4.

Kul Bid, (Luc), p*?6, L. 10th.
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It is with the realisation of the self that man’s state
is considered to be superior to that of lower creation:
««

* ’

*
*
IrV (✓/ > !,

^

i/J<

1

'I<
y

.
^
J , ^ <£'/>*> *

[ftCs'J fU^iojb j£Z>J>JjJL/s

idC’^ o / J Of*?*} ' >S</
%ity^
Trans.There are many results from the understanding of this
growth (mystical knowledge) and there are innumerable sp«cial
features in the attainment of this (mystical) stage*

The

orderly observance of the Shari^at and the entering on the
(mystic) path, which are the origin of order and the source
of external and internal perfection, are, through the medium
of the prophets and the agency of the saints, witness to this
truth and the acquisition of this knowledge*

Otherwise the

subsistence and death of man would be like that of other
animals and the condition of man would seem to be like that
of birds and cattle.

May the guide of truth not turn the

company of heavenly people (saints) aside from the straight
/pa th
1*
2*

Kul Bid, (Luc), p.86.
\
There can be little doubt as to the mean iiaiaj^f ot 4s
sentence, but its grammatical structure
to say the
least, clumsy.
I

3.

The Qur?an, XVII: 72.
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path of ’’one v/ho knows himself”, and may he not bring them
\
' ■V ; j
to the shame of error of such of whom (it was said) ’’whoever
1 j
is blind in this, he shall (also) be blind in the hereafter”.
Along with passages reflecting the despondency of the
struggle there is the urge to the active aim of selfrealisation, a self which is one with the Universal, which is
sole existing and self-subsisting but comprising all.

There

is here a glimmer of that light which Ghalib and his friend
and biographer Hall heralded, and in greatest fullness Iqbal.
Bidil can be claimed to be a forerunner of Iqbal.

The

rebound from inexorable fate or from social inaptitude to
supine selflessness was now exposed as resulting in general
decline and decay.

”It is the lot of man to share in the

deeper aspiration of the Universe around him and to shape
2

his own destiny as well as that of the Universe”.

It has

been well saidj”The philosophy of Khudi has as its corollary
the conception of bi-khudi (negation of the self).

It means

the losing of one’s self in the Community to seev.^j a common
end.

Individuals develop their Khudi to such an extent that

they submit to the millat, but remain animated with an intense
love of action and freedom.

Such individuals are a source of
■f .'
3
strength to the millat, and the millat exalts their position”.
/Bidil
1.
2.
3.

The Qur'an, XVII: 72.
\
Iqbal, Lectures etc., 16.
y
Iqbal’s political Theory, p.243; Essayby M'Aziz Ahmad
in Iqbal as a Thinker.
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Bidil was not content to express an idea in terse terms
that sometimes baffled interpretation at sight; to many a
sentiment hfive gone pithy form, as may be seen from these few
1
selected at random:

«

*

^

j

i,

^ **

C m

y'zusyjoo U

^

y

^

.
i/flsJy-,

(/>lo'yUls> _ £

1^1
1.

- I

* • ✓ <»

Kul Bid, (luc) pp. 218, 223, 229, 230, 257, 278.
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2.

SARMAD
.
4....... x. .

Not a great deal is known about Sarmad with certainty.
He is usually referred to by Tadhkira-writers as^Sa‘ida-i
•(
Sarmad.
Mubad Shah is the first to state that his name
after conversion to Islam was Muhammad Sarid, but does not
1
mention his name prior to that event.
Mubad is also an
authority for the statement that he was the son of a Jewish
2

priest.

Khan Arzu is one of the few tadhkira-navisan to

mention this, and he only does so quoting from Mubad*s
_ 3
Dabistan.
Sher Khan LudI states that Sarmad*s forefathers
had migrated from Europe to Armenia, and so he was sometimes
referred to as "Armani".

On his way to India he resided at
4
Kasham; hence Riza Quli Khan speaks of him as "Kashani".
The
last but one writer adds that he was a very rich merchant, but
when he went to Thatta, in Sindh,9 he became enamoured of
•

•

i

#

m

Abhi Chand, a Brahman boy, and threw away his wealth, and like
a Hindu ascetic withdrew from worldly pleasures.
“Nothing is vouchsafed as to his reasons for his change
of faith.

1.

He had apparently an early training in the Jewish
/Scriptures.

2.

DabMadh, fol. 259a. "This work must have been written
shortly after 1063/1653"
Iv. ASB 1134.
Maj Naf, S#V. "Sarmad".

3.

Mir Kha, fol, 84a.

4.

Maj PUS, II, S.V. "sarmad".
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Scriptures*

Possibly a studentfs wanderlust led him on a

migrant’s path.

One of his rubaris indicates a certain

unsettlement of mind at one time or another:

He studied philosophy under such learned teachers as
~
2
Mulla Sadra and Abu al-Qasim Qandarsakl.
On his routfcfrom
Kashan he reached Thatta, where as stated above he became
enamoured of Abhi Chand, who later studied under him the
Torah, Psalms and other portions of Scripture.

He now

turned to an ascetic mode of life*
Mubad shah relates that Sarmad once went to Shaykh
Muhammad Khatun, who was attached to Sultan *Abd Allah Qutb
Shah, and eulogised him*

But Muhammad Khatun took no

notice of him, whereupon he predicted the early decease of
3
Muhammad Khatun, and this occurred within a year as foretold.
Khan Arzu adds as the reason for Muhammad Khatun1s conduct
4
his miserly nature. This may well have been the case for
Mulla Tughra, a poet of Shahjahan’s reign, satirised him for
«^— =-5
the ungenerous reception he had at his hand.
/'All

1.
2.
3.

No 321 in MS. AHH.
Dab Madh, 259a.
Ibid, 260a.

4.

Maj Naf, fol.

228b.

5*

Ins Tug, fol.

49a.

)

*
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'All Quli Khan DaghistanI relates that Sarmad was
beheaded in 1071/1661, and buried by the side of the Mas jid- i
Jamir in old Delhi,

There are two tombs at this site, one of

an unknown saint, and the other that of Sarmad, which is
usually overgrown with verdure and is therefore spoken of
as being the !tHari tohari qabr".
There is disagreement among the biographical sketch
writers as to the reason of his death.

The well-known Urdu
%

anthologist, Muhanmad Husayn Azad (d, 1910 A.D.), tells aaJong
his large collection of stories one joke which seems near
enough to likelihood to be a fact.

As it illustrates, if

true, several traits in his character it can be suitably
given here:
"Writers already know that 'Alamgir was displeased with
Sarmad, and therefore always had him in mind.

And so Qazi

Qawiy, at that time Qazi of the city (Delhi) , went on one
occasion and arrested Sarmad while drinking bhang (a hemp
preparation).
of jesting;

At first there was a good deal of interchange
eventually the Qazi said: *No, no, the religious
9

law i®. this; why do you argue against G-od’s lav/?
made reply:

What am I to do, Sir?

Sarmad

The devil is strong

(Qawiy)!
;

1,

Ab-i Hay, p.350,

QQQ

/Some
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Some of the tadhkira-writera declare Sarmad1s execution
to have been due to hia uttering the Kaliraa-i Tayyiba only
• •

as far as uThere is no God", a reservation which according
to* the code of the Shari *at, is Kufr;

others regard his

disbelief in the Mi'raj-i Jismani (i.e. the bodily ascent of
the Prophet) to have been the cause of offence:

His persistence in appearing naked in public, thus defying
the law, is also quoted as a ground for his being put to
2

death
Although the biographers thus differ in their reasons,
yet all of them assign his death to a religious cause.

It

must be remembered that the *uiama* who decided the fate of
Sarmad were partisans of Aurangzib and opponents of Dara, to
whom this poet was attached, and that the latter is said to
have predicted against Aurangzib in favour of his brother.
Therefore it is not unlikely that the *Ulama* by their gi-¥en
fatwa gave a colouring of religion to what was a political
motive.
The reason why Dara Shikuh was inclined towards the
is
poet/stated by valih DaghistanI to have been Dara* s habit of
/entertaining
1.

Mir Khta^fol. 85a;

Kal Shu, fol.50b.

2.

Waq Ala, 67a; Bernier, 317.
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entertaining faqirs and sadhus.
Valih Daghistani is also authority for the statement
that Sarmad1s severed head uttered the unrecited portion of
the Kalima.

His followers in thousands visit his shrine

every year for Urs, so that for them his sainthood is
2
*
4
established,
Bernier, and Tahir
Nasirabadi
believe him to
•»
•
have been insane,

Plato thought that for the successful

cultivation of the muses a poet must be mad*

The rubaci

is almost necessarily staid, and sarmad1s du-bayt is- another
name for verses in this form, do not produce an impression
that their author had lost self-possession at the time of
writing them,

Khan Arzu says that the allegation of
4
— c—
insanity had no foundation.
The following ruba i chosen at
to
random does not bespeak any abnormality; wine,/which he was

almost certainly a d d ic te d

is a .common symbol with him:

He acknowledges a certain amount of indebtedness to
*Umar Khayyam in the quatrain:

1.
2.

Riy ShlA, S.V. Sarmad,or Lub Lub (an abridged copy),
fol.86b.
p.317.

3.
4.

Maj Naf, S.V, Sarmad.
Ibid.

5.

Rub Sar, p.11.
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ft•

>

yi>

P t — <0/i

p i ( o j >

1

*>

C*H ’H / *

The nature of his indebtedness will be apparent from a
comparison of the quatrains here set side by side:
Sarmad

*Umar Khayyam

/

0

)

a $ • > > / £ ? '

(

f»/ . (> rJL Ju *

o j i i s >

He is quoted above as having stated that he followed
4
Hafiz in composing the ghazal.
Unfortunately only one
"™
5
specimen of a ghazal has been preserved*
There is undoubtedly*
a passionate strain in his writing; it pulsates but not with
a vehemence to indicate an unbalanced state:

•*

it4?.

^

is? I it YS’it ’>
i s i !/u / </yy u ft/0*
•

|

>

••

. y

1y
t

C
V

A v

’
*>'> 'J‘S!

a s f s > ( * ; > ,: >/a ,
%/

rf

••
•*
His ruba'is are characterised by ascetism and
/emo tionalis m ,
1*
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ibid, p.56.
Ibid, p.51.
Rub Uma, fol.40a.
Supra, /St'
•
Mir Kh®', fol.85a.
Mir Kh®, fol.85a.
321 in all as enumerated in a ms. in possession of
Mr. A.H. Harley
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emotionalism, and moralising.

If he had riches once he

evidently reached a frame of mind which found contentment
in its opposite:
1
/«/

%

»

!/>Jt I

1.

Rub Sar, p. 6*

Lrj

^

'

•

•* • m

f Ij
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3.

NASIR ALI SARHINDI
—

r

-

Nasir All though a poet of some note in his day does
not rank among pre-eminent verse-makers.

He has been

selected here for special mention because he reflects in
considerable measure the spirit of his age.
He was b o m in Lahore, but as he resided for a long
time at Sarhind he has "sarhindV as n isbat. *Ali he adopted as
11is takhallus. He flourished under the patronage of two
distinguished Amirs of Aurangzib's reign, Sayf Khan BadakhshI
and Dhu al-Fiqar Nusrat Jang.

It is stated in nearly all

the catalogues that he was a devout Sufi, but the author of
*
Mir*at-i Jahan-numa states that while at first he lived
after the manner of Sufis for some time, later on he became
a rind (a carefree person) and indulged excessively in
drinking.

He died in 1107-8/1696-7.

Sarkhwush composed

the following line commemorating this date (1107):

Uj
As Arzu.who was long acquainted with his son, states
that he became a disciple of a qalandar later in life and
turned a darvish, it is probable that his earlier days were
not so sober as those that followed.
His collected work comprises a variety of verse-formsruba ^it mathnavi, ghazal and qasida.

The ruba4i he

practised, but without any special merit.

1.

Mad Naf, S.V. 'All
* Mir Jahan, fol. 489a

His language
/ is
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is easy but rhetorical figures are too frequent to leave the
sense at all times perspicuous#
tone:

His rubafis have a mystical
tt

9

'•

-

I I *

s Is* s Z s

t /

*

:
-

♦«^

—

•

^

'

S'*'
•

■

•

J P ^ «

I . -X

^

'

.

2

Like hundreds of others Nasir *Ali Sarhindi set before
%

him Rumi as his model, as he states in these lines:

. .|3
/ >/* ^>)u[A y

s 1>s. ‘
-^c '^

cSLJ*

/

>/v y '

%

%

His language in the mathnavi is simple, but figures of
speech are rampant and variegated:
f* /
jj) w>ul/
I C s y t})

^

yV lyO

•*

4

s/fir

1

J <Jy i* t u is i (J*

<J>/

<J> - ^

/>**

Z+'td>- r

6
To love, which elsewhere he calls the ,,Ke m € l ,, he
attaches great importance in the scheme of things:
1#
2.
3.
4.

Div Nas, p*105*
Ibid, p..
Mat, fol.l24a, cf# another line
See Div Nas
Mat, fol# 145b.

5#

cf. the often quoted line of Hafiz:

6.

s u p r.,

.^
t

. ..

^

x
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and also in these lines:
•
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Khan Arzu considers that his short mathnavi containing
the following lines is the equal of Mahmud tf Ayaz, the most
*

famous of iTulali*s poems, which was started in 1001/1592 and
completed in 1024/1615:

/
^

,

%

ts\

*

j>J ^ L'sivss:
Later, after he became a desciple of Badiral-Din
Qalandar Darvish, and so after his "Conversion", he started
writing another mathnavi, of confused content in as much as
it contained a number of^with ruba is and ghazal lines.
It begins:

1*

Mat, fol. 137b.

2.

Ibid, 137a.
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B.

ROMANTIC POETRY
(Romantic iHkthnavi)

Persian romantic literature has found very abundant
expression in the mathnavi verse-form.

The earliest of
- 1

such tales in the language is V/is u Ramin .which was followed
soon after by Wamiq. u Adhra. the latter now no longer extant.
Poems in this genre were, and are popular.

The group of

five poems forming the Khamsa of Nizami of G-anja (d.c.
••

596-99/1199-1203) achieved a renown that has endured
undiminished, and poets of all degrees have imitated them.
Two pairs of heroic lovers "Yusuf and Zulaykha" and "Khusrau
and Shirin" have had their story told again and again, and
others several times, for the narrators have not been very
inventive; ingenuity has rather spent itself on the adaptation
of the conventional phrase and figure of speech.
'A M L KHAN RAZI (d. 1108/1696-7)
^Aq.il Khan is the best known of the writers of romantic
poetry in this period.
His name as it appears from the
“ r
*
tadhkiras was Mir Askari, but he is better known to fame as
*Aqil Khan, a title conferred on him by Aurangzib.

He

belonged to a Sayyi4 family of Khwaf in Khurasan but was born
at Aurangabad in the Deccan.

He adopted as his nom de plume

Razi, after the name of his £ir, Burhatt al-Din Raz-i Ilahi
/(d. 1083/1673-3)
1.

Bull.

SOAS, art by V. Minorski

; Br, II.
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(d. 1083/1672-3).
He had been a paymaster with Prince Aurangzib in the
peccan, and when the latter came to the throne he bestowed on
him the title f,Aqil Khan11.

He withdrew from office tv/ice,

the first time at any rate on the ground of his health.
Aurangzib valued his services highly and appointed him
governor of Delhi in 1091/1680; he remained in this post a
considerable time.

He combined in himself the piety of the

faqir with liberality of thought and firmness of character.
This last quality was manifested in his behaviour towards
4*
Mahabat Khan, who had been in the service of Abu al-Hasan,
King of Golkonda.

He died in 1108/1696-7; the following

qit^a was composed by Bidil on this occasion:
1

>US,!*.
~ .

%

«

'^

**

,.,

'

MVobfpu-o
fGUtica*
Though holding importantAposts he did not allow himself
to be engrossed in the political affairs; at any rate he
found time for literary work, and composed a divan, and three
mathnavis two of them romantic (see infra /^*-*3)jand the third
mystical, called Muraqqa*. and in prose, Waqi‘at-i‘Alamgiri,
a short history of the war of 1he succession in 1658.
—

The two romantic mathnavis are (!) Mihr u Mah and
(2) Shamcu flarwana.

/(I)
1#
2.
3.
4.

Kul
See
See
See

Bid.(5om) ,
-\ ‘T»>NariKh fp -*"7/
'5* ^ i^ *
per. MS. (1.0. Lib), 486.
per. MS* (1.0. Lib), 3082 and also 2198.
per. MS. (1.0. Lib), 3082 and also 2515.
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(1)

Mihr u Mah contains the love-story of the Indian Prince

Manohar and Princess Madhumalat.

It was composed in

1065/1654-5, some three years before the accession of
Aurangzib.

It opens in the time-honoured fashion with

hamd. na lt and manqabat. in a manner peculiar to the
mathnavis and more definite than the opening lines of praise
to gods and great men in Sanskrit and Hindi epics.

The

tale has features in common with many of Indian origin.
Raja Kanakar had an only son called Manohar, whom he loved
deeply and never allowed to stray out of the palace.

One

night as the handsome youth lay fast asleep, some fairies
flew over the palace and saw him.

Charmed with his beauty

they raised his couch and flew with him to the palace of
Madhumalat, for a megical element of this sort figures in
these stories.

L. Abercrombie has said of H o m e r fs

supernatural machinery that "it may be reckoned as a device
1
to heighten the general style and action of his poem".
Though a conventional form long before this time the
introduction of the supernatural agency does broaden the
scope of action.

They deposited it beside her and at dawn

restored it and the Prince to his palace.

A period of

separation and sorrow follows this night of union, but
/ultimately
ifc*

The Epic, p.28.

(Literature) (Romantic Poetry) ('Aq.il Khan Razi)
(Bk.II., Ch.2. J
ultimately the marriage of the lovers is arranged by
Madhumalatfs friend Bima.
It may be mentioned here that another mathnavi of this
name 1,1ihr u Mah. and dealing with the same lovers from
Hindu

romantic tales, but written by Ata Allah *Ata’i, y;as

composed sometime subsequently to the preceding.

This fact

and the one that the author himself called it Manohar u Malati
appear from a bayt in it:
l
**

•

m

Another mathnavi. called Manohar Malati, on the same
theme was composed (c. 1071/1661) by Husam a1-Din Husami^
(3)

Shamcu Parwana - The Indian love-story of Rat, or Ratan,

or Ratan Sen, and Padmavat (or Padarn), composed in 1069/
1658-9.

This pair of lovers figure in a mathnavi called

Padmavat, by Shukr Allah Bazmi, of Gujrat, who compiled it
- 3

in 1028/1619- and dedicated it to Jahangir.

Both are based

on the famous epic Padmavati written in the Avadhi dialect of
Hindi, but probably first in Persian character, by Malik
Muhammad Jayasi who flourished about 1540, in the reign of
Sher Shah#Jayasi at its close declared it to be an allegory,

\\
-

1.

MS- of Mr. A.H. Hafetey^

2.

MS. of Mr. A.H. Harley.

3.

Iv ASB 770.

V

/a
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a Sufi poem dealing with the relations between the soul
and God.

The story goes back in origin to the time of

Prithi Raj and his stand against the Muslim Ghori invaders
pressing on to Delhi towards the end of 12th century.
The story here follows the general outline of Jayasis
long mathnavi Padmavati. A certain Raja had a daughter
Padmavat or Padam, who was very beautiful.

She had as a

constant companion a parrot endowed with the faculty of
speech and surpassing wisdom.

It flew from its cage one

day and was snared by a Lunter, from whose hand it passed
into the possession of Ratan.

It spoke to him of Padam*s

matchless beauty, and he became enamoured of her at the very
description, and left his Kingdom to go to Chitaur to see
her.

He eventually wins her and brings her to his home.

But in the meantime the fame of her beauty reaches the ear
r' » "
**
of Sultan Ala al-Din Khiljfci, and he invades Chitaur.
But
before completing its capture he has to leave to go and
suppress a rebellious rising in the Panjab.

In the interval

before his return the Raja of Daulatabad hears the renown
of her charm.

Ala^al-Din returns and seeks by cunning

approaches through a maidservant to entice her.

The Raja's

evil suit leads to conflict with Ratan in wl^ch the former is
/killed
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killed and the latter mortally wounded,

becomes sati
PadamAin accordance

with a Hindu custom which Aurangzib and before him Akbar,
^
1
Jahangir and Shahjahan all had tried to suppress.
Attention should here be drawn to the fact that these
mathnavis of Razi were composed in 1655 and 1658 respectively;
apparently there was an abrupt termination of his poetical
activity, openly at least.

The reason, at least for not

writing romantic mathnavis. was probably Aurangzibfs dislike
for this kind of poetry.

1.

Supra, pp. 94, 95.
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G.

LYRICAL POETRY
(Ghazal)

"Phis type of poetry is by its derivation of an amorous,
erotic nature.

Whether it is a developed form of the

tashbib of the gasida as Shj(]/?i Nu*mani has suggested, has
not been established, but love is its theme.

The Sufis
%

utilised it to express divine love.

In origin it belongs

to pre-Mughal times in Persia; its dominance during most
period*since then is unquestioned.
b

_

Its great rivals were

_

t^e gas ida and the mathnavi.

These were more ambitious in

length and purpose, and not many poets were capable of
sustaining the effort of the former successfully.

The

mathnavi,. much less restricted by the fetter of end-rhyme,
has gone for its themes in many directions and to many
activities*

It has selected for description man’s wars,

his love, and his hates; inanimate objects in this world,
and beasts and birds.

The gasida has been fettered by
0

end-rhyme; its subjects have been various, but guite early in
its history its purposive portion tended to turn to praise of
patron for what he could bestow.But the sphere of the
ghazal is different from either of these; it is the sphere
of the spirit of man! it is one personal to him and in it
his passion complains or rages, and singles out or blends or
/confuses

(Literature) (Ghazal) (Bk.II*. Ch. 2. )
confuses his emotions*

In such case his song is subjective*

But the principles of its verse-formation have militated
against its attaining to the rapturous moment of the lyric*
The verses in a ghazal are not supposed to be interrelated;
they seldom seem to be integral parts of one theme.

This,

joined to the fact that the number of its lines do not often
exceed a dozen, makes it easy to understand why every poet
has attempted the task of composition in this metier.

But

the poetasters are legion.
In India Md* Husayn Nishapuri Naziri, who migrated
there and died in Ahmadabad in 1021/1612-3, well maintained
the traditions associated with Sa'di and Hafiz of expressing
imag*ination, love-thoughts and emotionalism in the ghazal*
After him there came a change due apparently to the
introduction of philosophical ideas with their complications
in difficult language.

This change entered into the

Persian poetry of India largely throughrUrfi (d. 999/1590-1);
it made his ghazals inferior to those of Naziri*

3a*ib

(d. 1088/1677-8) refers to this difference between them in
these words:
1/

Sa*ibfs ghazals are nearer in style to those of Naziri*
and it must have been humility of spirit that led him to
/consider
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consider himself below*Urfi•
Apart from the imperial frown on the light or frivolous
the character of the reign of Aurangzib was not of a kind to
encourage the ghazal.

It was one of unrest, with constant

warring over a wide field, and the millions of non-martial
spirits were uncertain and weary.

Bidil imbued his ghazals

with sufism and philosophical ideas, and often times his
deep thoughts have induced in him a pessimistic mood, as in
these verses'
.

1

> is( > "
Trans,(1) I am so involved in despair that no hope is left me;
from head to foot my tissues are become knotted through
ardent heat.

'

/•
11

'?

?
1

U/* I

LAs) Ls i

f Us

Trans.(2) A place of union is unattainable and a path to rim on
not found; what will become of us, oh Lord, if there be not
attainment?
3

Trans.(3 ) Seek not the delusion of the opportunity of existence?
/because
1.
2.
3.

Div Bid (Bom, 1875 A.D.), p.34.
Ibid, p.50.
Ibid, 48.
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because like the spark it is hidden, although it is exposed.

CoJ
(4)

-v'> jIr-Tlr
^
•
How can any one stretch his hands and legs in his

physical bondage?

^

#

This breath has but breathing space to

quiver.
< It has been previously stated that Nasir All’s ghazal
is excessively figurative.

It is said that poetry is never

without symbolism; symbolic expressions are particularly
noticeable in the following:
(3 )
In this line he means by s ipand his heart, and by
pera-i mi3mar his body, by mah his eyes and by the stars his
heart.

Unless these things are imagined and translated

accordingly, the line will not give any sense.

Thus the

translation of this couplet should be:
My wild rue (my heart) heaves a sigh, breaking the
censer (my body).

Tonight the moon’s shedding of leaves

and the stars (my eyes and heart) present a good spectacle
(i.e. are a sight worth seeing).

/(U
1.
2.
3.
4.

Div Bid, p.48.
Supra,
Div Nas, p#3.
The metaphor of the stars for his heart is farfetched.

A
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</>

u^ t

v i , u ? u

1«> '*c

Trans;(1) As soon as he set fire to water by means of the
reflection of that face, the flame lighted the candles of
the scales on their bodies (i.e. the gleaming cheeks made
the scales of the floating fish glisten)*

^

L l,J J ( / ^ , ' u h / Z >y
(2)

I do not laiow who is going to catch hold of the rein of

his (horse) in that world (hereafter), because the Messiah’s
miracle (of giving life to the dead) is walking alongside
my murderer (i.e. he will bring to life all the dead, thus
disproving the charge of murder brought against him).
Despite this defect in his ghazal Nasir
Ali did not
*
consider himself as out of tune with his age;

indeed, like

most of the poets he spoke proudly of his merits:

(J If

^

#Ali swims laboriously in the bahr (metre, lit. ocean)
of Hafiz every night.
How can the lightly burdened on the
.
*»
shore understand (our difficult) conditions!

/Trans.1.
2.
3.
4.

Div
Div
Div
Div

Nas,
Nas,
Nas,
Nas,

p.8.
p.11.
p.a; } .
p*7.
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Trans.Oh'Ali, nobody can corapose a ghazal with such suavity;
I am sending it to Persia so that she may answer it.1

CAli 9 my reputation carries my verse to Persia, and I fear
•^•es^ »ffa<*lk may shed tears of blood (because of my poetry
which is better than his), and the water may rise in my divan

Nasir Ali> this ghazal (of mine) is a miracle of our
Hindustan;

,

Sa ib lays here his forehead on the dust till
#

the Day of Judgment.

1.

Ibid, 7.

2.

Ibid, p.

3
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D.

PANEGYRICAL POETRY
(Qasida)

i
When the Arabs first began to take their place in
history as a nation, and not a congeries of tribes, their
poetry had already attained a fully developed verse-form,
that of the qasida.

This set the standard in their

competitions at the fairs in peace-time.

This form had the

great disadvantage of being fettered by the constant end-rhyme.
Sometimes only a qitfa or torso is found, which may be
either all that has been preserved or all that was written,
the poet's ability or patience having failed him to complete
it and indeed, the productions of some few poets, notably
Ibn Yamin (d. A.D* 1344-5), consist?* entirely of such qit *as.
Shibli Nt/raani conjectures that the lines addressed to the
inamorata or the black camp-traces of her tribe may have come
in time to form the ghazal.

When the Persians began to

write they found a more flexible form than the qasida
desirable, and before the Mongol invasion had already devised
ma^hnavi and the ghazal.
The qasida henceforth had less vogue, and though some
poets have composed it with great credit, it lost much of
its popularity to the above two Persian forms.

The names

of the great who have been imitated, or have defied
imitation, are Anwari (d. after 1150 A.D*)* Khaqani
/(d. A.D*1199),

A
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(d. A*D.H99), Zahir.Faryabi (d. 1210 A*D'*).and in later
•*

"

^

times the Persian-bornrUrfI (d. 999/1591) and Kallm
(d. 1062/1652) who migrated to India.

There were no

outstanding gasIda-writers in Aurangzibfs reign, for a
reason that will be mentioned below.
In its prime the qasida was more or less true to its
name, i.e. it was purposive; the poet wished to carry
greetings or a message of some sort, mostly to a patron.
In course of time this turned to praise of the patron, and to
become ever more flattering, so much so that one usually
regards the qasida as being madhl.vva . though that need not
•

be its function.

•

One can well understand why Shah Tahmaip

Safawi rejected it as paying a tribute that could go to no
one mortal.

"Though in earlier life that King (shah

Tahmasp) enjoyed and cultivated the society of poets, in his
later years his increasing deference to the views of the
theologians led him to regard them with disfavour as
latitudinarians (wasi^ul-mashrab), so that when Muhtasham
(d. 996/1588), hoping for a suitable reward, sent him two
eloquent panegyrics, one in his praise and the other in
praise of the Princess parT Khan Khanum, he received nothing,
the Shah remarking that poetry written in praise of Kings
and Princes was sure to consist largely of lies and
/exaggerations,

A
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exaggerations, according to the well-known Arabic saying>
f,a

The best poetry is that which contains most falsehoods.

The Timurids showed themselves accessible to flattery.
They had achieved greatness by force of arms and were held
in awe.

They were given high-sounding titles in their
2
3
life-time and after their death.
Aurangzib1s period was entirely unfavourable because
4
the Emperor was averse from flattery. The reason for his
objection was his belief that no one mortal is worthy of
5
such praise.
Although Aurangzib prohibited flattery yet there were
a few poets in his reign whose Divans or Kulllyyat, or
isolated gasIdas incorporated in some tadhkiratf or history,
are evidence of their having composed eulogies.

Some of

these qasidas were written on Aurangzib himself, e.g. by
6
_7
Nasir All (cl. 1108/1696-7, Ni'mat Khan Ali (d. 1108/1696-7)
/and
1.

Browne IV 172-3.

2.

Thus in his lifetime Humayun was called XTur-i Ilahi,
Akbar Khalifat al-zaman, shahjahan, A fla Hazrat and
Aurangzib Padshah-i Han q. agah.

3.

A f t e r d e a th Ba^ur was c a l le d F ir d a u s -m a k a n i., Humayun
J a n n a t - a s h iy a n i, A kbar 4A r s h - a shi y g n i , J a h & n g ir Janna li
ma kg n l , s'hahjahan F ir d a u s -a s h iy a rJ and A u ra n g z ib KhuIS’makgfhT.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Thus when Muhammad Kazim after writingJhis history of
the first ten years of the reign, his "Alam^ir-nama ,
submitted it, the Emperor was annoyed to find the
exaggerated praise Ravished on him.
See Ma*a Ala,
preface, p. 1; AJIam. muqaddama, p.5. Mun Lub, II, 211.
Ibid; this isprecisely thesame reason
as inthe case
of Shah Tahmasp SafawiofPersia.
See Browne IV 172-3.
**
•
Infra, t£~j
Infra, /S~%
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_
1
an<^ Bidil (d. 1133/1621-2),
These gasidas were probably
written before the above prohibition or else secretly.
r

—

-

—

^

Other poets, for instance, Inayat Allah Bidil, Arshi,
4
5
_
Lutf Allah Muhibb and Abd al-Latif ^aysar, wrote oasidas
on certain nobles of their time, such as Bakhtawar Khan,
Grhazanfar Khan, Shukr Allah Khan, and Shakir Khan.
few lines by them incorporated by Muhammad Bfeqa

Prom the

in his

histories Mir1at-i fAlam and Mir'at-i Jahan-numa*. it is clear
that with the exception of Tahsin, a few of whose gasidas
have been so honoured by Muhammad Baq.iT, there is not much
worth noting.

The spirit of the time was against its

compos ition.
Muhammad Baqa has included two q.asidas by Tahs in,
one of thirty-two lines and the other of twenty lines, and
6

six lines of another gas ida in his histories.
*

Prom these it is possible to form the opinion that he
had capacity sufficient to compose successful gasidas.
i

By employing graceful similes he praises the marnduh in
a way that is most likely to be pleasing.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The following
/are

Kul Bid, p.49.
Mir Jahan, fol.499a, not to be confused with rAbd alQadir Bidil (supra, 106).
Mir Alam, fol. 608b,
Ibid.
Ibid, fol. 605a.
Mir Alam, fol. 588a, Mir Jahan, fol. 454a.
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are a few lines from one of these poems:
•
/
/
Jsoi-tScr1

y

yU.
V

j <S'>
<

•

/f

<l>(fs&s U?"

y

,'.y

/

- f - f s>
•

•

•»y

y ^^^/!>y

^

^

> Z'

Tahsln had a poet’s typical high esteem of his worth.
Urfi suffers by comparison here:
/

y

fy'tu&rl
??
s > j i % / tr<?
j

} S > (>y c S > i ? > Z A/ !

f'&oli
yO'(2/uy-'
■S,
VeuvS'f•
*% ^
ryl < ^ o f yd,
(> J<-^> £ ^
*

yMyJ>

ft (/}*

0

<

^

s

>>

iX j

None however is likely to dispute the opinion that
Urfi has not been surpassed by this poet or any other in India.
When Nasir All went to the Deccan he composed in praise
of Nusrat Jang a qasida beginning:
*
k
1.

Mir Alam, fol. 588a.
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C I

y

For this he received a reward of a thousand rupees and an
elephant, both of which he gave away to others more needy,
1
for property had no worth for him.
Another gas ida he composed in honour of Aurangzib.
As he mentions that the title ,fAlaragir!f had been conferred
on him and that he was occupying the throne its date must
be about 1658 A*D. and certainly before he set his face
against this form of poetry.

It will illustrate the

typical extravagance of the panegyric:

ft '/■

{*!

f

^

9

Whilst Ni^mat Khan Alifs memory is hardly likely to be
preserved for his poetry there must be noted about him that
he wrote qasTdas eulogising Aurangzib and others.

If

/published
1.
2.
3.

Maj Naf, S.V. Ali
Mat, fol. 153b.
This simile is probably original.
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published in the lifetime of this superor their date of
SSfsr**''-.
* '■
'.
•'<
?
-■"•'♦■*>. ->
4 *
•
composition would probably be before 1669, in which year
he set his face against this form of composition.

The

following lines are from a qasida laudatory of the Emperor:
♦

u>j

i

f

l/<s

>r*jyb*oit

io iufj)
&
’
S%£
^

! /

C&y*J
y

Sj*iujiUS/S,oVA (f(S
/ b lr >

,

/

i

The use of phrases like 'ibadat, Namaz-i Jama *at,
Akhlaq-i Haqq, Wujud-i Muqaddas and Khatlm-i Khuda would
»

indicate that 'Ali* s thought was guided by religious ideas,
a fact which is supported by his belonging to the Akhbari
sect, a conservative sect of Shi^ites, and his having
,
,
-2
written a tafsir on the Qurfan, called Ni mat-i Uzma.
1.
2.

Naz Nat, fol. 155b.
A part of this is contained in per. MS. 1.0. No._3145;
cf. Ic, April 1940, an article by Dr. Nizam al-Din of
UtJimaniyya Universit5S cf. Cat Curzon Coll. ASB, No.33T ;
cf* Kashf al-gunun, l‘jaz Husayn, No.3280, ed. Hidayat
Husayn,Calcutta 11530/1912. *
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E.

SATIRICAL POETRY
(Hajw)
Satire is regarded as almost the earliest form of
expression that has found its way into literature.

In the

tribal conflicts of the Arabs it roused to battle and to
victoryj and withered the enemy*

In the days of the

Umayyads at Damascus it provided the great poets Farazdaq
(d. 728 A*D.) and Jarir (d. 728 A.D.) with a means of
mutual vituperation.

Satire, or hajw, as it is called, in

those times made use of the qasida verse-form.
to Prof. Browne:

According

f,Thus a qasida may be a panegyric (madiha),

or a satire (ha jw), or a death-elegy (marthiya), or
philosophical (hikamiyya), or it may contain a description
of Spring (rabi ‘iyya), or Winter (shita *iyya), or Autumn
(khizaniyya), or it may consist of a discussion between two
personified opposites (e.g. night and day -- ), when it is
called a munadhara, "joust" or "strife-poem", or it may be
in the form of a dialogue (su*al u jawab, "question and
answer"), and so ono.
In Persian one of the earliest satires preserved to us
C-

_

—

is that of Firdausi (^000 A.D.) on Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni,
which he wrote in his disappointment at the amount of reward
paid to him.

Its concluding line $£ often quoted:

/Trans.
1.

Browne, II p.44.
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Trans.Hope not aught from an ill-born one, because a negro
does not become white by washing.
After Firdausi. Khaqani (d. 1199 A.D.), Suzani (: «l* i
ll569/i;L73

), and Zakani (d. 772/1371) acquired

distinction in this department.
In Hindustan, although satirical poems were written
from time to time, yet none with greater claim to fame than
those by Ni'mat Khan'All (d. 1121-2/1709-10) and Ja'far
Zatalli (d. 1125/1714).
Nicmat KhanfAll was probably born in India, but belonged
to a family of Shiraz physicians and a son carried on the
medical profession of his fathers with some success as
he was given the titles "Hadhiq Khan11 and l!Mu'tamad al-Mulk"
1
by Aurangzib. Ali wrote some poetry but his bent lay towards
satire, especially in prose, and the shafts of his irony were
so penetrative that the nobles feared them.

Satire so

accorded with his mind and nature that his panegyric was in
indifferent tone.

He survived into the period of Bahadur

Shah (r. 1707-12), and was commissioned by him to write a
ohah-nama of the reign.

Evidently there was bad blood

between the Prime Minister, Mun^im Beg Khan Khanan, with
whom he was on friendly terms^and Dhu al-Fiqar Khan Nusrat Jang
/and
■■-

1.

.

. i. . . ■

.

. — — ..I. -

Supra, 4?

.................. ■ -

..................— —

..................... ■ - - ..................— — - ..........
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and he took sides in favour of the former against the latter.
Apparently straight historical writing was not hie metier.
It is related in Ahkam-i Alamgiri that even the Emperor
Aurangzib was afraid of Ni'mat Khan kli’s tongue.
while replying to p a petition

Thus

by Kamgar Khan, who had

been scurrilously satirised by Nirmat Khan in a qit *a on his
2

marriage, to punish the latter, the Ernperor made the
following remark:
"This simple-minded hereditary servant wishes to make
me his partner in this disgraceful affair, so that (Ni/mat
Khan) may say and write about me whatever he likes and make
3
me notorious in the world"•
The marriage of Kamgar Khan, his second at any rate,
v/as celebrated in 1688.

As the siege of Haydrabad had

taken place in 1097/1686 and Ni/mat Khan had written it up
with some satire of Aurangzib, the Snperor would naturally
be unwilling to furnish unnecessarily the poet a further
opportunity of wounding his amour propre. Whether Ni mat
Khan’s Waqa* i i Haydrabad had been made public by that time
is not certain however.
His satirical lines in verse amount to a little more
than one hundred, a smaller quantity comparatively than the
/satirical
1.
2.
3.

Maj. Naf. S.V. 'All.
Ma'as, Umara III, 160.
Ahkam, No. 59.
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satirical passages in the Waqa*i^and less sharj^Ln tone.
Very little is knov/n in detail about the life of Mir
Jarfar Zatalli.
The tadhkira-writers
omit mention of him
"r '
«— ss——— .
for some reason unknown.
He was born in 1069/1658-9
and lived till 1125/1714.

He was early left an orphan,

but was reared and educated by a generous uncle.
military service under Kam

He took

1
Bakhsh in the Deccan.

In the

reign of Farrukhsiyar (1713-18 A.D.) he was put to death at
2

the instance of this potentate.

He satirised many persons,

including Aurangzib’s sons, but he does not appear to have
composed anything at which Farrukhsiyar could have taken
umbrage.
He wrote prose and poetry, in Persian and Urdu.

He

lived at the turn of the eentury and Urdu was about to
experience a change of fortune at the Court of Delhi.

Till

then it had been merely a handmaid in the palace-precincts;
Persian was the chatelaine.

But in 1700 the Urdu divan

of Vali Aurangabad! reached the imperial city and by its
popularity quickly convinced the mass and the literati that
Urdu
Muhanmad
Husayn
_ could function at .high
w table and low.
»
*
— «r
Azad and Sulayman Nadvl have traced the Persian words and
their classes that have found entry at various times into
the Hindustani language spoken along part of the length of
/the
1.
2.
3.
4.

Note by J.F. Blumhardt, 1.0. Hindustani MSS. Cat, 133B.
Eth/, I.O.L. Pers. MS. 3054,G-. Bailey,Hist»
Urdu Lit..
Ab-i Hay, Zaban-i Urdu Ki Tarikh.
43
Nuqush, passim. /
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„

the Ganges valley.

ZatallT’s verse is mostly in Persian;

in his Urdu he has employed a great many Persian words. His
JL
poem, Suluk shows the same charactermtics, being full of
Persian words, fyet not showing Persian influence in thought?
In one MS. copy of his work there is a poem of some
89 lines of eulogy of the Emperor; it is there called
2

!lgafar-nama-i Badshah cAlamgir (2£azl,f.
mixed Persian and Urdu.

Its vocabulary is a

It contains many witty remarks

about the Emperor’s enemies, as for example when he writes

The use of the hard retroflex characters of Hindustani
adds to the zest of his attack on AurangzTb’s enemy.
Aurangzib himself he spared from his satire, but not
his sons.

Kam Bukhsh has suffered from his satirical, even
4
ind« c ent remarks.
Whether such a poem was made public

then is not known; probably the Prince would have taken
measures against the author if it had been.
In a poem of
5
29 lines on the Amir Shakir Khan, with whom as it appears
/from
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hindustani MS#
Hindustani MS.
Ibid, fol.l9a.
Hindustani MS.
Hindustani MS.

in I.O.L. 134B, fol.23a.
in I.O.L. 136B, fol.l7a.
in I.O.L. 134B, fol.l4a.
in I.O.L. 135B, fol.88a.
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°1* Bldll the latter was very friendly, he has

included satire, but nothing indecent or abusive.
His satirical poem entitled !tTakya Kalam-i ^Awamnal-Nas"
(The Burden-song of the Commonalty) is a tilt at lovers
('ushsbiaq.)of his time who readily fall in love at first
sight.

The two languages Persian and Hindustani are not

yet successfully blended in it; the constituents of the
mixture are too easily observed, as will be apparent from
the following lines:

<

*

©S&sSfe
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-
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^
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(1)

V^"‘ r

'

•

Oh you whose face resembles the Moon of the dark night,

everyone keeps a heart-snatching charmer like youj
(2)

Slain by your blood-shedding glance fall many every

where on earth1s surface.
(3)

Make not use of veil or coquettishness with the

helpless lover.

How long will this brisk marketing last?

/(4 )
1.

Passim.

2.

MS. (1.0.) B. 133, fols• 246, 25a, 25b; cf. Ibid, 134B,
fols., 27b, 28a.
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(4)

So I am here in the path of love, - do not you know? -

with my head in my hand ready(to offer you) .
(5)

Oh Beloved of the whole world, do not regard your

passionate lover as madman or strangerI
Zatalli’s
poem of 40 lines,W with the title ■Par
Ikhtilaf-j
*
—.
■■■ »!■■!. ■ I I ■■■■ ■■■
wwm+rnm
Zamana, is another noteworthy contribution to the linguistic
history of the period.

It is a satire on his time, and

apparently depicts the restlessness and confusion at the close
of the reign:
1

1.

Hindustani MS. in I.O.L. B 135, fol. 41b, 42a; cf. Ihid,
136B. fol. 28a, 28b; cf. Inid, B. 133, (a defective
copyj, fol. 34b, 35a.
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PROSE
A.
HISTORY
(Introductory)
The Arabic historian Tabari (d. 923 A.D.) observed
an annalistic system in writing his great history Ta*rikh
al-Rusul wa al-Muluk.

He has incorporated much besides

historical fact, and it has been rightly said that "according
to modern ideas, Tabari’s compilation is not so much a history
as a priceless collection of original documents placed side
by side without any attempt to construct a critical and
i
j-K
continuous narrative".
Mas^udT (d. 956 A.D*) compiled a
universal history beginning with the Creation, and made it
a store-house of encyclopaedic knowledge.

Muslin historians

have generally adhered to a chronological system, uncritical
and with restricted outlook.
Persian histories of India are divided between those
dealing with one reign and general histories.

The method in

the former case, and in the latter when the introductory
generalities are finished, is annalistic and often supplies
too formal biographical detail of the Sultan, and the
movements of his armies.

No historian had the knowledge or

experience of other lands to follow in the lines of Mas*udT.
/'./hereas
1.

R.A. Nicholson, A. I»it. His. of the Ara, 350.
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(in tro d u c to ry)

7i/hereas the student of history finds three complete
histories devoted to the reign of shahjahan he is less
fortunate in materials devoted to his successor, Aurangzib.
The difference can be accounted for by the latter1s nature
and his principles; he objected in the eleventh year of
his reign to events being written up in his lifetime.
X His attitude was similar to that of Shah Tahmasp of the
§afavi dynasty who ruled in Persia from 1524 - 1576 A.D;
the Shah said of poetry that when "written in praise of
Kings and Princes (it) was sure to consist largely of lies
and exaggerations, according to the well-known Arabic saying,
1
!The best poetry is that which contains most falsehoods1".
During the reign of Aurangzib these were composed, but
not necessarily published at the time:
I*

Fathiyya-i *Ibriyya. a history of Mir Jumla’s campaign

in Kuch Bihar and Assam in 1662-63 A.D. by shihab al-Din
Talish; it was completed in 1663 A.D.
___

II.

Zafar-nama-i Alamgiri, also called Waai(at-i (Alamgiri.

which is usually attributed toAgi! Khan Razi (d. 1696), and
contains an account of Aurangzib*s first 5 regnal years
(1659-63 A.D.)/III.
1.

Br IV 172-3.

2.

See Ethe, I.O.L. Gat. Pers. MSS., No. 345; he rejects
its attribution to Mir Khan; cf. Iv. ASB 159.
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III. Alamgir^Hama. a history of the first 10 years of the
reign (1659-68 A.D.) by Muhammad Kazim. son of the historian
of Shahjahan’s administration during the first 10-H years
(1628-39) Muhammad Amin Qazvinl.
IV.

Ma'athir-i fAlamg;lrI. an account of the entire reign of

Aurangzib (1659-170? A.D.) by Muhanmad Saq.i, surnamed
Musta'idd Khan*

He compiled it in 1122/1710.

The work is

in two parts, the first of which deals with the first ten
years of the reign, and the second with the remaining forty.
The Early Indo-Timurids are dealt with in the following
works:
V.

Tadhkira Salat In Chaghta*i, by Muhammad Had I, surnamed
mmm

*•

Kamwar Khan#
VI.

Khulasat al-Tawarlkh, a history compiled in 1107/1695
■ %

by Sujan Ray, deals with the earliest times in India down to
and including Aurangzib’s reign.
yil. Lubb al-Tawarlkh is a condensed version of Ta*rikh-i
Ferishta with a supplement from its close in 1607 to 1690,
by Rae Bindraban.

It was compiled in 1694-5.

VIII. Muntakhab al-Lubab. a history of the Indo-Timurids
from Babur to Muhammad Shah (1719-48), was composed by
1143-4/1731,
Khwaff Khan/who died C. 1143/1731.
/IX
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hir^at-i Alam and its large edition Mir'at-i Jahannutna (compiled 7094/1683), usually ascribed to Abd al-dahman
Bakhtawar Khan, are now regarded as the work of Muhammad
Baoja (see infra

). X.

Jangnama-i Ni^mat Khan *Al i.

Some details of these historical writings may now be
given here regarding their style of composition, their
credibility and worthiness, and the life and record of their
authors.
I.

Of the above, Fathiyya-i Ibriyya is concerned with

scenes of a warfare far removed from Aurangzib1s r>ersonal
contact and occurring early in his reign, in 1662-3 A.D.
It was compiled in 1663 A.D., 5 years before the issue of
Aurangzib1s prohibition in 1668'fA.D. against writing the
events of his reign, and therefore it could have been, and
probably was, written openly.
It tells the story of the campaign in ICuch Bihar and
general
Assam of Aurangzib's famous/Mir Jumla, of whom Sir J.N.
Sarkar has written:

"After a long intrigue he (Aurangzib)
‘ *'

\

•*v

p"*

»•

***'

seduced from the King of G-olkonda his v/azir Mir Jumla,
one of the ablest Persians who have ever served in India".
Talish accompanied Mir Jumla in the position of a clerk,
and so his information was obtained at first hand.
•
."
Anecdote, p.5.

/This
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This history is divided into two parts, the first
dealing with the conquest of Kuch Bihar and the general
condition of the country, and the second with the invasion
of Assam by Mir Jumla, the occupation of the*country after
the victory, and the peace which later was concluded v/ith
the Raja of Assam in 1073/1662.

It may be noted that the

second part contains a general description of the people
of that province and in this respect is comparatively
better than most of the histories written then, because
they rarely spoke of the conditions of the inhabitants.
It is written in the ornate style which prevailed
widely at that time.
II.

Waqi^at-i ^Alam^iri is a history of the war of succession

which took place between Aurangzib and his brothers after
1
Shahjahan fell ill.
This is the only historical work of
RazI, and is important from this point of view that it gives
a reliable and unbiassed account of Aurangzib*s family
quarre}..
It includes information on the following points:
(l)

Aurangzib*s birth;

(2) Shahjahan’s partition of his
/Kingdom

1.

The work has been translated by K.B. HajjL 2'afar Hasan,
and printed at Delhi, 1946.
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Kingdom between his sons to prevent them from finding a
cause of fighting with one another;
on the Deccan Muslim Kingdoms;

(3) Aurangzib1s attack

(4) Shahjahan's sickness;

(5) Darafs designs on the imperial power;

(6) The important

correspondence that passed between jhahjahan and Aurangzib;
(7) Darafs second defeat, this time near Ajmer, and his
arrest; (8)
Sultan,
' ' The advance of Prince Muhammad
«
•• * the
eldest son of Alamgir, on Bengal.

(9) Shahjaha^s death

and his funeral ceremony.
It is written in the ornate scriptive style of the
period, but tells on the whole its story in a straightforward
manner without excessive elaboration, and only in occasional
passages is there the embroidery of pampous verbiage;
The following extract from it is offered as a specimen of
one such occasional passage:
/ .
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W Alamg, M Abd, p.10, L. 12th.
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Trans.Let it not remain hidden and obscured from the
excellent judgment and truth discerning mind of the people
with intelligence and understanding that when the Sun of
high and holy grace and attention to the outward and the
inward, the subtility - discerning King, His Majesty the
Second Sahib Qiran (i.e* Shahjahan), shone with utmost
brilliance on the sphere of that orb of heavenly rank and
splendour, Muhammad Dara Shikoh, and bestov/ed on His Highness
(Dara) the rank of heir-apparent, and through the auspicious
direction of his royal, world-adorning consideration his
(Dara’s) headwear, representing great honour and trust,
reached the apogee of the Sun and Moon, and the dome of the
arch of the stars of capacity, His Highness through pride
and arrogance, which are the most reprehensible of the actions
of mankind, imagined, or rather actually believed, himself
to be of heritage and right ruler of the extensive domain and
Empire of His Majesty shahjahan.
Another point to be noted about this work is that,
unlike most Persian works, it does not begin with the
customary preface in which the author opens with Hamd, Na*t,
*

Manqdtbat and Madh, and then writes something about himself;
/but
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but opens with a eulogy of Aurangzib.

This departure from

custom perhaps made it easier for Razi to set down his
independent views on Aurangzib and other matters relating
to him.

Thus he tells us in plain words about Aurangzib1s

manoeuvring and stratagems v/hich he designed after hearing
the news of his fatherfs illness:

f-i

«**<

<>

‘'

y

/'<£'■*>?j u * /&->)> Cs
"

‘
y

CX/u's
■*

7

7/ >w '0 ^ i / y /
* •

Trans.But His Majesty (Aurangzib) under the instruction of
far-sighted intelligence seized and held fast by the strong
rope of patience and endurance and did not step out of the
orbit of dignity and majesty, and turned his world-adorning
attention, as was essential, towards understanding the state
the
of affairs of/time% and going to the root of matters, and
finding out the condition of His Majesty the Emperor
(Shahjahan) and (estimating) the consequences of these
/admonitory
1.

W Alamg p. 19.
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admonitory and astounding happenings, and thought it
essential to consider the degrees of resoluteness, precaustiam
and preservation of habits of vigilance and far-sightedness,
which are the excellent way of the people of intelligence
and the nicest manners of people of understending, deeply
discerning and subtle.
A valuable feature of this work is that it has preserved
1
the correspondence,including some verses,of ghahjahan which
passed between the Emperor and Aurangzib and an account of
the intercession of Princess Jahanara between them,

They

bring the reader almost into the small domestic circle; they
present a fascinating, if yet in the knowledge of subsequent
events foreboding, conversational piece.

Aurangzib lets one

think of him as a sullen son and a suspicious brother.
III. The ‘Alamgir-nama by Mirza Muhammad Kazim, the son of
Muhammad Atoin, the author of a work which is also called,
like *Abd al-Hamid’s work, Padshah-nama.

Kazim compiled it

in 1668 A.D* at the instance of Aurangzib.

It is a history

of the first ten years of the Emperor’s reign, and was
dedicated to him in his 11th regnal year.

But Aurangzib

forbade its continuation, and the writing of any history

2
of his period.

The reason for this is that he preferred

the building of the inner edifice to exposing outward signs,
/as
1.
2.

W Alamg, fols. 34a-39a.
Ma’a Ala, 1; Ala nam, 5; Mun Lub, II 211.
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as has been recorded of him in these words:
•
%
.
/y
*

^

1

M. Kazim
was appointed Munshi by Aurangzib in the first
••
year of his reign.

In 21st year of this reign he was

appointed steward of the Purchasing-department•

He died in

1092/1681.
As the A lamg ir-na nia was written to please the imperial
ear, whereas I.la9athir-i Alamgiri was written secretly, the
latter is the more likely to contain unbiased information
of the period.

Similarly in comparison with the

Muntakhab al-Lubab, which, although written 14 or 15 years
after the death of the Emperor, is likely to be a more
trus tv/orthy source.
*Alatngir-nama is written in the ornate style of its
time.
**

The following extract will exemplify this point:
*•
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Trans.Without suspicion of lavishing praise or exaggeration
in expression, the hand of Nasta* liq of His Majesty has
attained such a status that the git*as which he penned during
the days of his zealous and enthusiastic practice resemble,
in the eyes of connoisseurs of penmanship, the beautiful
git<as of those experts who devoted their precious lives to
acquiring that profound skill and did not engage themselves in
accomplishing any other thing.
IV

The Ma*athir-i ^Alamgirl^ is by Muhammad Saqi, with the

by-name Mustaridd Khan (d. 1136/1724), who was munshi to
fInayat Allah Khan, the Wazir of Bahadur Shah.

He resided

at Aurangzib*s court for forty years and was an eye-witness of
many of the incidents he records.

He wrote the Ma* athir at

the instance of his patron and finished it in 1710 A.D.,
three years after Aurangzib*s death.

He was one of the

historians who kept a secret record of Aurangzib*s reign in
1
the face of this ruler’s prohibition.
Through this means
Saqi was able to write an account of the campaign in the
Deccan.
Ma*athir-i 'Alamgfrl deals with the whole period of this
reign.

1.

About one-eighth of its pages are devoted to the
/first

See M Lub II p.211; another historian whom he mentions
in this connection on the same page is Rae Bindr^Jban
(See infra, fj <£
).
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first ten years of the reign, and reproduce the contents
of ‘Alamgir-nama in an abridged form.
is original.

The rest of the book

its title yields by the system of Abjad 1121,

which is a chronogram for the date of its completion.
Although Ma*athir-i Alamgiri deals with the entire
reign it does so in too brief compass to give a full
picture of so long a period.

But as it was not written

from fear or favour it forms a pretty reliable contemporary
source.

it gives a succinct account in a competent manner.

Its style is easy, and not burdened with periphrastic
ornamentation:

Trans.4
On 14th Dhu al-Qa^da Sayf Allah, the inspector of the
falconry, reported:

The Chief hunter saw in his dream a man

holding a naked sword in his hand and fighting with him.
When he awoke he found himself wounded and his sword
unsheathed.
p
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Ma’a Ala, p.125, L. 12th.

2.

Ibid, p>*527, L. 12th.
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Trans.And in litigation, during the course of justice twice
and thrice every day he used to stand and administer justice
with open countenance and kind disposition to the litigants,
who without any obstruction got access to the court of justice
in groups.
Of

the remainder Nos.

v

and VII are the most worthy

of mention.
V.

Khulagat al-Tawarikh is a history from earliest times

to the time of Aurangzib.

It was compiled by Sujan Ray in

1695 A.D., i.e. twenty-seven years after the prohibition of
Aurangzib, and so would appear to have been written secretly.
The first part of this history is very useful because of its
valuable information about various provinces and their
important cities and towns.

The account of Aurangzib at

the close is a very summary one.
VIII. The Muntakhab al-Lubab was completed by Khwafi Khan
just before or in the year of his death (1143/1731).

He

acknowledges his indebtedness to No. VII above, Lubb al1

Tawarikh, by Rae Bindraban, who he says wrote it secretly.
It gives an account of the indi-Timurids down to Muhammad
Shah (r. 1719-48).

Its author was Muhammad Hashirn, with
/the

1.

Mun Lub. Vol. II, 211.
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the titles Khwafi Khan conferred on him by Mltoauimad Shah,
and Nizam al-Mulk (derived from his patron* s name, Asaf jah

Nizam al-Mulk, in whose service he was about 1732-33 at
Hyderabad).

His place of birth is not known, but H.
1

Beveridge suggests in the Encyclopedia of Islam that he

was probably born in India in 1664.

He started his career

as a merchant, or as an official*s clerk.

It was in this

capacity that he visited Bombay and had an interview with

an English official about 1693-94.

Khwafl Khan grew up in

Aurangzib*s service, and was employed in political and
military affairs.

He served under three Exnperors,

Aurangzib, Bahadur Shah and Muhammad Shah before his death
C»1144/1731.

He is the author of Muntakhab al-Lubab, a

history commencing with the invasion of Babur in A.D. 1519,
and concluding with the fourteenth year of the reign of
Muhaioraad Shah.

He also wrote a history of the minor

Muhammedan dynasties of India, to which he refers in the
2

first volume of his Muntakhab al-Lubab:

# ^
h

'

3
But this apparently is no longer extant.
Khwafi Khan* s Muntakhab al-Lubab gives a more detailed
/account
1.

^"ol. II* p.8 0 8 , Col. 2,# L. 46th.
■ $ U 3 S f 4 & a * - i A to n g jrP -Padshah e to»

Encyc. of Islam, see vol. II. p.868J Stt ftr M i - f 01'
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account than the others of Aurangzib*s reign.

Most of

them are only accounts of the wars in which he took part,
and as such they can hardly be called histories.

Thus it

can safely be said that Khwafi Khan's history is superior
to all others dealing with this reign, and Khwafi Khan can
therefore be considered the pre-eminent historian of this age.
The following are the main features of this work:
1)

It gives a graphic and trus tv/orthy description of the
events •

2)

It is written in *Ari or non-florid or plain prose.

3)

It has interesting digressions which give information

of

geographical value.
4)

It covers the whole of the reign of Aurangzib, on which,

in consequence of his well-known prohibition, it is not
possible to find a detailed and continuous monograph.
Under the first head may be noted the following points:
1)

He gives a very honest description of the wars fought

between Aurangzib and his brothers, clearly indicating by how
1
narrow a margin the former was victorious.
2)

Secondly, the fact that he does not agree with the

author of fAlamglr-nama on certain points and that he
unhesitatingly criticises him for keeping back the facts,
indicates that he endeavoured to find out the truth.
He
/tried
1. M u n Lub, P. II. p. 25, L. 9th and P. 55, L. 12th.
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tried hard to obtain accurate information from reliable
1
sources such as his father and brothers*
Likewise he gives a very reliable description of the
Assam war and clearly indicates the losses sustained by the
Imperial army on this expedition.
It is in this connection that H. Beveridge states in
the Encyclopaedia of Islam (s.V« Khwafl Khan):
,fIt is a standard work and is much admired, especially
by orientals, for its style and its accuracy and impart
iality1*.
Under the second heading may be noted the further merit
that, unlike the Akbar-nama... it is written in fari or simple
prose as opposed to musajjaror rhymed prose.
The following specimens from these histories will serve
to illustrate this point:
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Khwaff Khan does occasionally use rhyme, but that does
not make his style ponderous or monotonous; and certainly he
does not indulge in it to such an extent as to make his
prose artificial*
In his account of the Assamese War he digresses from
the main point and supplies information about the peoples and
1
geography of the country.
Thus he writes:
**•*

•

C^y (j'tj
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Trans*And all the inhabitants of that place and subjects of
that region usually go naked, and the nobles of the (land)
put on a sheet made of a kind of silk which is found there;
and in that country (people) do not know (the use) of shoes
and turbans*
Cathay.

1.

To the north of it is situated the desert of

Elephants are found in large numbers in that forest,
/and

MunLub, Pt. II. p.130. L. 17th.
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and commodities like aloes wood, musk, gold-dust, are among
the products of that place.
In this respect H. Beveridge considers it the equal
of Badayuhi’s Muntakhab al-Tawarlkh, for he writes in the
lb

Encyclopaedia of Islam:
"It is by far the most human and interesting of native
histories of India, with the doubtful exception of Badayuni
... the charm of Khwafi Khan’s history consists in his
digression and his frequent use of his own observations."
Though Khwafi Khan is the best historian of Aurangzib1s
reign, he sometimes accords preferential treatment to him,
and does not fully describe his treacherous acts of murder,
nor does he place the responsibility for these on him.

Thus

he describes the murder of Muhammad Murad in a very vague
/I

r

manner:

OpZ>$i;

’s'cZ

Lyi'jyy

Trans.And after that, as it (the guilt) was proved in Islamic
Law, in the month of Rabl1 II 1072 A.H. he (Aurangzib) order
/that
1• H
X • Mun Lub, pt. II. p. 156f
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that the 'lagi in company with the heir of the murdered man
should go to Muhammad Murad Eakhsh, and after announcing that
murder had been proved should punish him in accordance with
the order of the Shar1.
Besides this he is also prejudiced against non-MusiItib;
one can see that he is very unfair to them when he describes
✓

the Assam war or Sivajifs activities in the Deccan.

The

following extract from his history will illustrate this:
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Trans.(This) is what has been heard about the origin and
lineage of the base born miscreant Sivaji from reliable
people of the Deccan and Marathas of that region.

The line

of origin of his forefathers goes back to the genealogy of
/the
1.

M u n Lub II, pp.Ill, 112.
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The author has devoted much space to Shahjahan.

The seventh

1

chapter (Ara/ish) of the work is devoted to the first ten
years of Aurangzib's reign.

Being contemporaneous with his

reign the work makes a -useful authoritative source of
reference, especially with regard to the poets, calligraphers
2

and learned men of these two reigns.
Its style is in keeping with the customary florid usage
of the time, as will have been observed in the various
extracts given in the course of this thesis.
3
The Mir*at-i Jahan-numa was written by Muhammad Baq.a.

^ I

It is an enlarged edition of the Mir'at-i Alam just noticed
above, and thus contains much useful information that is not
to be found in the latter, especially concerning the poets,
4
learned men and calligraphers of Aurangzib’s reign.
Its style is in keeping with the florid idiom of the
period;

1.

2.
3.

This chapter is missing from the copy in the Curzan
Collection of RAS Bengal (see iSfan.1s No.6) and from an
otherwise complete private copy to which I had access^
frut the copy which is in Ind. Off. Library, per MS. No.
986 is complete and contains this chapter.
In view of
the fact that it deals with the literary activities of
Aurangzibfs reign, some resentment may have led to its
abstrabtion.
It is from this and Mir'at-i Jahan-numa that information
on most of the poets, learned men and calligraphers
ha\5* been collected in this thesis.
See Ind. Off. Per. MSS. Ethe' 126; Bank. Cat. p.56;
Iv. Curz. Coll. 6,7.
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X

Jang-natna- i Ni rma t Khan #Al i.

A number of Jang-namas figure in the list of Persian
works produced,* in the Deccan in particular, and many of them
tell the story of Hazrat *Ali b. Abi Talib.

The states of

Golkonda and Bijapur were Shica in faith and practice, a fact
which was unwelcome to Aurangzib, and had some responsibility
for his wars against them.
progressive.

These communities v/ere both

Trade, arts and crafts, and literature

flourished till the states were Conquered by Aurangzib in
1686-87.
The deservingly famous Urdu marthias by the Lucknow
poets Anis (d. 1874) and pabir (1875), are of the same order
as the Jang-nama, as they narrate the story of Hazrat Husayn
at Karbala.

Elaboration of detail, e.g. in a description

of a sword ^Ali’s), of a natural scene at dawn or eve, etc.,
prevent*the two works from being included in the list of epics.
The Jaig-nama of Ni*mat Khan Ali describes in prose the
events of 1118-19/1706-8, when A ^am Shah contested with his
elder brother Murazzam Shah the succession to the throne.
The tale is told in ornate language, but is free from the
satire that characterised this author’s Waqa9if

It must

have been written between 1708 and 1711-12, the latter
being the date of his death.
1)

Trans, into Urdu by Raja Rajeswar Rao Asghar (lith.
Nawal Kishar, 1309/1901).
*supra 100

A
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B.

SATIRICAL PROSE

In this department the person of Ni mat Khan Ali
(d. 1121-22 / 1709/10) stands out unique.

Although not

a great poet, he was a famous satirical prose writer.
*
Mir Ghulam Ali Azad Bilgrami says of him in KhAzana-i Amir*u

Among the tadhkira-writers Qamar al-Din, the author of
2

Lubb-i Lubab, writes of him:

The following prose works are ascribed to him:
1)

Ruz-nama-i Waqi/i~i Ayyam-i Muhaaara-i Qil* a par al-

Jihad Haydarabad, usually called Waqa*i-i Haydarabad, or
Waqa'i-i Ni/mat Khan Ali, or Waqa*i-i Golkpnda, a satirical
account of Aurangzib*s siege of Haydarabad, A.H. 1097/1686,
in Persian prose interspersed with Persian poefep and
Qur’anic quotations.

This work was evidently written

between Aurangzib*s death (1707) and the author’s (1709-10).
2)

*Jang-nama, an account of Aurangzib* s war against the

Maharana of Udaipur, and of the hostilities in 1118-19 /
1706-8 after his death between Bahadur Shah and M. A rzam Sh
3)

Ruq'at-i Nd/mat Khan.

/4 )
1.

K Ami, fol. 353b, L» 13th.

2.

L Lub, see under *All. «f.

W , f«'. '7
*
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4)

Husn u 'ishc,.

5)

Ni'mat-i 'uzma.
St
The following may be noted as characteristics of his

writing:
i)

The use of Qur^anic texts with a sense of humour and

satire.
ii)

Similes employed satirically and humourously.

iii) Occasional criticisms of Aurangzib (in the Waqa’i*):
IV.

The use of Hindustani words; numerical equivalents of

letters; grammatical and astronomical terminology.

„

/ ./

■»

* •*

He (The Emperor Aurangzib) himself, like Moses who
appears on Mount Sinai, or like Messiah himself who ascends
to the skies, went up and like the Mighty in Strength
(Gabriel) who descends from above the Heavens, came down
on the dusty plain.

M X Vi- - T

T "

y't

v.

.

’3-

y

The following passage is taken generally to be a skit
on Aurangzib:

*

The following is a skit on Aurangzib

*
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How often I am awake all night because of suspense, till
the drying of perspiration and aridity of bile become a cause
of distress to me*

I do not transact the affairs of the

world in whole or in part without counsel with one who is to
be consulted and without advice from one who directs, (which
would be) against the (Qur'anic) injunction;- "Consult them
1
in matters".
I am alone responsible that excess of selfish
emotions sets flame to the humors of my body; and not by
abstinence or hardship have I made myself like him who
2

"loses this world and the next", so that physical affliction
dissolves the natural moisture of my body, and casts me into
the trouble of old age*
command:

Never have I been forgetful of the

"V/hen you have resolved, rely on God", so that I
/should

1*

Qur'an III: 58.

2.

Qur'an, XXII : 11*
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should lay the basis of duties in chaos, till it becomes
a cause of the scattering of the senses and brings confusion
of mind; and never have I become an example of "leaving the
world for the world", so that an impression of covetousness
and greed would settle like the spirit within my heart, and
a fever of madness arise from my dog-like lust.
It is apparently a skit on Aurangzib, satire if not
censure.

The following extract from the VTa^a^j/exemplifies

the use of Hindustani idioms;

,

</,

-r LHJ ?

The underlined words in the passage are all Hindustani,
and are here explained:
*0

Banyah means a moneylender or tradesman;

2)

Bahi an account book;

3)

Bijak an account, invoice;

4)

Bhukcr tftarte hai» means "we are dying of starvation";

5)

Kaharan Palanquin-bearers;

6)

Ata Dev: "a Devil is coming".

Thus the whole passage

may be rendered into English aB follows:
/"The
1.

Waqa'i', p. 38, L. 11th.
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'♦The bania opens his account book and recites the
reckoning in an ode which stipulates that "till the due
is paid I111 give no more"#

The money-changer opens the

pages of his ledger and declaims the mathnavi of the debt;
the meaning of its burden-verse is that "After this I will
not have any dealings".

The servants sing a ghazal with

the mustazad (increment-line, not essential to the meaning);
Bhukowmarte haif(we are dying of hunger").

The palanquin-

bearers have started a stanza with the refrain:

"Ata Dev"

(The Devil is coming).
In the following line he makes use of numerical values
1
of letters.
„
• ■»

Here Bismillah (its numerical value is 19) is used to
3
denote the 19th date of the month.
The following extract is quoted to illustrate his
use of grammatical terms:

g
, * fi',/i.

^

^

^
•Z/y

L+J" ia>Cjy>^/y^
Here Suqut, Nun-i Thaqila, M u 'ta11, Mahdhuf, Ta'kid,
/Sahihf
1.
2.
3.
4.

WaqaM/,
Qur’an,
Y.'aqa' if
-Waqa1lr,

p. 56.
XXXVI
p. 6.2,
P*V8,

L. 1st.
: 39.
L. 10th.
L. 13th.
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Sahih, Salim and Muz a *if are all grammatical terms used in
Arabic,
1
As m entio ned above K i'm a t Khan *A li has used q u o ta tio n s
fro m th e Q u r'a n hum ourously and s a t i r i c a l l y
f o llo w in g :

.

as e . g .

. '

in th e

/

/

,

,

^

«•

'

^

} Jj * ^

t

*7/ //

tr/jt

;

7u

2
The c i t a t i o n
r a t h e r boresome to

1.

S u p ra , 1 8 9 .

2,

Waqa * i

th e r e a d e r , b ut i t

, p p . 8 3 ,8 4 .

^ .■*< <?urVh / L9T ;fa

U. Xb'j^y; 3
* • Ibid,

*.

o f such v e rs e s so f r e q u e n t ly p ro v e s to be

a re used i r r e v e r e n t l y .

f .

/

can no t be s a id t h a t th e y
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G.

ISLAMIC JURISPRUDENCE

Legal schools were founded in Madina as far hack as
8th century of the Christian era.
HanTfa belonged to one

The celebrated Abu

of these institutions and founded a

school of his own on liberal lines.

Since then Islamic law has been developing in this and
three other schools, those of Malik#3hafi^f and Ahmad ibn
Hanbal.

However its development, unlike English law, has

not been dependent on case law, because the Qazie
never took
1,1 ^ ■—
into consideration previously decided cases, nor was any
record of decisions preserved.

Islamic jurisprudence has

developed, like Scottish law, from principles, in this case
those of Islarn,laid down for once and all, although these
could be and were interpreted in different ways by different
judges.
By the time Aurangzib came to the throne Islamic lav/
had developed into the interpretation of the code of
Shari rat.

Thus a comprehensive digest called the Hedaya,

expounding the Shari'&t from the Hanafi point of view, had
been compiled in 12th century, by Shaykh Burhan al-Din Ali.
Aurangzib likewise caused a digest of Islamic law to be made,
specially intended for the Musalmans of India; it is called
after him Fatawa-i Alamgiri. and is sometimes referred to as
/Fatawa-i
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Fa tawa-i Hindiyya.

This digest, like the Hedaya, expounds

the Islamic law from the Hanafi i?oint of view, because the
Emperor belonged to that school.
In one respect at least Fa tawa-i Alamgiri is better than
the Hedaya; it deals with the Muhanxnedan law of inheritance
whereas the Hedaya does not.

However it is the latter work

which is usually referred to as the leading legal authority,
except in India where the Fatav/a is considered of higher
authority.

;

The Privy Council holds the same opinion.

The Fatawa occupies among Indian Musalmans the same position
as the Shara'i'a1-Islam in the Shi*a world.
There is another compilation of Fatawa, called Fatawa-i
2azi Ithan, made by Fakhr al-Din, known as Qazi
Khan (d. 1180/
#
•

1766-7), which is also frequently referred to by Indian j,azis.
These Fatawa witness a progressive advance among the
judiciary and in social conditions.
Fa tawa-i ^Alarngiri is voluminous.

;
It was compiled

with the aid of some of the most competent jurists of the age.
It is a digest which includes extracts from various sources,
indicated at the end of each passage.

Thus it is not a

j

critical work like the Kitab al Kharaj, a treatise on the
theory of taxation and hadith by Abu Yusuf, nor does it
include any new matter.

The compilers were merely collectors
/and
j
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and codifiers and did not add any original contribution or
comment.

Nothing original could be included in it as the
1
Emperor personally supervised the work, and orthodox as he
was he did not allow any criticism of the views of Abu
Hanifa.
It may be mentioned here that the Emperor Babur also
had a book compiled on Hanafi law, but it cannot be compared
with the Fatawa, because the latter deals with the subject
exhaustively, whereas the former is a short work.

Well-

versed as Aurangzib was in Islamic learning, it was but
natural that he should have thought of the setting up of so
useful a compendium of law.
Some commentaries on Fiqh were written by certain of the
*Ulema*in this reign, but they have not treated the subject
critically.

The reason for failing to do so is their

slavish mentality in interpreting the Sharifat code; the
further removed scholars were from the four celebrated Imams
the less critical or original they became.

For example

the following corrmentaries written in this reign lack in
originality:
Musallani al-thubut. by Muhibb Allah Bihari, and Nur al
Anwar, by Mulla Jiwan Mirathi (d. 1119/1708).
/As
1.

H Men (Hindustani), p.45.
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As for the facilities for learning Islamic law it api^ears
from Tarikh-i Farahbakhsh
and Mir'at-i
Atmadi
(comp, in 1770
•
' ' 1~^ * •
r1
‘S™
' '>'i*
v
/.« 3
A*D.) that there was no separate institution or arrangement
for it, but the curriculum of the madras asof the

time

included text-books suitable for a course.
Thus texts like
1
_
_2
Sharh-i waqaya and Tafsir-i Kashshaf were taught.
In connection with the was ifas given to students it
may be remarked that they were not, as Ta'rlkh-i Farahbakhsh
states, given only according to ability, but also according
<
to the ’
financial
condition of the student.3 The stipends thus
awarded ranged from 1 anna to 8 annas per diem, the maximum
4
being allotted to the students learning fiqh, a discrimination
indicating the importance attached to the study of Muhammedan
Jurisprudence in these madrasas.

It further appears from

Ta'rikh-i Farahbakhsh that the law students continued to. get
8 annas per diem until they acquired proficiency in flih.

1.
2.
3.
4.

«;
See T F^rah, tr. , Hoeys .tran . 104.
Ibid 104, 105.
M Alam, p. 539; see also A Nam, p. 1085.
T Fai^ tr. Hoey*s pp. 104, 105.
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D.

ALLEC-ORY

Romantic stories in poetry and in prose, but in the
latter case interspersed with numerous verses, have been
popular in Indo-Persian literature.

A few of these stories

we re based on the tales in the Mahabharat. e.g. the tale of

"Nala and Damayanti”, which Wintemitz in his History of
Indian Literature has praised as amongst the noblest of
all narratives of domestic affection and fidelity, and
others were folk-tales, such as the ’’Manohar and Madhumalat".
Urdu in time followed suit, and ?asana-i <Aja?Lb of Rajab kli
Surur, which appeared in 1826 is a long romantic story in
prose and verse, in heavily Persianised style.
About 1546 Malik Md. Jayasi produced the Mathnavi
Padmavati, which towards its close he declared to be an
allegory.

k

Mr

The Mantiofit Tayr probably influenced the allegor*» /Vw
ical interpretation given to it.
Allegorical prose or

poetry does not appear to have had many followers, but in the
case of Husn u Dil* produced in Aurangzib’s reign, there is
1
one interesting specimen of this type.
This prose-tale with many poetical passages included was
composed by Khwaja Muhammad Bidil in 1095/1684, and was
dedicated to Aurangzib.

1.

The composer’s name is not otherwise
/known

Oat of I.Q.L. (Per. MSS.) 2106; per MS. 1628.

*

by Farfd al-Din &ttar (comp.1187 A.D.)
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known and it has been suggested that he was probably identical
with Abd Al-Qadir Bidil. But the style both in prose and
verse is So unlike that of the latter that the suggestion
need not be entertained, and the author may be taken to be as
he apparently wrote himself Khwaja Muhammad Bidil,
The work is dedicated to Aurangzib, and it may be con
jectured that if this ruler accepted it he could only have
approved it on the ground of its being an allegory, and so
being intended for moral or religious edification,

The

substance of the story is:
There was a King named ^ql shah in the region of "Baden"
(body); his only son, "Sultan Dil-band," he reared in
seclusion at his palace.

On reaching maturity the young

Prince desired to drink of "the water of life", which was
situated in "the region of Love".

A certain person promised

to explore the way to it, and after a long and trying journey
he eventually succeeded.
*

But before Sultan Dil-band could
,>

reach it, there occurred a battle between the King of Wisdom
and the King of Love in which the former was defeated.
Ultimately he consented to the marriage of his son with
"Htrsn Banu" (the Lady of Beauty"), daughter of CIshq Shah, and
thus the young Prince obtained the water of life.
The magical element is supplied by the wonderful ring
which, when put in the mouth of anyone, makes him invisible.
/The

A

(Literature) (Prose) (Allegory) (Bk.II., Ch.5.)
The personae have symbolical names in keeping with the
allegory, such as uAql Shah1’ (the King of Wisdom) , "Ishq Shah"
(the King of Love), "Sultan Dilband" (the heart-captivating
King), and Husn Banu (the Lady of Beauty).
It is written in ornate prose, profusely interspersed
with Persian verses, but the language is easy to understand;
abstruse terms are avoided, in which respect it is unlike the
compositions of *Abd al-Qadir Bidil.
1
as an example:/**
<

^

j
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1*

The following is offered

y 1
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/

, _____

A Per MS in I.O.L. 1628, fol. 10a.

“
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Islamic culture was unfavourable to drama.

The nearest

Arab approach to dramatic art until recent times, is seen in
^ e Maqamat of Badi*al-Zaman (d. 1007 A.D*) and of Al-Kariri
/

(d. 1122 A.D»)>

hut these ’’seances1’ were not suited for stage-

representation.

*1

The masterpiecesASanskrit drama were produced between the
fourth and the eighth centuries, in which period flourished
the great dramatists Kalidasa and Bhayabhuti.

Drama was then

developed from religious plays and by priests for the instruct
ion of the people.

It had ten varieties, which mark its line

of development from the stage of dialogue to ten-act dramas.
The Hindu drama, an almost natural successor, is of very recent
origin however.

About 1700 plays begin to appear, but these

’’works were either without entrances and exits of “the characters
1
or lacking in other essentials of dramatic poetry.”
Notwithstanding the aesthetic sense of the Persians they
did not attempt production in this art.

impersonation did not

make any appeal to them.

’’The drama is almost entirely absent

in early Persian poetry.

The original Aryan Persians

exhibited no taste for drama in their literature, but in course
of development the Teazies (talzia, "lamentation”) and Temacha
(tamasha, comedies),.... performed by wandering minstrels or by
/joculators
.1.

Hist, of Hindi Lit., by p. E. Keay, p.93,
— fe-y.-Qv-fo,—
»■( ■14* )-
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joculators may be noted as having some similarity with drama’1.
Oriental dramatic art had therefore only ancient models,
and no important advance was initiated before the nineteenth
century, when from Mazandran there came three Persian versions
of plays by a Turkish author.

One of them the Vazir of

Lankuran proved very popular in India, and has been rendered
into Urdu.
Among the last of the Sanskrit dramas to excite interest
was Prabodh Qhandrodaya (Rise of the Moon of Knowledge) by
Krishn Misra.

This had been rendered into Bhakha dialect by

Swami Nand Das, and a Persian version of the latter was made
by Banwali Das, a Kayast by caste who wrote under * fakhallus
■■■ ■Vali.

Vali, who was a munshi of Prince Dara Shikuh, completed
_ 3
this work in 1073/1662, and called it Gulzar-i jial.
The

drama had been written originally by Krishn M s r a for a
4
young disciple who had little interest in mysticiaTi, and
Vali states that he rendered it into Persian, at the instance
5
of some friends, who, it may be presumed, were interested in
mystic lore.

It is unlikely that it was put on the stage.

Vali’s connection with Dara, and the theme and nature of the
play probably ensured its never coming to the Emperor* s
notice.
The play opens at the court of a certain Raja, for whom
/it
1.
3.
4.
5.

Muslim Review, Cftl* , 1927- Vol. II, No.2, Art. by S.N. Das
*EI, Supp. 1094.
Per MS. in I.O.L. 1591, Ethe No. 1995.
Ibid, fol. 3b.
Ibid, fol.2b.
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r
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it is apparently staged.

His thought's had once been directed

towards mysticism, but worldly power had brought it about
btUMM*
that his mindAoccupied with other concerns.
In the First Act figure three separate domestic pairs;
each pair, in conformity with the Sanskrit pattern, keeps up'
a running dialogue; the topic of each couple in turn is of a
mystical nature.

The third pair are Raja Beg and his wife;

in the course of the conversation between them she enquires
how the soul can be awakened.

He temporarily evades replying

presumably because of his inability to do so satisfactorily.
The Second Act opens with a scene at the court of Raja
1,1aha Mohi, who is symbolic of materialism.

He discusses with

his Minister how to repel the attack of his enemy Raja Beg,
a symbol of spirituality.
In Acts Pour and pive the battle takes place, and Raja
Beg is victorious, materialism thus being vanquished.

In

the Sixth Act the moralist is concerned to show that man, after
acquiring self-knowledge, acquires knowledge of his Lord, a
Sufic trend which has influenced the original title of the
work, Prabodh Chandrodaya.
The whole play is mystical in tone and in the conclusion
the Raja resumes his interest in that subject.

It has the

ornate style of the age, and verses are intermixed with the
prose passages, of which the following is a typical example:-
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P. SUPISM
Sufisni was introduced into Persian prose by Imam
Ghazali (d. 1111 A.D.); his Kimiya-i 3acadat, famous in its
day, is still a popular classic with the thoughtful and
devotional.
In Aurangzib1s reign at least two Persian prose works
_1
on the theme of mysticism were written, Dimashq-i Khayal
2

and Lawamir.

-

The former of these is of particular interest

as being by a Hindu, Balkrishn Brahman, who though of the
highest caste paid homage to Muslim saints; it was composed
in 1085/1674^5.

in explaining the title the author states

that he chose it because his compendium is co-extensive
with the Syrian city of the name, and its perusal is as
congenial as the climate there; and further it is a chrono
gram for the year of completion of the book (viz. 1085 A*H.),
3
as one learns from the lines:

The author uses examples to explain as simply as
possible abstruse ideas.

For instance, he expounds the

doctrine of universality by pointing out characteristics
4
of the four elements in turn:
✓
x «
j
r
.
*
^
.
7
*
i
|
^ /
H
Towards the close he relates a number of incidents
/about
1.

Per MS. in I.O.L., 3482, Ethe 1897.

2.

Ibid, 1464, Eth£ 1900.

3.
4*

Ibid, fols. 2b.
Ibid, fols. 2fr, 3a, 3b.
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about famous Sufis, and draws moral lessons from them.
For
. *
1
example, after telling the story of Ibrahim Adham he writes:
*

✓

*

, /

^

*

*

•*

•

.

(/ Sy£>/
Although written in an ornate style its short sentences
are easily comprehensible:

,

/

.......

1°* / S
J>fi

J f **] t S S ^

JS*}' '

y{ \r Oj/jUyPshJ* *

■>'
A*0\/fS

(4y •< \ J jjj ’
3
*
- C<
- r The Lawami was composed by Amir'Ali ibn Akbar in 1107/
1696, in Kashmir.
with some in Arabic.

Persian passages are freely intermixed
The ideas have often been expressed in

a style of Persian which is rather crude and unpolished, and
its serviceableness was probably never general.

1.

Per MS. in I.O.L. 3482, fol. 12a.

2.

Per MS. I-0*L. 3482, fols. 4a, 4b.

? •

I b*dJ i l + C b j B *
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INBHA - PARDAZI
(Epistolography)
Epistolography may roughly be grouped into three
let***
classes - firstly, thoseAwhich are intended to be models of
style or fine-writing; secondly private letters which have
passed betv/een friends or relatives, and thirdly official
communications.
The letters of Tughra belong to the first group.
Like those of Zuhuri before him they are ornate, and show
•*

an artistry clever, dignified and erudite.

They are like

museum-pieces, to be admitted for certain qualities and as
representing an age and style; but they are appreciated
mainly or only by dilettanti.

There is no such talented

letter-writer of this reign.
A lead, at least in India, in elegant prose-writing
was given by Amir Khrisrau (d. 725/1325); his Icjaz-i
Khusravi, or Rasa!il al-i^jaz, consists of five risalas
containing forms for private and official letters.

His

methodical and original mind turned to the guiding of corre
pondents, and he composed these risalas as epistolographic
■
'
specimens.
The work opens with the conventional framd and
na*t, and then proceeds to praise of Khusrau’s revered and
saintly "guide, philosopher and friend" Nizam ad-Din Auliya
then of the king rA \a! ad-Din, after which there is a pibach
extending over several folios; next follow the Risalas.
Letters written as models of style appeared at
intervals during the fifteenth to the seventeenth centurie
/Th

(Literature) (Prose) (Epistolography) Qk.II, Qh.3.)
The famous Mahmud Qawan (886/1481) in two volumes, Manazlr alinsha, and Riyaz al-lnsha, dealt with the technique of
composition.

The most famous in this list of these draughts

men of model letters is Abu*al Fazl.Akbar’s great premier.
The art seems to have received considerable attention in the
reigns of Shahjahan and Aurangzib.
M u aim,

a n d T u Q h iio f th e f o r m e r ’ s p e rio d h ave a l l l e f t works o f

— — — —— —

th is

The poets Munir, Brahman,

—

c la s s .
I n th e f i r s t

s ty le

g ro u p , v i z .

o r f in e w r itin g ,

l e t t e r s w r i t t e n as m odels o f

can be p la c e d Khass a l- ln s h a ' o f M u lla

J a m i^ i; ja m1if 'a'1_l-Q- a w a_ln in
o f K h a l i f a Shah Muhammad
Q a n n a u ji;
*
t

Khulasat al-Makatib of Sujan Ray Munshi of Patyala (author of
T1
“
1
K h u la s a t n l- T a w a r ik h ’l ; K a rn a m a -i W a q ica of G athm al Munshi
#

i t»i

n

ir

i

i

*

i rr

-

Hindu; and insha-i Payz Bakhsh of Shir kli, all of them
'composed in this reign.

Of these at least two are by Hindus,

and give further evidence of the mastery over Persian which
some of them acquired.

It is sufficient to speak here of

jami* al-Qawanin and Khulasat al-Makatib

at any length inorder

to indicate the nature and purpose of such letters.

1.

Per MS. in 1,0.L. 1967; Ethe No. 2097.
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1

(si)

Jamir al-Qawanin

Jam ifa1- Qawan in was composed, according to the chronogram
in 1085/1674*
Insha -i Khalifa.

It is sometimes called

Very little is known about the author
2

except that he was educated in qannauj and composed these
3
letters at the request of friends.
It is a small manuscript of 54 fols., and contains
letters of four kinds:
(1)

Specimens of letters written by way of thanks to donors,

in all 31.
(2)

Specimens of letters written to friends, in all 49.

(3)

Specimens of letters of congratulation or condolence,

in all 8.
(4)

Finally, specimens showing the alqabs (titles) to be

used in addressing an emperor or a prince, etc.
These letters are naturally devoid of the personal
feelings associated with private letters.

But their

utility lay in their being patterns of conventional fashion
in correspondence.

In a period when florid style was

looked on with admiration they were considered in their own
circle fit to serve a practical end.

They are however

interpersed with Persian verses to a degree which might
appear to make them more ostentatious than serviceable;
/occasionally
1.

Supra, p. fcoY

2.

Per. MS. in I.O.L. 1967 (Insha -i Khalifa), fol. lb.

3.

Ibid, fols. 2b, 3a.
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occasionally the versus are longer than the letter itself*
As an example of the highly ornate style of this work the
following may be taken; though ornate the language is
readily understandable being free from abstruse terms:

/

1.

Per. US. 1.0.L. 1967, fol. 4b.
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(b)

Khulasat al-Makatib

This compendium of letters was compiled by Sujan Ra^
Munshi of Patyala, author of the well-known general history
-

2

Khulasat al-Tawarikh. He was a Kshatri by caste.

He gives

as a reason for its conposition the provision of models for
3
people in general, and for his sons in particular.
As
compared with the preceding collection, Insha -i Khalifa,
it is a large collection and illustrates the subject more
fully.

Like the preceding also it is interspersed with

verses, although not so profusely.

As is to be expected of

a specimen-collection its tone is somewhat formal, especially
in the case of friendly correspondence.

In keeping with the

customary fashion it is written in florid prose as may be
seen from the following:
•

f

•

*

•»*

/S

...

.

,

•

IsK''

fl/S

(/y £

'

>jj

^

•9

/Expression
1.

2.
3.
4.

It is interesting to note that this example was sent by
the Panjab Committee of Lahore to the ImperialExhibition
at Paris for works of art and industry. I.O.L. (Per. MSSj
Ethe, No. 2109.
Supra, 16%;
Per. MS. in I.O.L. 3233, fols. lb, 3b, 4a.
A Per. MS. in I.O.L. 3233, fol. 78b.
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(°)

Rug.* at-i Alamglri

In the 2nd and 3rd groups, viz private letters and
official communications can be placed Rug.rat-i ^Alamgiri.
Aurangzib did not attenqpt to follov/ a particular style.
His letters are not usually stirred by emotion.

They are

plain and practical; severe and sarcastic where his cold
reason desires them to be.
There are various collections of his Rug.rat; hence
the different names.

The oldest collection is by Inayat

Allah, one of Aurangzib’s secretaries; it is called
1

Rug/at-i Alamglri, and sometimes Kalimat-i Tayyibat; the
second is by *Abd al-Karim Amir Khan, a son of another
2

secretary of the Emperor; it is known as Raga*im-i Kiram;
/the

1.

See B*M* Add. 26, 238.

2.

B.M. Add. 26, 239.
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(Bk.II.. Ch#57)
. 1
th e

th ir d

is D a s tu r a l - A m a l - i A g a h i. c o lle c t e d by R a ja Aya

M ai t h i r t y - e i g h t y e a rs a f t e r th e d e a th o f A u ra n g z ib ;
•
£
f i n a l l y t h e r e is A d a b -i * A la t n g ir i. w r i t t e n by Munahi a l M am alik Shaykh Abu a l - F a t h on b e h a lf o f A u ra n g z ib ;
was c o l le c t e d by Sadiq. M u t t a l i b i , and c o n ta in s
w r i t t e n by A u ra n g z ib to S h a h ja h a n .
is

some l e t t e r s

T h is l a s t c o l l e c t i o n

im p o rta n t because o f c e r t a in s ta te m e n ts

w h ic h ,

it

it

c o n ta in s ,

though th e y may m o d ify to a s l i g h t d e g re e o n e’ s

o p in io n o f so m ething co n n ected .w ith A u ra n g z ib , can h a r d ly
a lte r

th e f a c t t h a t

th ey c o n f l i c t w ith c e r t a i n m a tte rs

g e n e r a l ly ag re ed upon,
A u ra n g z ib s t a t e s t h a t :
(1 )

S h ah ja h an s e c r e t l y w ro te a l e t t e r

to Shah S h u ja ' w hich

*»

was s e iz e d by A u ra n g z ib , and the l a t t e r says in h is l e t t e r
t h a t S h ah jah an d id n o t l i k e A u ra n g z ib and t h a t is

whyhe

asked S h u ja ^ to come to h is h e lp ,
(2 )

S h ah ja h an a llo w e d to o much l a t i t u d e

to D a ra , who

u l t i m a t e l y s e iz e d th e th ro n e ,
(3 )

He (A u ra n g z ib ) had wanted to d e fe n d Is la m

t h a t is

in I n d i a and

why he fo u g h t a g a in s t h is h e r e t i c b r o t h e r , D a ra ,

/(4 )
1.

B.M . Add. 1 8 , 8 8 1 .

2.

B.M . O r. 1 7 7 1 th re e l e t t e r s w hich ap p e a r in t h i s MS. a re
g iv e n by K h w a fi Khan in h is h i s t o r y , Mun Lub
I I , p , 101.
«3I
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(Literature) (Prose) (
aaA) (Bk.II«t Ch.3. )
(4)

Originally he had an intention to reinstate Shahjahan

on the throne after punishing Dara, but when he came to
know that Shahjahan himself was the cause of what happened
he changed his mind and installed himself as King.
(5)

He had wanted to meet Shahjahan after defeating Dara

and shuja', but when he came to know that his father still
disliked him he changed his plan.
(6)

Shahjahan afterwards forgave him (Aurangzib).
He appears in the communications contained in these

as a polite and respectful son.
1
In the Letters he unbends most to A'zam, and even went
. 2
once at any rate so far as to speak of him as his successor.
3
In the seven addressed to Mu'azzam, who eventually was
crowned after him, it is obvious the latter was regarded less
affectionately.

But he did not deflect from his high

standard of prohity in departmental affairs to make
4
undesirable concessions to his sons.
Timur and his descendants generally paid great attention
to two things - the Army and the Treasury.
remissness in this respect in Aurangzib.

There was no
5
Thus in a Letter
/written

1.
2.

Ruq.. Ala, Ina, 9, 10, 16, 21, 26, 29, 42, 57, 58.
Ibid 20.

3.
4.
5.

Ibid, 1-7, esp. 2 and 6.
Ibid, 71.
Rug. Ala, Inayat Alle&i, 4.
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(Ruq'at-i 'Alamgiri)
(Literature) (Prose) (
)
(Bk.II. Ch.3.)
v/ritten to Ivlu azzam he reproaches him for disregarding his
soldiers by not paying them adequately.

Similarly in

another Letter, addressed to A zam, he wants him to capture

Uf>
and dig^the hidden treasures in Karnatac to defray the
*

. . .

‘

-

• -v

charges incurred in the Deccan conquest.

'W

Although

Aurangzib was strict and straight, yet at heart he looked
to the interests of his able officers and rewarded them.
In one of the Letters there is trace of the superstition
in his reverence.

He visited the tomb of Saint Gesu DarazV
3
(d. circa 1422 A*D. ) in 1686 A.D.
It may be noted in this connection

that in 1672,v/hen

superstitious terror of the sata-namia had demoralised the
spirit of Aurangzib’s troops, he wrote out prayers and
magical figures with his own hand and ordered these papers
to be sewn on the banners of his army in order to counteract
4
the enemy’s spells.
In his Letters Aurangzib mentions many persons and
things, briefly as is to be expected

in a busy man’s

communications, and lightly, so much

so that his style is

the kind that has been called "loquitive"; in it murasala
/approaches

T.

Ibid 123.

2.
3.
4.

Ruq Ala, inayat Allah, 44cf. Inid, 7,
72, 73.
Aur Letts, Billi, p. 70.
Gam. His IV 244; cf. I.C.Jan. 1941, p.89, (an article by
Ishwar Chandra Bhattnager, "Mystic Monasticism during the
Mughal Period’
^.
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approaches to Mfrkalama« One can gather an idea of his
preferences and prejudices, for example his preference of
1
Sunnis to Shi as, and Muslims tp Hindus.
Shibli Nu mani has quoted in connection with the simple
style followed by Aurangzib in his letters the words of the
renowned Urdu-writer and literary critic Muhammad
Husayn
0
0
Azad (d. 1910 A«L.) who was deeply impressed by Aurangzib*s
2

simple style and spoke of it in the following terms:

0>lb >( I / - d - b j / ( f

f/;

1.
2.

of/

/

1,;/cf

Vj*

/ J / -

Ruq Ala, Ina, No. 65, <1, 7-j \?j h f
Quoted by ShibliNu' mani in Aur Alam (in Hindustani),
p. 135.
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(P ro s e )

(B k .II..

C h .5 # )

T ran s :
’’H is b r i e f se n te n ce s a re
a d m i n is t r a t io n .
th e re is
tr a tiv e

in te rw o v e n w it h m a tte rs of

But th e s t y l e

is l u c i d ,

th e to n e o f th e c o l lo q u i a l id io m .

and in e v e ry word
A l l a re a d m in is 

co u n s els and many m o ral p r e c e p t s , and th e y c a r r y g r e a t

w e ig h t.

Yf^e re

I to compare h is s t y l e w it h t h a t o f the

G u lls t a n , no o b je c t io n co u ld be r a is e d .
t h e r e would be how ever t h a t th e id e a s

Thus much difference

in th e G u lis ta n are

im a g in a ry whereas in th e o th e r th e y are of the a c t u a l present.
H is s t y l e

is as easy to read as it is difficult to write"#
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R u g ‘at-i Bidil
Although Bidil, like most Sufis, retired from worldly
activities, he did not break his connection with certain
persons,

including Amirs and Nayyabs, who paid visits lto

his abode; some of these noblemen sent presents to him.
According to the Lucknow lithographed edition of the

Ruqrat (1261 A.H.),

wrote in all 245 letters, of which

148 are addressed to Natfyab Shukr Allah Khan, 32 to Natryab
Shakir Khan, 14 to Karam Allah Khan, lo to'Aqil Khan, 4
each to Ilusayn
Quli Khan, Nizam
al-l.iulk and Maulana rlzzat;
•
••
the rest are addressed to various persons with whom he
communicated only rarely.
A s is to be expected literary matters were often a
subject of discussion between him and some of his
communicants.

Thus he sent his Tilasm-i Hay r a t , and later

mm

m

m

*

his Divan, to Shukr Allah Khan to revise and make a

2
selection from.

shukr Allah likewise sent his Divan to

Bidil for a similar kind of selection.
occasion

promised to send
_

Bidil on another

his Tur-i Ma*rifat to

3

~

Mirza

Muhammad Amin Irfan, and at another time the Khatima of the
- 4

above mathnavi to*Aqil Khan Razi.
/One

1.

Ruq Bid, pp. 12,

2.Ibid, pp. 3,

37, 77.

3.

Ruq Bid, p.34.

4.

Ibid, p. 63.

*

31, 34, 39, 71,

Mirza Abd al-Qadir Bidil

77,90, 92.
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A
One feature of his letters is that they are rather per
meated with a tone of defeatism.

He frequently speaks
1
about the nothingness of this world he had renounced.
He wrote a number of chronograms; the following on the

victory of Mu'azzam
he sent to Aqil
Razi:
.... over A 'zam
„
" Khan 1
■
-

•

- • .

•

ini

!»!_ :,,,t ' •
**

> *

"The style is the man" is an old and oft quoted
saying.

Bidil in his communications with his friends could

not drop the grave and weighty style of his other writings*
Some passages in thein are abstruse and hard to understand;
solemnity reigned and ruled through all his later days;

" £*ij.tdiy

!•
1

t?j

!\t*} Iir, ti'ij
.

Rui

ibij^ n*m k

iiijj

Iti

pp.1*7

CUt), \>

'10%
(7

;

<2.^*1.7 .
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O R N A T E

P R O S E

An Ornate style of composition is not peculiar to any
one literature or country.

It is a phase that may well be

a necessary stage in the way to the formation of canons of
taste.

The Euphuism of Elizabethan England is an example of

this style, which was "characterised by antithesis, alliter
ation, a profusion of simil^es often drawn from fabulous
1
natural history, and a pervading effort after elegance”.
Arabic had had its Maqamat-literature of Badlral-Zaman
(d. 1007 A.D.) and al-Harirl (d. 1122 A.D.), whose influence
i

is felt still in the prose of its journals.

Hindi has

works exemplifying these artifices and aims, and the lham or
ibham (ambiguity) of early Urdu poetry in the beginning of
18th Gent, is regarded as a borrowed method of ornamentation,
which was dropped however before its close.
Persian literature has specimens of this class in
abundance.

The Arab Conquest of Persia in 638 A.D. led to

the replacement of Zoroastrianism by Islam as the religion of
that land, and with the religion went the ritual.

As one

result many Persians acquired a thorough knowledge of Arabic,
and as another many words of Arabic entered into use among
the people.

Religious and ritualistic terms became

naturalised, but other classes of words as well, e.g.
/scientific,
1.

Webster’s New International Diet., S.V. Euphuism.
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(Ornate Prose)

( B k . I I . , Ch.3 , )

scientific, military, sporting, and culinary terms.

As the

Persians had terms of their own for many of these things
there was a great store of duplicates of the various parts of
speech.

Often two nouns kindred in meaning but of different

stock were joined with the coordinate conjunction, and this
has been carried over into Urdu, in.which language the rule
is observed of never so linking with an Arabic or a Persian
1
noun one of Hindi origin.
2
The rhymed and the rhythmic prose of the Qur'an had
~r''•
■
’
its imitators, e.g. in khutbas preserved in Al-Bayan wa alTabyin of all-Jahiz (d. 869 A.D.) and in passages in Risalat
al-Ghufran by Abu al-Ala al-Mararri (d. 105 A.D.).
style was made

3 till

The

more impressive by the Maga mat in Arabic

of Badi' al-Zarnan and of al-Hariri, and in Persian by alHamidi (d. 1164 A.D.).

These works have been read in

madrasas everywhere for the charm of their expression as well
as their disciplinary value.
The Tarikh-i Wassaf, by Abd Allah Wassaf, completed about
3
1318 A.D., a history of the Persian Mughals, is a represent
ative of an over-weighted florid style.

The *A.1a*ib al-

Macjdur, by Ibn ^Arabshah (d. 1450 A.D.) is a biography of Timur
(d. 1400 A.D.); in rhythmical form it contains a long
/panegyric
1.
2.
3.

cf. Ab-i Hayt .
Browne, II, 20.
Iv. ASB 1st Supp; 757; cf. Br. II, 17: about 1328 A.D.

i
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panegyric of Timur.

The florid style accompanied the Indo-

Timurids and found a congenial soil in India*

Whilst not

all have become entangled in its toils many have.

Of the

writers of history in the reign of Shahjahan Abd al-Hamid
Lahauri was caught up in this interlinked chain of noun and
adjective, and Muhammad Salih Kanbu nearly as inextricably.
In his Waqa’i^-i Haydrabad Ni'mat Khan Ali has blended satire
and humour with history, and kept his prose nearer to the
borderland of poetry than most others*
Tughra. who came from Persia to India and died there in
1068/1667, left a volume of Ruq.* at which also contains much
verse.

In prose his style resembles to some extent that of
•*

.

.

.

.

.

the more famous Zuhuri, who likewise came to India; the
latter died in the Deccan Circa 1025/1616*

Tughra is much

less involved in that sensuous verbiage in which *Zuhuiri
at
•
times loses himself.

J.
S h ah ja h an and A u ra n g z ib b o th h e ld a l o o f fro m t h i s f l o r i d

style of expression.

The letter’s letters to his sons and

officials are simple and precise, and even to A‘zam, a son
whom he loved much, they are briefly affectionate but hardly
2
e n d e a rin g .

/The
1* SufprcL, /jlf
2.
Supra, L / r

and Rug Alamg passim.
9
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4 •

°*W \

j, }

i , %

-v

^

1
2
3
The historians, letter-writers and satirists and
other prose-writers generally employ the conventional
florid style of Persian.

c»<

(4.)

Svpr*,
T b '

c»J L b U ,

n

»«» — /93

l

,

%.%•

'
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I.

Miscellaneous (Arts and Sciences)

The MSS. preserved and catalogued do not give one
reason to think that the sciences and arts received spacial
attention; their number is small.
Under the head of Arithmetic is placed a work of some
„ .
1
note, Bada \ al-Funun, by Midnimal(?).
It was composed in
1074/1664, and dedicated to Aurangzib.

It is based on the

Lilawati of Bhaskara Acarya, a famous Sanskrit treatise on
Arithmetic and Geometry.

A translation of the Sanskrit

original had been made by Fa^zi in Akbar*s time at the
letter’s request in 995/1587.
The Bada*ir contains nine chapters, of which three
deal with problems of increasing difficulty in arithmetic,
and the fourth with accountancy (lltn-i Siyaq).
of the last chapter is Astronomy.

The subject

A drawback in this work

is that the author has not made use of figures to illustrate
but has explained in words.

In the passage quoted here he

gives the Hindi equivalents of fractional numbers, etc:

1.

1497
Iv. ASB;/cf. Per MS. I.O.L. 2420, Ethe 2259.

2.

Iv. ASB 1694; cf. Per MS. I.O.L., 1411, fol. 2a, Ethe
1998.
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Under lexicography,mention must be made of Ashhar al~
Lughat, by Ghulaaii Ahmad Bhikhan Hanswi, which was completed
in 1082/1671.

It was dedicated to Aurangzib*:

It was based on earlier works.

The compiler was of Indian

origin.
It is noteworthy that, as Altaf Husayn Hali has
2
”
•
“
stated, the Persian dictionaries in use in India in 19th
century had been compiled by Indians, e.g.
(1)

Mu'ayyid al-Fuzala (1519)

(2)

Farhang-i Jahangir! (1608-9)

(3)

Ma.lma^al-Lughat (1643)

(4)

Farhang-i Rashidi (c. 1650)

(5)

Burhan-i Qati'(1652)
«*

In 1074/1664 there was composed a treatise on Indian
3

rtusic by Hasan b. Khwajah Tahir,
a gazi
of Antur.
**
•

This

/treatise
1.
2.
3.

Per. MS. in I.O.L. 2420, fols. 171a, 171b.
•Yad Gha, p. 41 (ed. Aligarh).
Iv. ASB, 1629; see also supra, 72.
x Ivanow ASB, /f 3 3 .

(Literature) (Prope) (Miscellaneous) (Bk.II, Ch»5.)
■Mm
treatise if it caineAto Aurangzib1s notice may not have
unfavourable attention, but had a qazi composed such work
a little later it is unlikely the Smperor would have
retained him in Office.
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CONCLUSION

In estimating, the character of Aurangzib and the nature
of his influence on his time one must look at him from
various aspects*

In his father!s household he shov/ed

jealousy to Dara Shikuh, and when ambition could no longer
be restrained he Tbehaved treacherously with Prince Murad,
and caused both these brothers to be put to death, obviously
screening himself behind fatwas of the ‘Ulama*. His inherent
cruelty was exemplified in his order of torture of Sarnbha,
/
son of Sivaji, that he should have his tongue cut and his
be
eyes gouged out, and then/put to death.
His erudite
apologist Shibli Nu'mani had to leave this incident with
1
the remark that only once did he commit so savage a deed.
In his relations with his own family he was apparently
strict even to severity, and probably never indulgent*

His

eldest son he imprisoned for twenty years and until his
death; the second he imprisoned for some six years; the
third rebelled and fled to die in Persia; the fourth and
fifth died in the war of succession at his death*
In his external relations he was the cold man of
business; his hard military discipline made him regiment
human beings.

Men, whether sons or officials, were pawns to

be moved at his will, a reasoning will, but with efficiency
before it as its aim.
/In
1.

Aur Ala, p.42.
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(Conclusion)
the
In/observances of religion he grew more and more
punctilious.

But in the practice of faith he was

straitened by his narrowness of outlook*

His tolerance of

Hindu and Shi'a was limited.
He did not contribute in any way to the welding of the
two cultures represented by his subjects.

The two had

grown up each in its own set of circumstances and among
peoples in different ethnic groups.

One was staunch for

the divine unity, the other for a plurality in the godhead,
with one chief deity, according to the locality, prevailing.
Law and order enforced by a military command allows of a
mode of communal life, but authority in some rulers is
partisan and imperils

harmonious relations.

Rajputs,

Pathans, Mahrattas and others could with tact be enrolled in
the imperial forces; their terms were more or less mercenary.
But to secure a willing cooperation of the subjects was the
test of a statemanship beyond even that of the Timurid
Colossus Akbar, with all his will and strength bent to a
fusion of blood and interests.

His Din-i Ilahi was

premature by centuries in conception, for the more truly
eclectic systems of the Samajs later have only very slowly
made a way towards liberality, and that directly only among
the Hindus; and in practice it was doomed to failure by
/its
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(Conclusion)
its inclination towards the Persian idea of the divine
afflatus in its sovereign lord*
Aurangzib developed in himself no spirit of
fraternisation on the social plane*

He was strict with

himself, strict in the upholding of the etiquette to be
observed, thorough in the routine discharge of business, and
men were automatons*

He did not see the wood for the trees*

A task to baffle probably any statesman because of the
magnitude of the land-area, the multiplicity of creeds, the
variety of degrees from mutually antagonistic warring
elements to an incredibly passive peasantry, lay before
him which called for all the biggest and' the best in man.
To Aurangzib great talent had been given, but he looked out
narrowly on his world and saw honesty and other virtues
decline, and the stature of men with them.

He led only or

mainly in the battlefield, but after a time Pathans, Rajputs
and Mahrattas turned away there from his support, and helped
to disrupt the great Empire.

Professor ffoynbee when

writing of the Turkish empire used somewhere words to this
effect, that when an autocratic state concentrates on
military authority, and neglects to build up a social and
humanistic structure, there comes a time when its only
support in militarism is not sufficient to preserve it.
/This

(Conclusion)

This epigrammatic utterance applies very accurately to the
reign of Aurangzib and its results.
A survey of the literary productions of the reign is
sufficient to show that writers were not wanting, and indeed
were considerable, for many names have been preserved.

Their

work is of fairly varied content, romantic, descriptive
(of Kashmir, etc.), historical and mystic.

Persia likewise

has little of literary merit to show for this period.

A

blank or fallow pause occurs in all literatures, and recurs.
India had experienced other such periods before, and of
long duration.

On this occasion the unrestful unproduct

iveness continued till well into the 18th century.

But in

the case of India there was also an Imperial ban in certain
directions, and it affected others besides.

Whereas in

Akbar’s time there had been a universality,openness and
benevolence of purpose, so that for example there was a
Muslim Malik al-Shu'ara and a Hindu Kab Rai.and another
I

was made Jotik Rai or Astronomer Royal, and men could aspire^
there was now a central authority controlling and curbing,
not

Wrarily, but by the code of one faith, whose legal

praxis he codified for its better fulfilment.
/In aZ
1.

A ’i Akb, Bl. I, 404n; cf. Akb nam, Bev. I 86

(Conclus ion)
In his youth he obviously had a lust for power, and
developed the capacity to seize it, - whether for its own
sake or for the opportunity it would provide for advancement
of private or public interest is not the concern here.
have and to hold were his first aim.

To

He did not have the

constructive ability, the generalising faculty or the
sociological instinct of Akbar.

Islam and its learning

he cherished, but did not derive from them humanistic
principles sufficient to organise for the general well-being.
He preserved and defended the existing state of things, but
did not attack with systematic policy the ignorance and
evils and prejudices prevailing.
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